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For operating room safety, specify .... 

ROMANV•SPARTAN CONDUCTIVE FLOOR "ti 

111111111111 
···········1 ••••••••••• •••••••••••• 1 ••••••••••• ••••••••••• 1 .......... . . ·1········· •••••••••• 
= .......... . •••••••• Pattern 030-Taupe Brown 

Plate No.1070 

Pattern 030, Spice Brown, 
made up of J" X J" X 1/4" tile 
monnted on 121/4" x 240" sheets. 

GENUIN 
CLAY TII. 

Romany·Spartan ceramic tile, properly installed, 
completely satisfies exacting NFPA safety code. 

With unglazed Romany-Spartan con

ductive tile, explosion hazards created 

by static electric sparks in anesthetiz

ing areas can be almost completely 

eliminated. Dust-pressed with straight 

edges, Romany-Spartan tile has a mois

ture absorption factor of less than 

one-half percent by weight. 

Two attractive, easy-to-clean colors 

blend harmoniously with all wall 

colors and equipment. 

It's economical, too. 121Af" x 241/2" 

sheets go down with maximum pe 
·1· 1al co at minimum cost in conven tOJ • 

ductive mortar or new c onductt 

adhesive setting beds . 

d ·1 sample~ For complete eta1 s, 
. . . 1 your near 

spec1hcations, consu t Iii 
resen111 

Romany-Spartan ii les rep . 
. I BulletJJl 

If you d like Techn1ca . Unti 
. din ta 

covering specifications an 
5111

1 
U ' ted procedures, wri te ni J 

Dept, 
Ceramic Tile Company 

Canton 2, Ohio. 

UNITED STATES CERAMIC TILE COMPANY• THE SPARTA CERAMIC 
MEMBERS : TILE COUNClL OF AMERICA AND THE PRODUCERS ' COUNC!L, INC 

. - .------·-· 

... how to dispel the illusion that marble is a luxury ... 
when you know that it costs no more than other substantial materials, 

and usually costs less when maintenance and upkeep are also considered? 
Contact the MI A or any of its members for "Proo.f that marble costs less •. .' 

or write Marble Institute of America bl a 
32 So,.,h Fifth Aven,.,,_Monnt Vernon, N. Y. mar e • 
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Today's Lesson in 
THRI .F ... 

More an d m or archi t 
school planners ai- coini~ets llll.4 
logical c nclus ion tha t g 10 
s teel chalkboard provide tl 01'cola 
. . I 10 Ul 
m economy m L 1 long ru M 
chool children ar writing ~· Lo 

porcelain tee! chalkboard
11 ti: 

any other board of its type 
market, a record nchieved \\lt~h It. 
VICTORY and NU-IMP EJ RJ 
LOXIT MIRA WAL POR ELO 
Porcelain teel halkboaras. 
Loxit is o~ ri ng a. porcelain s::t 
chalkboard m a thrift price bracket. 
LOX-88 NU-SIMPLON is top qual, 
ity-the same LOXIT MIRAW 
PORCELAIN STEEL sheet Which 
has made its NU-VICTORY and 

TT th NEW NU-IMPERIAL boards such OUl• u Se e standing successes. 

LOXIT PORCELAIN STEEL CHALKBOAR 
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LOX-88 NU-SIMPLON 
designed for the modest budget 

Here is another Loxit chalkboard "first" - a top 
quality porcelain steel chalkboard priced in the com
petitive range of slate and other chalkboard materials! 
This new LOXIT MIRA WAL PORCELAIN STEEL 
chalkboard is available in standard heights and up to 
16' long in one seamless piece. The porcelain steel 
sheet is laminated to a h6" tempered hard board 
which has been sealed against moisture with an 
aluminum foil vapor barrier backing shee t. It can 
be pre-trimmed with a simple edging or applied 
directly to the wall to be trimmed after installation. 
Offered in eight beautiful fade-proof school colors: 
Rite Spring Green, Rite Dark Green, Rite Gray, Rite 
Tan, Rite Coral, Rite Blue, Rite White (Ivory), and 
Rite Black. 

Write today for complete details including 
samples and 16-page 4 color catalog 

ALUMINUM FOIL 
BACKING SHEET 

3,1&" TEMPERED HARDBOARD_,/ 

Top Quality Chalkboards at a Thrifty Prk• 
nd hlgll 

PERFECT WRITING SURFACE-with low reflectance a 

visibility. lncrto .. 
WILL ACCEPT ALL MAGNETIC CLASSROOM AIDS to 
efficiency. rctkllll 
SCRATCH AND IMPACT RESISTANT- the flint-hard 

1
Po 

f Minero•· surface tests at least 6.5 on scale of Hardness O d ired and 
EASY TO MAINTAIN-can be woshed os often ,;is 81 

' 

kept clean with a damp cloth. •I c:hClli
LIGHT WEIGHT-LOX-BS NU-SIMPLON porcelain ,h:': eo•Y to 
boards we igh only 2 lbs. per sq . , ft . This makel 
handle on the iob and simple to ins tall. loin ~,,el 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE-the vitreJ us inorgonic pore• 
surface is durable and permanent. LOXIT SYSTEMS, INC. ILLIM 

1217 W. WASHINGTON BLVD., CHICAGO 7, 
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THE "CLASSIC" WITH METAL LOUVERS 

• • • a Triumph of Fixture Design! 

finest suspension mounted fixture in years"-this 
your reaction when you've seen Sylvania's exciting 

fi~tyre series, the CLASSIC. Here is a fixture in a 
all its own ... one that will take a prominent place 

o4evelop a completely fresh and different approach 

lo lighting fixture design, Sylvania retained the 

ltl\llces of the renowned industrial designing firm, 
ltter Muller-Munk Associates. 

The result of months of concentrated effort by 
ll!rs firm and Sylvania's own design engineers is 
Pfllel\ted here for the first time-the CLASSIC Series. 

We sincerely believe that the CLASSIC is the very 
8""' fluorescent fixture produced in a long number 
of years. 

Pendant mounting with diffused plastic panel 

Close ceiling mounling with plastic louvers 

in your lighting plans. 
The CLASSIC is really new ... designed by experts to 

give commercial interiors a fresh, distinctive appearance 
together with outstanding illumination. 

You'll like the sleek, trim lines and slim shallowness of 
this fixture ... the flared, softly-diffusing side panels ... 
the harmonious matching of plastic and metal ... and 
the choice of three excellent shieldings. 

You'll like its lighting characteristics, too. The ex
tremely high efficiency, balanced distribution, low bright
ness contrasts and excellent diffusion of the CLASSIC 
makes it ideal for every commercial application. 

To fully appreciate the CLASSIC, you must see it for 
yourself. Photographs and sketches cannot show the true 
beauty of this new series. Send today for full information. 
At the same time ask to have the CLASSIC demon
strated in your own office. Once you've seen it, you'll 
agree that this Sylvania fixture is truly a triumph of 
fixture design. 

SYLVANIA LIGHTING PRODUCTS 
A Division of SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS [Ne. 

Department 59-4 
One 48th Street, Wheeling, West Virginia 

Go tviooER-N w1-r0 ueHTING ev ,¥' SYLVANIA 
Subsidiary of 

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 

FIXTURES AND SVSTEMS • BEST FIXTURE VALUE IN EVERY PRICE RANGE 
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Better safeguard against 
. l excessive heating and cool' 

lfl8 c 
l seasonal discomfort 

Window Units and Monarch Weatherstrip, engineered compatibly 
provide superior protection for your clients 

6 

All weatherstripped windows that open and close 
are not equally effective in keeping out cold , dirt 
and moisture. To obtain maximum interior pro
tc~ction, both windows and weatherstrip must be 
engineered together, with the weatherstrip de
signed especially for the windows to which it 
is applied. 

When you specify Complete Window Units 
equipped with Monarch Metal Weatherstrip, you 
guarantee your clients the superior benefits of 

World's Largest Exclusive Weatherstrip Manufacturer 

assemblies that have been "compatibly eng~
neered"-windows that provide the greatest po:i 
ble degree of weather-tightness, more econom1 k'. 
heating and cooling, less cleaning and housewoJT • 
more uniform temperatures the year 'round. 

· has. For more than 50 years Monarch weatherstrip t 
been the hallmark of extra quality in the nn:e 
windows built. Insist that it be a part of all 
window and door units you specify. 

METAL 
WEATHERSTRIP 

6340 ETZEL AVE. • ST. LOUIS 14, MO, 

GOWER SCHOOL ADDITION, Hinsdale, Illinois. Architect: Wight & Schlaebitz, Downers Grove, Illinois. 
Plumbing and heating contractor: Jerry & Phil's Plumbing & Heating, Inc., Brookfield, Illinois. 

pERIOR ALL- PPE LU ING IN THIS SCHOOL 
AT LOWER COST TO TAXPAYERS 

1. 

SANITARY DRAINAGE LINES roughecl-in among 
11)lcmbers a ower School. This space-$nving 

fon would hav h ··en impracticable with heovy, 
pipe-requiring threaded or caulk cl joints. 

COPPER SANITARY DRAINAGE LINES for second floor lavatories at the Gower 
School. Light weight of c ,pper tuhc and case of making solder joints save 
many dollars on multiple installations like thfa. Compact assemblies eliminate 
wide plumbing wa lls, •ive grenter usable lloor area. 

! (geron and Jerry Wehrmeister, plumbing con-
18.near Chicago, have found that the installation 
rnies with copper tube and solder-joint fittings 
them to offer all-copper plumbing-water sup-

0!/I sanitary drainag at a cost low r than com
e bids hased on installing ferrou p iping. Rec nt 

a;vnrdecl to them as low h idcler inclua the Cow r 
1 the ta range Township Junior High School, a 
'/

1ealth center, two restaurants and a store. 
.~a Was used for all these jobs. Phil Bergeron 

e specify Anaconda Copper Tube and Fittings 

D~ 

because their consistent fine quality and close toler
ances makes our work easier and keeps the job costs 
within our estimates." 

Contractors, builders, and architects the country 
over are finding that they can provide long-lasting, low
maintenance all-copper plumbing at a cost competitive 
with ferrous piping. For information on Anaconda Cop
per Tube and Fittings, write for a copy of Publication 
C-33. Address: The American Brass Company, Water
bury 20, Conn. In Canada: Anaconda American Brass 
Ltd., New Toronto, Ont. "'°' 

COPPER TUBE AND FITTINGS 
Available through plumbing wholesalers 

PRODUCTS OF THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY 
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Letters to the Editor. • • -----·--· 
A Letter to Ralph Mitchell Crosby 
from Hubertus Junius : 
Dear Ralph, your verses on Abstraction 
Gave me enormous satisfaction , 
For I too, can never understand 
This passion for distorting man. 
T trust tis but a passing whim in 
This strange urge to change our women 
Into angles, bumps and bubbles 
Thus adding to our other troubles. 
But then dear Ralph the cause might be, 
You were born in ninety-four, and I in ninety-three. 

My Dear Hubertus Junius: 
'Twas very good, Hubertus J. 
To have your message come my way, 
And know that with a jaundiced eye 
You share so sensitively my 
Abhorrence of a female shape 
Of bubbles, bumps and head like grape. 
One thing's a mystery to me; 
You say your birth was ninety-three. 
But how in hell, Hubertus, dear, 
Did you exactly pin my year? 

Dear Ralph: 
Dear Ralph, your curiosity 
Has more or less astonished me 
You asked me how I knew your age? 
Remember son, I am a sage. 
Could it be that we have met? 
Surely you would not forget 
A loaf of bread, a can of booze 
Across a bar in Vera Cruz, 
A misspent night in gay Paree
Now, do you remember me? 
Now on the 25th you'll be 
Sixty-five, the same as me, 
But tell me if it's just the same, 
How in hell did you know my name? 
Lousy, yes, but it could be worse 
If we tried to do it in abstract verse. 

P. S. If you need a rhyme for Hubertus Junius 
An appropriate one is impecunious. 

My Dear Hubertus Junius: 
Oh my, here we go again: 
Hubertus, you have pinned me cold; 
Year, month and day that I am old! 
But how, oh how, you rascal, you? 
I know that I'm not in "Who's Who." 
Alas, I must confess that we 
Could not have met in gay Paree ; 
But Vera Cruz it might have been*) 

--··----
For I was there all through '14. 
(Somehow I doubt that you were there) . 
It could have been in St. Nazaire, 
Oran, Algiers or Constantine**) 
Where you and I got tight on wine. 
By Jove, I've been in Ft. Worth, too; 
Oh, luscious gals! But where were you? 
So, if mystery's to remain your game, 
Just guess from whence I got your name! 
We're getting nowhere, I can see, 
But I remain yours, "R" (that's me). 
P. S. I don't agree that "impecunious" 
Is a proper rhyme for Hubertus Junius. 
Somehow it doesn't seem to fit , 
For you'll be never poor in wit! 

Dear Ralph: 
Dear Ralph, your innate modesty 
Seems unbelievable to me 
How little you realize your fame. 
In every office in the land 
I could obtain, upon demand 
These facts about your name; 
Your birth, the date and year, 
And where you have travelled , far and near 
I 11 fact your whole biography . 
The story of your life is seen 
On page one hundred seventeen 
(and al so Ralph, there's one of me 
If curiosity asks for more 
on page one hundred and one four) 
Of the AJA Directory. 

Hubertus Junius, Frieml: 
Oh, simple stupid little me! 
How naive can a fellow be? 
J'll have to shamefacedly admit 
I did not know my life is writ
Ten in that sage directory 
For all the world and you to see. 
The only mystery to remain 
Is how in hell I know your name. 
Ah me, I cannot compromise 
The mutual friend who put me wise. 
Hubertus dear, ask not in vain; 
And so farewell, auf wiedersehn! 

* ( B oaton })ron1tnci a t ion, please ) 

**(t in e, as in fork) 

I beell c 
Editor's N ote: T he iellers of poet have 0 11¥ k 1116 
~idered priceless collector's ~!ems, so 1~e !f111:,,ing /Ji 
ll to our readers to share w ith the11'1 1/11s ,b,y ms J/1 
nage between our own long-failhf 111 Tiu er w1tere 
tmd that talented u,pstart, Ralph Crosbyb (1/, poet,r h 
you, Elise?) Fortunately for posterity, 0 1 1 ,ae. 
sent 11s carbon copies of their corresponder 

DJMENSIONAL ALUMINUM GRILLES FOR RAILINGS AND DECORATIVE SCREENS 

IER TO 1959 SWEETS FILE 6e/Blu OR SEND FOR CATALOG M-59 

UMCRAFT OF PITTSBURGH, 460 MELWOOD STREET, PITTSBURGH 13, PA. 



MODERN DESIGN 

USES 

WEST COAST 

Highly functional, this modern home was designed to utilize a 
steep hillside for maximum view at minimum cost. It is raised 
above the slope and supported by 11 rigid bent frames. The 
home's design eliminated grading, retaining wall foundation 
and drainage expenses ... yet allows a completely unobstructed 
view to the west. The frames form the skeleton of the home 
while frame extensions, exposed, become the posts and support 
members. Frames were fabricated on the job. 

When you design with wood your only limit is imagination. 
Function, interest, economy and adaptability are 
just a few of the plus factors in lumber con
struction. For dependable lumber, specify the 
West Coast species. 

10 
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Designed by 

Noris M. Gaddis, A.I.A. 
Oakland, California 

WEST 
COAST 
LUMBER 

Douglas fir 
West Coast Hemlock 

Western Red Cedar 

Sitka Spruce 

West Coast Lumbenn111'• 
Association 
1410 S. W. Morrison Strdl 
Portland 5, Oregon 

O
ther case history of 

(l,11 :---
ARCHITECT 
SPECIFIED 
MAINTENANCE 

" ••• After 2 years, 

Professional Build ing, Rockford, Ill. 
Architect: Marshall T. Munz 

WRITE FOR .. 
FREE AIA FILES .,. 

'Ptcl roduc t information, draft 
l'c !Cat ions, material for your 

tommehclations on follow.up 
lllaintenance. One for each 

type of flooring. 

these HILLYARD-TREATED FLOORS 
look newer than ever!" 
Specified for initial treatment, recommended and used for 
follow-up maintenance, Hillyard specialized treatments have 
preserved the "like-new" condition of the floors in this 
beautiful modern building. Times has served only to 
deepen the lustre, brighten the colors. "These floors 
have actually improved in appearance!" 

SEE OUR CATAlOC 

Pf! SWEET'S' 
~RCHITECTUR;~ 

I~ 
01 Wllll IOI cor, 

Ask the Hillyard "Maintaineer®" for 
an expert's opinion on floor usage 
problems, and the treatment of choice 
after installation. He'll gladly serve as 
your "Joh Captain". No charge; he's 
"On Your Sta/I, Not Yow Payroll". 

ST. JOSEPH, MO. 
San Jase, Calif. 

Passaic, N. J. 
BroJ1ches and Warehoeses in Principal Citie~ 
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From The AMERICAN lNSTiTUTE OF ARCHITEC::fS 

1735 New York Avenue N. W., Washington 6, D. C. 

An Accounting System designed for your office . . . 
Four years of intensive research by a Committee of the Institute has resulted in the complet' 
of a Cost Accounting System which is adapted to the special needs of architectural 

0
re •on 
•uces,· 

Heart of the System is 
the Book of Instructions, 
available with each of the offers; 
or sold separately 
at $5.00 per copy. ln it are 
all the necessary instructions, 
along with samples 
of most of the forms, 
filled out as examples. 

The System can be purchased 
in three separate Offers. 
Each contains a year's supply 
of forms. Full information 
on the contents 
of each Offer, 
and prices of individual forms, 
may be obtained upon request. 

e OFFER NUMBER ONE 

I nc/udes instructions 
Accounting Forms, 
Owner-Contractor Forms, 
Binders, with names imprinted 
on Binders and certain Forms. 

$52.00 

• OFFER NUMBER TWO 
Includes Instructions, 
Accounting Forms, 
Owner-Contractor Forms. 

$31.50 

• OFFER NUMBER THREE 
Includes Instructions, 
Accounting Forms. 

$22.50 

Direct inquiries to : 
The American Institute of Architects 
1735 New York Avenue, N. W., 
Washington 6, D. C. 
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 
for LCN Overhead Concealed Door Closer Installation 

Shown on Opposite Page 
The LCN Series 500 Closer's Main Points: 

Efficient, full rack-and-pinion, two-speed control of 
the door . 

Mechanism entirely concealed; arm visible on in• 
side of an out-swinging door 

Hydra ulic back-check prevents door's being thrown 
open violently t o damage door, walls, e tc. 

Double lever arm provides maximum power to over· 
come wind and drafts 1800 

Arm may be hold-open type, 90°-140° or 140°- · · 

Complete Catalog on Request-No Obligation 
or See Sweet's 1959, Sec. 18e/La 

LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS 
Canada: Lift Lock Hardware Industries, Ltd., Peterborough, Ontario 
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SCHOOL OF OUR LADY OF PERPETUAL HELP, PELHAM MANOR, NEW YORK 

Edward Fleagle, A. I. A., Architect 

THE WALLS of this fine school building are made 

with Hope's custom steel Heavy Intermediate Classroom 

Windows installed in Hope's Pressed Steel Sub-frames 

with alternating rows of insulated panels and glass. The 

trim exterior shows good use of the complete freedom 

of layout offered by Hope's multi-story window-wall con

struction. Any desired relationship is obtainable between 

panels and glazed areas, whether fixed or movable. Ventila

tors, louvers and doors may be located wherever needed. 

Marcello Mezzullo, Inc., General Co11m1G/or 

Hope's window-walls also provide structural advan• 

tages that are of great importance to the owner of the 
building. Your client gains the great benefit of low main· 
tenance cost with permanent weather tightness and pll!5i• 

rive operation of the movable windows for the full nee 
of the building. There are also construction economie~, 

C 1. h . . h . 1 t' on to t11e1r omponents are 1g t m we1g t m re a 1 

strength. They are convenient to handle and walls 111'.C 

assembled rapidly at lower labor costs. 

Write for Bttlletin No. 158 

JOURNAL 
OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS 
VOL. XXXI, No. 5 MAY, 1959 

Opinions expressed by contributors to the AIA Journal are not necessarily those of the AIA 

BY VICTOR A. LUNDY, AIA 

"Art Alone, Untiring, Stays to Us" 
This thoughtful article by Mr. Lundy 

is based upon a talk he gave to the Monterey Convention of the 

California Council, AIA, and again to the Fourth Annual Stttdent 

Forum at the Octagon in November. The illustrations are selected 

from the Author's color slides which were shown as he talked. 

AM CONVINCED that really great architecture must 
'le meaning for all people, and that it is usually 
tinguish d by certain fundamentals which make 
part of the positive drive in history, despite all its 
lssitudcs, towards the survival and betterment of 
human race. The really great structures of man, 

Ills Works of art, his city squares, have that quality. 
I think when one stands before the really great build
lllgs, everyone sees and experiences the essence of 
lhem. One doesn't have to be educated to them 
to ~C)lse their greatness, just as great music reaches 
~pie, even when they don't particularly under
lland it. For the great buildings speak to us. They 
~! have the quality of fundamental truth and most 
:Ple recognize it. They are not precious-they 
fllonot belong to only a few sophisticated and learned 

111 
;gh t~ understand them. There is no room for 
Q bery m architecture. 

lit Great architecture is very human, it is for 
lbo~tc-and people are the most important of all. 

~re survival, and everything we are doing, has 
1 s source, reason for being and ultimate goal, in 
!\llaa beings and the forward push toward an en

tene<1 and better life. The "little man," with all 

AIA 

his faults, finally supports what is decent, human and 
right, and he is worthy of history. 

For me, creative architecture is a "total" art
it is painting and sculpture, it is engineering tech
nique, it is an expression of our culture-beauty 
out of utility, purpose, structure, technology-all 
the things we have to work with. It is a thing of 
today-and what a wealth of knowledge we have to 
draw from. 

The fact that labor is expensive, and that hand 
craftsmanship and personal artistry in all its fine 
details apparently belong to another era; the fact 
that mass production gives us easy answers; the 
fact that architecture has finally become big busi
ness and one can make money at it, which seduces 
many and thins the ranks at the fringes; does not alter 
or change human needs, values and aspirations. 
These are simply the realities, the given factors for 
the architect-artist today. His ingenuity and his 
stature as a creative artist are taxed and exercised and 
can be stimulated as were the great architects of 
all times to solve the basic architectural problems 
presented him-to satisfy human needs. I think 
every problem has its realities of site, budget, func-

I] 
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tional needs, human relations; these are all important 
and are all realities that form the program and not 
one of them can be ignored-plus the reality of the 
guiding architect, who he is and what he brings to 
the problem. Every different situation produces a 
different set of circumstances and I feel strongly 
that there is close to a best answer in every case 
within the context of these given factors, and that 
the measure of the greatness of a building is how 
creative (perhaps the word is "godlike") men can 
become in the given circumstances-how high they 
can reach and accomplish. 

There are certain fundamental laws that will 
always have meaning for us and belong to all of us. 
Things that have been kept mysterious and precious 
are being added all the time to our tools of fact
tools that all of us can use-all the things we know 
and are finding out about how we see, think, feel, 
hear, about light, color, structure, etc. The mysteries 
that have limited us are breaking down. Human 
needs are basic and more light has been shed on 
them than ever before. We creative artists today 
have an advantage over our forbears in that if we 
take the trouble to find out, we have at our fingertips 
wonderful research on the human being, his mind 

and its reactions to light, color sound a 
' Cousr etc.--clues that widen our creative horizon l~ 

human need for color for texture-the innat:· 'l'ht 
ciat_ion o~ nature's way a~d of_ fundamenta.tll~re. 
design wms out-truth will wm out-true ~01'>cl 

always wins out. 111.c~l 
So the human desire for texture int 

variety, stimulation, is as important for u; to .tr~ 
as it was in other cultures, for the people of 1;,., 
the Greeks, the Egyptians. It i~ part of the ptoa~iq, 
for us to solve-and we can do 1t as an expressie Ill 
our culture. We are making tradition, Wen of 
making our cultural heritage now. It may test ~re 
· · · k k Ct' d eur mgenmty-1t ta es wor . rea ive esign d~e! , 
come easily. Most of all, it must be of tod~ n l 
belong to our culture-be "right." -

What message then, is there here for us? It 
may be simply that we can say how lucky we arc 
that we have this to look forward to-a full, rich 
flowering of our architecture-belonging to our cut: 
ture. We are in the midst of it now. It is so ob
vious, it almost bears no saying that we are beyond 
the oversimplified Sweets Catalogue building dia
grams. The self-criticism which Americans have 
given themselves with the startling nudge of the 
space age, could well be extended to architecture. 
We have looked too quickly for easy ways out, easy 
patterns to follow. We are too spoiled. 

It's time for us to quit being soft in Ame~iC'ian 
creative architecture-as we have let our mid-sec
tions get fat in this cumulative American develop
ment of a cult based on easy security-worship or 
group effort, "togetherness"-too easy mockery or 
the rugged individualists. Gropius said recentlY: On 
this subject: "But didn't we only yesterday rtmi 

down the rugged individualists? We did, but tlie: 
pendulum has swung back sharply to the othet 
extreme now, and we have to discover the hard 
way that neither ceoformity within the group-
which leads to tyranny by the majority-nor \VillCul 
extravagance of the individual can create a clllrla~e 
which favors the development of initiati~e. ~nd ima{; 
nation; but that lt is the moral respons1bLlily car.n 
by each individual independently within the grout 
which provides the ba i for the goal of a democpil c 
culture: unity in diversity." . 

1 
lk 

My own experience is tbat free and cqua 19
,i. 

d' . for tr,U11• and fighting a problem through- 1gg1ng f d~ 
-is important but that finally, the niornentdo to 8 
cision is there-every point can't be argue in· 
logical conclusion. Different human bein~.s.:;e and 
volved and the time comes for the posit! wJiol~ 
creative guiding hand- the composer of the f togic 
entity. The decision may· be wrong in terms \J (he 
sometimes, but inexplicably, it will be right 1 

c You can talk and discuss architecture 
!Bl iJllO~r~und- but finally it is an art of direct 

ijll!O lhe f doing. You can tak the fun and ad
,itill!1--~ut of architecture by feeling a necessity to 
1 O!ot" every last detail in terms of ~ogic. When 
j11511(y I what is right you have to do 1t. 

,OI' fend further-you cannot equate human beings. J\11 
. a danger in making too much of the group, 

'flt»~ 1; 11 t kind of tyranny in a righteous attempt at 
di er ating of every single contributor to a total 

d10 equwhen it means the denial of the wonderful 
.:itoil, 'bl h . . ca• 'd •ii richnesses possi e w en creative artists h'' u, . . 

:ve the very best they are capable of as mdi
e9n g1 
.'.!duals. 
11" Then, too, there will always be the short-cut 

ught about by the brilliant one-and we should 
b~ specially blessed to help along and encourage 
~ bright creative artists, even though their person
=~es may sometimes be repulsive. We must not 

to suppress them or bring them unhappily into 
:general group-into an abyss of conformity, even 
though it may be one of good fellowship. Of course 
lht)fe is really not much to worry about here, for 
the true creative artist will fight clear of all this. 
We can be articulate, clear, logical about our solu
uons to problems, but never just neuter. If we are 
lO reach pinnacles of greatness in architecture, there 
must always be the opening for the infinite indi
ddual genius and brilliance that man can bring to 
his work and that can come from anywhere. That's 
why there is always so much hope for us. Man 
h the most important thing in all of this. 

You can discuss and think architecture end
k~y, but finally there comes the time of actually 
doing, and then many other interesting factors come 
into play that involve the realization of actual build
ing in space. There is a great gap between the 
~ uti[ully conceived and designed structure and 
~ ultimate realization in space-a great labor of 
love to be lavished on details, on dealing with people 
In a manner so as to get one's ideas through. It is 
one continuous, integrated flowing operation that 
Qlln ,t be divided up for so many of the parts are 
U11c.ontro!led. However big the problem becomes, 
one finds that the great buildings still stem and are 
~Ontrolled and nurtured from a creative source of 
l!l&piration- and if this is not allowed to happen and 
lho Problem gets compartmentalized and out of con:1, som~thing quite negative happens, it becomes 

~Uma111zecl and neuter. 
lu) The most important thing is to design with the 
bell Passion of existence, with the. whole of one's 

ng. In their moments of revelation and greatest 
:«lion, creative artists are finally crystallized into 

at they really are-the "whole of their being"-

lh~ 
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they think and feel and create and decide with the 
full passion of their existence. Restraining influ
ences are negative and of little consequence to posi
tive creative effort. 

The really great artist and architect cannot be 
restrained-he will fight clear. The very nature of 
his greatness will shine through and be exposed in 
his work for all to see, in its total actual reality of 
visual and sensory experier.ce that will reach, sur
round and engulf all people. 

Happily, architecture finally becomes a total 
physical reality, a thing of being-it stands there 

Piazza of St. Peter, Rome. 

itself and it speaks to us, and surprisingly, the little 
details which may have been arguable enhance the 
work just as "flaws" or imperfections and variety, do 
in nature. A great work of architecture might not 
have seen the light of day if it had been discussed 
into the ground. A building is finally to "be in," 
to work in, sleep in, love in; to touch, to feel; to 
influence us and to be a part of our lives, affecting 
our tastes. The really great architecture passes this 
human test always-it reaches and has meaning to 
us all. 

The dignity of the individual creative artist 
and individual human being is paramount. Great 
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teamwork is possible among creative artists only 
when each individual member of the team can feel 
free to give to the joint creative effort the very best 
of which he is capable as an individual, with all the 
background, enthusiasm, eccentricity and truths 
known and peculiar to him. One of the miracles of 
life is the endless variety, change and brilliance that 

is present among human beings. The infinite varia
tions that produce the differences in people are ele
ments to be nurtured and encouraged-for they in 
the deepest sense have to do with the human being 
and his dignity and his art. Where the combination 
in a team means that any members are restrained in 

ways basic to their individual natures in what ti 
have to offer individually to the creative effort \oy 
a point where they cannot give the very be t they' to 
capable of, wholeheartedly and in geu:uine t~ a~hll 

nl d b . ~~ 
the result can o y en up emg a neutral, wate;ed( 
clown version of what it might have been. 

Over-specialization, where it has reached . 
. d' Hlto the arts, has become a senous 1sease of our tiro; 

True, human beings need one another to check ae~ 
reinforce and work against, as well as with ea\ 

h, b . Cu 
other, but t 1s seems to e a negative direction ·r 
it means leaning on one another equally and 

11
; 

digging as hard and deeply individually for the lini'. 
versal truths as if there were only oneself to count 
upon. The creative source must be unfettered an,_'(! 
free. Great art cannot be accomplished by negative 
ideas or action. It is inextricably involved in. truth 
in love, in the full passion of living-and in the J~s; 
analysis the really great things one can produce will 
come out of oneself. 

There is no limit to what creative artists can 
achieve working together from the design inception 
to the ultimate work, if they can give of themselves 
genuinely and without restraint-the very best they 
are capable of as individual human beings. FoF 
creation is a painful yet joyous experience-a pas
sionate experience that cannot be curtailed or held 
back. If it is, by the negative effect of other men 
hanging heavily on one's shoulders, the artist must 
get away to do his work alone. There is so much 
beauty and good to be done in a labor of real love 
and dedication to truth, that there is no time for 
deterring influences. 

I find an answer sometimes in. almost reverting 
to a naive, childlike approach-of purposely not 
paying attention to what others are doing-of treat
ing each problem as if it were the first-of trying 
to get to the fundamentals-the essence of archi
tecture. Like being alone with only a forest of 
trees and your hands, and having the problem of 
building a shelter. 

So too with the realities-the architectural 
facts of limited budget, site, available materials, 
regional problems-from these a wonderful per
sonal architecture can be evolved that doesn't deny 
the soul. 

Why should we be ashamed of buildings th~t 
are personal-individual-if they derive in their 
essence out of our culture today? 

I refuse to accept the thought that an office 
building, home, school or church need all Look. th 
same. There is a necessity for creative ymboli sJTI· 

. I have Probably as a result of my war experiences 
1 

learned to respect and value human ~ ings .. ~ha\
0 

am trying to do is for them and I am w1l1111g 

MAY 1959 

to t.11 111-and there is much to learn when 
Ii 1~

1d that. Why should the architect. be ashamed 
y~~ 0

50111ething just because he likes it that way, 
10 do of an inner compulsion-out of an inner crea
or 0:~ging, without being able to justify it with I ogic, 
dV!':'· e economy or necessity? 
~ieJJC ' 1· . d b t' 'f What a 1m1te eauty we are crea mg 1 we 

ess and curb our creative urgings under the 

I
' S,~iog of philosophies we may not really believe 

P f conformity, of an exaggerated and overde
ill, 

0 
ed sense of responsibility to satisfy every mem-

1 

\'Clo~f the team to the point where much creative 
~r t is neutralized and emasculated-of a general 
c 0~ towards the neutral, towards conformity and 
iret1y from the rugged individualism that is part of 
alVII . 
i,eing creative. 

We can make beautiful architecture and deco-
raliOJl out of our very structure, out of our tech
oolegy and necessity-we can make great beauty 

I 
001. of our culture today and if it is really right, it 

~ valid. 
. I find you have to be fearless, relentless and 

I 
not take the smallest detail for granted. To design 
buildings, you don't have to deliberately deny or 

1 
rorn your back on everything that has gone before. 
,These are lessons to be learned that are the keys 
thnr open doors to us all-ours to use in one long 
©i1tinuing family of man-a great panorama of 
ricjmess. Not to use these lessons is being foolish 
and wasteful. If you are conscious of a feeling com
ing strongly out of the past, you don't have to turn 
)'Our back on it if it carries an answer for today. It 
niight be truer, more a part of our culture and our 
lime with elements and forms that have roots in 
the past. For aren't we all derived from the past? 

I 
Something odd or brand new isn't always the way for 
creal'ivc design to be a part of our culture and time. 

At any rate, I am convinced ·now that the 
1ea//y important things an architect will contribute 
ill his lifetime-be it as part of a giant organization, 
or with a small individual group-will, in the last 
31!alysis, be something that really and truly comes 
ou( of him, himself. The very wonderful and special 
lhings that make all of us what we are-the infinite 
ilinuences and backgrounds that make the human 
~iog so special and different and with so many 
~iffe rent things to contribute. These . are the quali
lCs to nurture and encourage. They are what make 

Us: human beings-the most precious and valued 
on earth. We are not to be denied or neutralized, 
~ §llbmerged in the wake of philosophies or trends. 
~th and beauty and the individual human being 

Yilll always fight clear for survival. I think anyone 
~ho has been to war and somehow survived has 
tome away with such a manifesto of optimism. All 

it takes is a kind of relentless courage, a willingness 
to fight with dedicated effort and deed, a determina
tion to avoid certain pitfalls, some less evident than 
others-like conformity, "groupism" and shallow 
popularity. 

Creation is an adventure. Any suggestion of 
fear or of cynicism is against the whole spirit 

of adventure in creation. If you have something 
to say in architecture and it is important and has 
meaning to people, then say and do it in your 
own way. In this spirit of adventure, and if it is 
important enough, it will reach them. I am an 
optimist and I have faith in people, even though I 
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have felt the sting of most of the negative things 
they are capable of. But I have also found-at 
first hand, in wartime and later-that the humblest 
person can rise to peaks of great nobility, and that 
often he has to be led and shown. If the creative 
artist gives up and doesn't lead, and he is looked up 
to for that leadership, he has only himself to blame 
for ugly environment and a soulless future to look 
forward to, where the spirit will be denied more and 
more. Let us not dismiss all people with a wave 
of the hand and take refuge behind a precious snob
bery of professionalism. They are astute and when 
a really great thing is done, they will see it-it will 
reach them. 

I am convinced that unless an architect can 
develop a philosophy sooner or later in which he 
really believes and from which his creative effort and 
contribution will spring, he is lost. The giants 
of architecture can inspire and teach, but they can 
also crush and stifle if one isn't careful to know 
where one is going-not through purposeful intent 
of course, but by the effect of the very bigness of 
their genius and their philosophies. So people who 

are learning or who haven't yet found thei· 
r Way lean on them even though it is without • oaQ 

or inward conviction. But one can't lean ore~ beijij 
one's life. Oi~e _must find out for one's s:1~ en\ au 
there are no limits to what one can attain · And 
individual doesn't stand up and shout a ·l"t 1f the 
under the urgings of his own creutiv nc s l tie _bit 
those rare times when the little park of i '/~r1n1 
genius flairs, because he is subdued too mu~~ ~ld~ai 
shadow of a giant philosophy or some othe Y th~ 
tive reason, someth ing very important may ~ llega. 
He can be discouraged because no one is Ii ,~ 1~st. 
or more likely because he himself gives in too se:1'1'.ll& 
If he starts on the road to his own philo ophy ~Qy. 
h fi d h. . . d . -atld e can n t 1s m its eepest meanmg only by h" 
self-there is good hope always that it will cry un. 
1. . h" h "11 Sia]. ize mto somet mg t at w1 make his contribution 
a very real one. 

There is no choice for us, for the goal is ou 
responsibility-that creation of great beauty ou: 
of our culture. 

"All passes-art alone, untiring, stays to us." 

Piazzetta, St. Mark's Cathedral and Doge's Palace, Venice. 

FLIGHT FROM FUNCTIONALISM 

ERIC MENDELSOHN: EINSTEIN TOWER, 1920 

ROBERT GARDNER-MEDWIN, FRIBA, MTPI 

Last summer in Milan I saw some of the challeng
ing new buildings which have been having such star
dfng effects upon my students, and indeed upon many 
of the younger groups of architects practising in 

Brilain. 
From the magazines, which of course illustrate 

tbemost bizarre, one gets the impression that most of 

1 the Italian work since the war is of the kind which 
can be appropriately labelled "sculptural formalism." 
.Jn fact I discovered that there were comparatively 
few buildings of this kind. Most of them were the 
1-orks of Luigi Moretti, who is perhaps the most 
dwatricitl architect building in Milan today. 

Even the youngest Italian architects and stu
lnts it seems, no longer feel the earlier enthusiasm 
for Moretti's theatrical formalism; they are more 
deeply interested in the structural inspiration of 

ervi , the rationalism of the early Rogers (I will ex
~ain the "early" later) , the integrity of Giuseppe 
To~ragni's work of the late thirties and early forties, 
and in general, the clear expression of plan and 
structure in the work of an able body of architects 
ind industrial designers such as those who designed 
thc·Olivetti headquarters in Milan (Nizzoli, Fiocchi 
and others) . 

Of course, there is great enthusiasm for Gio 
Pomi but he is not so easily classified as formalist or 
functionalisl. In his industrial design he is certainly 
fonctional i t (X-ray analysis of how a mouth nego-

p o/essor Gardner-Medwin read this paper to the Archi
:0111ra/ Association of Ireland in January 1958. Since it 
bi both a lively discussion of contemporary architecture 
If l?ener~l and a critique of contemporary Italian archi
.f/lure 111 particular, we found it of great interest. We 

111e • -I Indebted to the author and to the Editor of the 

1 
8
A Journal for their permission and their assistance in 

I C(/brg the material together. 
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tiates a spoon; knives scientifically re-formed to re
semble surgeons' instruments); but in his architecture 
the functionalism is far from pure; it is often mixed 
with playful juggling with forms, though usually with 
forms which have functional origins. 

It was easier to understand the abiding faith of 
the Italians in the functional tradition when one vis
ited the architecture exhibition at the Triennale. This 
was the best-told story of the development of modern 
architecture that I have seen. After ascending a 
stepped hall in which were displayed structural mod
els reminding us of the daring of Brunelleschi's 
Duomo and of some of the Byzantine and Gothic ca
thedrals, we entered a gallery of structural pioneers 
which began with Telford and Paxton and ended with 
Maillart and Nervi. 

The exhibition established the vital rapport be
tween engineering and architectural thought in all 
that is significant and notable in a hundred years of 
development. The moral of the display seemed to 
be that the most compelling forms in architecture are 
significant forms; that functionalism (in its broadest 
sense) is not a phase through which modern architec
ture had to pass, as some would have it today, but an 
expanding intellectual force, nourishing the creative 
mind and leading on, through scientific discovery, to 
new and unexpected forms of expression. 

Every building or project in this exhibition was 
illustrated not only by photographs or drawings of its 
outward appearance (we have seen too many exhibi
tions like this), but by admirably clear plans and 
sections by which one could assess the analysis of the 
solution almost at a glance. The more obviously for
malist works of the Italians (buildings in which mod
ern forms are exploited for the sake of modern 
forms) were conspicuously absent. I suspect that 
most of them would not have survived the revealing 
photo-transparency exposure of their plans and sec-
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tions. Frank Lloyd Wright's Falling Water and Le 
Corbusier's Ronchamp, which might seem to belong 
to the category of sculptural formalism, were given 
places of importance; but these masterpieces have the 
integrity of "organic" architecture; they are poetic 
declarations of the nature of their materials. 

However, the inter-war Dutch formalism of Du
dok and others (inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright but 
lacking his organic character), and the mo're sculp
turesque post-war work of the Brazil formalists, were 
ignored. In the pioneer section, Eric Mendelsohn's 
early expression was shown, perhaps for the same 
reason as Wright's and Le Corbusier's; and looking 
at his famous drawings one asked oneself if the latest 
realizations of Moretti-powerful, monumental , ex
pressive-have anything more important to say than 
the prophetic projects of the young Mendelsohn. 
These two have much in common: Both, for ex
ample, love drama and monumentality. But while 
Mendelsohn's projects anticipated the potential of 
modern methods, Moretti's realizations have nothing 
of this prophetic quality and seem to have been ar
rived at without any particular reference to methods 
which already exist. 

Moretti was in fact represented in the Exhibi-

Cross-section of airplane hangar, 
Orvieto, 1936, P. L. Nervi. 

Mu/1i-/JHrpose hall T 
di Chim1cinno , 79_52 Oh111, 

P. L. N ervi. ' 

tion by an earlier building, his 1935 Academia di 
Schorma in Rome, in which Fascist dictatorship 
seems to have demanded a classical facade which 
gives the lie to the dynamic cantilevered shell section 
behind it. The showing of thi building seemed to be 

s large enough to stand up inside and, by 
'f~is 

1
W.a1g to get an impression of its structurally in

uc Jll ' c~ d but deliberately proportioned, elegantly modu-
sPifil vaulting, which links it to the traditional func
ratedr·sm of Gothic. 
fond' 1 f{ere is the source of a much more important, 

deeply rooted influence on Italian architects, 
Jll~~ndeed on architects in all parts of the world. 
aP are to give it a label we might call it "free func
lf we h " 1 . . ,, onalism"; or per aps structura express1omsm 
6

1 
ht be more accurately descriptive of some of the 

OI ~dings which fall into this category, with their con-
bUI ' 1 1 . d h . . f for Jog1ca p anmng an t elf pass10n or struc-
'°~1 adventure. Such buildings are certainly in the r 1etional tradition, but they have freed themselves ;nl the strict prose of the early puritanical creed. 
'fbey exploit the possibilities of their structural mate
rial and seem to express a poetic delight in it. 

I have made a list which gives a fair idea of the 
~ of recent buildings, other than housing, chosen 
by the Triennale architects from international sources 
to illustrate the theme of the architecture exhibition; 
the theme, as I interpret it, of greatness in architec-
ture born of plan and structure. 

The climax of the architectural exhibition was a 
greill model of the Pirelli building, the twenty-five 
tory lozenge-shaped skyscraper, then half-way up, 

which promises to be the most distinguished commer
cial building in Milan, if not in all Italy. The Nervi
Ponti partnership should produce a building in which 
powerful structural expression is associated with ele-

an exception to the exhibition policy. Another e.1- 1 

ception, perhaps, was the showing of an early 'rer
ragni building. Giuseppe Terragni ( who died in 
1954) was one of the few outstanding Italian archi
tects who refused to follow the Fascist line; a lin~: 
which of course was also formalist, but in a rigidly 
derivative classical straight-jacket. He and Pietro 
Lingeri were represented by a building of this period: 1 gaiit detailing and industrial design. I shall return 

(O this building later when I compare it with the 
Mi1!111 buildings of Luigi Moretti. 

The dramatic assembly of solids and screens which 
enfold an ingenious plan and result in a thoroughly 
human and personal expression of an art gallery 
which somehow simultaneously satisfied the Fascist 
program- probably because of its suggestion of 
classical monumentality. 

After following the story of the early pioneers 
one entered a darkened room in which more recent 
achievements sparkled from back-lit transparencies. 
The approach was through the triumphal arch of a 
model of Nervi's most famous space-frame hangar 
(one of those so unfortunately blown up in the war). 

Skill in. industrial design is reflected in the de
tailing of many Italian buildings, and high respect for 
the nature of materials seems to be keeping most 
Italian architects on a steady course. Their buildings 
are often as precisely finished as the Germans', but 
not always so precisely constructed, one suspects. Al
lh:ough more of them have a gay flourish, it would be 
~sy to mistake many buildings in Milan for buildings 
IO German cities. The Grattacielo (skyscraper), so 
Xciting in photographs, is one of these, but it is dis-

appointingly mechanical in quality at close range and 
lacks the convincing precision of a good German 
Commercial building. 

Here and there in Milan the Italian zest for life 
~beJs against the strict and orderly and becomes 
ighly inventive and original. This can be seen in 

111My shops and shop-fronts, in the new Gallery of 
~Odem Art (by Gardella), in the work of Ponti and 
' l>retti , and most vividly, perhaps, in the design of 
&lass and ceramics. When one sees the late Fascist 

1.r···· ~· . - . F' 1' 
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Palm Olive office building, Milan, Luigi 
Moretti. "The sculptural play of forms ." 

legacy of harsh, unbending monumentality in Italian 
cities, one is ready to understand the passion to break 
away from stern discipline of any kind and to play 
freely with the fascinating forms which have been un
locked again and lie strewn about the nursery of mod
ern architecture. The surprising thing is that there 
has been so little irresponsibility-except at the lower 
end of the scale, where the most terrifying travesties 
of modern architecture have occurred. 

Baffling rather than terrifying, and certainly pro
vocative, is the latest building by Ernesto Rogers, the 
Torre Velasca. This is a tall office block in which 
the six top storys project from the stem of the tower 
on concrete brackets, giving it the silhouette of a very 
Big Ben, or an absurdly blown-up version of the 
bracketed top of the central tower of the Palazzo 
Sforzia-the medieval stronghold which commands 
the main axis of the city. Apart from the fact that 
this could be explained as a cunning method of gain
ing more lettable space on upper floors without loss 
of daylight to neighboring buildings in the lower re
gions, the modeling of the brackets is gauche, and 
far from convincing as structural form; the surface 
modeling of the facade is arbitrary, and the "pin
nacle" forms which crown the tower strike an incon
gruously romantic chord. 

It is rash to criticize this building before it is 
finished (when I saw it in September 1957, it was 
still hidden behind the bamboo screens of scaffolding 
with which all new construction in Milan is mysteri
ously sheathed), but the combination of what cou \d 
be seen then and the perspectives of what is to come, 
was enough to make one anxious about the latest de-

\I 
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velopments of Rogers and his group who, in the early 
days, produced an exquisitely graceful architecture 
which seemed to spring from a philosophy as sensi
tive as it was rational. It is with a sense of disap
pointment that one compares the relatively crude and 
irrational forms of the Torre Velasca with Rogers' 
USA pavilion of an earlier Triennale, and with his 
famous monument to Italians who died in German 
concentration camps-the symbolic cage which re
mains pure and evocative in spite of an atrocious new 
landscape setting among the gigantic, writhing me
morials massed so startlingly in the Cimetero Monu
mentale of Milan. 

In the Triennale gardens another cage, a habit
able one - the Buckminster Fuller aluminium and 
canvas geodesic dome which housed the American 
exhibit-has a similar purity but was more directly 
evocative; it symbolized the self-generating dynamic 
of functional thinking. 

The Rogers' tower, and the latest office complex 
on the Corsa Italia by Luigi Moretti, are interesting 
contrasts with the Ponti-Nervi Pirelli building, which 
belongs to my "structural expressionism" group. But 
while I am dismayed by the new Rogers I cannot help 
being excited by the new Moretti, although he be
longs to the "sculptural formalist" movement which I 
regard as leading us up a backwater away from the 
main river of architectural progress. 

Moretti's two earlier buildings in Milan, the Al
bergo Americana and the Casa Albergo, are the ones 
which I regard as having affinity with Mendelsohn's 
early projects. They are stern drama; powerful dec
larations of the "split slab" principle by which 
Moretti likes to surmount the boredom of a great 
mass punctured by an infinity of hotel bedroom win
dows. The narrow ends of the slab have deep slits 
corresponding with the width of the corridor (an ab
solutely logical expression of the plan); but not con-

Unesco House, Paris · C 
ll , Ollfe.r.e 

Ha . Breuer, Nervi and z 
1 

'Ice 
This and the Pirelli brti/d " e lrf!~s. 

•lli[I /1/1 trate the principle of " f ,s. 
expressionism." · lrttct,,ra/ 

tent with this, Moretti divides his slab longitudinaU 
with another narrow slit, thus separating his play 
above the ground floor, into two distinct closely adj~ 
cent parts. In the Albergo Americana there is ii 

second smaller slab in which one end is narrowed by 
a slight chamfering of one of the side walls (another 
favorite sculptural device), and the two slabs are 
joined together by public rooms disposed under 11 
butterfly roof. Over the entrance there are his char
acteristic suspended slabs with twisted curves, which 
make one feel that the builder has literally copied the 
rather wavering planes of the thin cardboard of the 
model. 

The whole building-this is true also of the Casa 
Albergo-is covered with whitish-gray mosaic, and 
there is no suggestion of color on the exterior apart 
from the silvery glint of the mosaic when the strong 
light plays upon it. It is unrelieved drama of archl~ 
tectural mass, arresting but coldly uncompromising, 
T he interior also foregoes brig~t col r, yet il is not a 
peaceful interior. Moretti'. ordering of internal vo!
runes in the e building. i not a competent a his 
ordering of external ma ses. T here i an obses t~n 
wi.th hapes as hapes in the ceiling ections and in 

the disposition of fix d furniture. d 
But there i much more humanity warmth an 

color in Moretti s latest complex of o'lficcs and O~t~ 
in th Corsa Italia The devices arc oll here again. 

· · . ·1 the 
the split slab the tapered slab the twist the coi 1 , , nN 
sculptural play of forms. But they are used to . ' 1 

1 ate. 
good efl:ect to solve the problems of an Jrregu ar 
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For instance the tapered lozenge lab tboug 
1 :s 

forces the internal planning gives a s nse of. fl?\~thi: 
ne moves from narrow to wid spaces; the ht 111 arc 

cent r of the dominating high Jab makes one
0
~':idc 

of another pace beyond, and on the shadow eel. 
. 1. the prosP allows a streak of sunlight to en 1ven th, is 

This ten- tory slab which is of very great Ieng 

Jy liL in the middle, but bent on plan in each 
oo~ 00

1131ves. Seen from one side this gives it a con
of 115 ffect which reduces one'· angle of vision, gath
c,~" .ethe building together in one glance, rather in 
dflog y that a camera gathers together a large group 
thaiva · · d. BI choolboys by sw111grng roun m an axe. y t 1e 
of~ . token, when seen from the "convex" side, the 
$1111'1e bulk of the building is reduced by foreshorten
ptillC On this side, the split slab is seen in relation to 
fll8· Jower, units which are nearly, but by no means 
111'?
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at right angles to it. One of these two lower 

qu\s' is a highly sculptured apartment block; the 
IIPhl r in contrast, an elegantly simple frame and glass 
ot e, . h 'ee block wh1c serenely reflects the splays and :s and tilts and curls of its exuberant neighbor. 
This building ( the sculptured one) thrusts a sharp 
t~~ into the Corsa Italia and seems about to sail 

~rough the city. Long horizontal slits of windows 
(oI,vard (bathrooms and w.c. 's), and a bridge-like 
ptotruberance on the roof deck, add to the illusion. 

Early functionalist buildings used to be de
scribed as "like ships"; but this building is not so 
much like a ship as like the abstract image of one. 
Jt is as if the architect had dramatized the ship-like 
qllality of modern architecture, consciously; indeed, 
oJie gets the impression that he has consciously dram
at[sed modem architecture itself. The essential na
ture. of sculptural formalism is an affectation of forms 
which, instead of being a derivation of the plan and 
structure of the building as such, is an assembly of 
abstract images suggestive of modern planning and 
structural techniques in general. Obviously this 
thesis cannot apply to every part of the building: The 
form of a window, for example, is bound to reveal its 
actual method of construction. But if one examines 
the modeling of such a building as a whole, one can
not escape the impression that one is not looking at 
tn0dern architecture but at a dramatized abstraction 
of modern architecture. 

There is nothing immoral in this attitude to ar
chitecture, provided that the architect can rightly 
claim that he has solved his program in a way 
Wllich is not merely interesting but efficient; for cer
tainly it is possible for a building to work well with
out laboriously expressing its function. 

Nothing immoral, but plenty that is dangerous. 
The temptation to "play" with architectural forms is 
C-Onsidernble, particularly among students in schools 
of architecture who inevitably develop a facility for 
Pattern-making long before they have mastered the 
science and techniques of design. This is apt to cause 
~esponclency in all but the most structure-minded 
thnors graduates in later life; despondency born of 
h~ frustration of never being able to produce any
I ing so fascinating again. 

JouRNAL OF THE AIA 

But the movement known as sculptural-formal
ism not only has dangers for students; it has dangers 
for the progress of modern architecture . . . which 
perhaps, after all, is really the same thing. I have 
suggested that I regard this movement as a dallying 
exploration of a delightful backwater, off the main 
river of modern architecture. I hope I am right 
about this, for if instead it proves to be a change in 
the course of the river itself, I think it will be dis
astrous. 

This sculptural formalism in Italy and Brazil, 
and when it occasionally occurs in Britain, has been 
likened to baroque; but it is a doubtful analogy. The 
renaissance of functionalism in Germany in the nine
teen twenties was a very different proposition from 
the classical Renaissance in Italy in the 15th century. 
Baroque was the exuberant climax ( or decadent end, 
if one clings to the teaching of the twenties, of an 
architecture essentially formal and non-functional in 
concept. Sculptural formalism is exuberant, too, and 
it has some affinity with baroque in its relaxation of 
strict disciplines; but fundamentally it is a reaction 
against functionalism itself, whereas baroque was by 
no means a reaction against the Renaissance. If it 
has a creed, it is "go your own way and play to your 
heart's content." This is fine freedom for a handful 
of brilliant designers, with a flair for architectural 
opera; but it is a chaotic creed for a movement. My 
fear is that if it were practised by architects at large, 
modern architecture would lose its directive power, 
its missionary zeal, and become discredited as a play
thing. 

In any event, baroque came to full flower some 
two hundred years after the beginning of the Renais-

Unesco House, Paris. Interior of Conference Hall. 
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sance, while modern architecture had scarcely begun 
to take hold in Europe thirty years ago. Even allow
ing for the increase in the pace of life today, it seems 
a little early for either a splendid climax or a de
cadent end to modern architecture. We are surely 
only on the threshold of our new renaissance: we 
should not be impatient for a new baroque, even if 
we have any reason to anticipate such a repetition of 
history; which I doubt. · 

Thirty years ago, as Lewis Mumford puts it in 
one of his New Yorker "Sky Line" articles, "the lines 
were clear and the direction was obvious; the tide of 
historical imitation had ebbed, and the turn towards 
a clean, bright, austere, efficient modern form had 
begun. The modern was then easily defined; it was 
that which did justice to the virtues of the machine
the precise, the calculable, the economic ... the great 
cylinders of an American silo were the Doric columns 
of a new age." 

It was inevitable that there should be a reaction 
against such an icy philosophy, and I think most of 
us who felt the enthusiasm of polar pioneers for the 
new architecture in its early days, knew that a warmer 
front was bound to come. New freedoms have been 
explored since the war, and by no means all of these 
have abandoned the functional creed: They have sim
ply made new interpretations of it, finding new free
doms in its truths. 

"A question of morality," said Le Corbusier at 
the start of the modern movement, "lack of truth is 
intolerable, we perish in untruth." 

There are many brilliant young architects today 
who can design in perfect freedom and yet still ad
here to that doctrine, simply because they feel an in
stinctive need for a discipline of this kind. 

What the sculptural-formalists have to guard 

Geodesic dome Tr,·,, 
, ~1111fl/e 

Milan, 1954, R. Buck. · 
minister Fuller, "Free 
Functionalism." 

against is that they do not drift so far from funclion
alism that they approach the "accidentalism" of ac
tion painting. The "method" of one action painter 
was described by an Ark critic* recently as one who 
"makes his pictoral and spatial drama in terms of 
color patches created part by accident, and part by 
conscious effort after cognizance of the significance 
of the accident." I hope, if only for our clients': 
sakes, we shall be spared this method in architecture. 

One of the dangers of the present formalism is 
that it tempts young architects to think of buildings 
in terms of sculpture and painting, a habit of mind 
which can lead to more successful results on the 
drawing board than on the site. If we allow form r0 
become detached from function we lose what Le Cor· 
busier calls the truth and Frank Lloyd Wright the 
organic in architecture. These two temperamentally 
opposite masters are at one in recognizing that ihe 
art of architecture emerges from the nature of .the 
program, of the materials, of the site. 

I may well be reminded here that the new ar· 
chitecture had formalist tendencies from its very be
ginnings. This is true, particularly if we recall the 
work of Mies van der Rohe, from his Tungenhaut 
house to his Illinois Institute of Technology. The for· 
malism of van der Rohe is akin to the strictly dfs· 
ciplined formalism of the Renaissance. His work 
has been admired because it provides two sicnuJtane· 
ous pleasures for us: It provides in purest essence 
that which our educated taste approves in the geo· 
metrical proportions and rhythms of the R enaissance· 
and it expresses with exquisite refinemen t (t~10ugj 
not always with truth) the precision and perfectwn .e 
i.ndustrial techniques. We find this combination so:~· 
resistible that we can scarcely bring ourselves to cr_iti· 
cize van der Rohe for forcing his plan and bending. 
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. cture to suit his pre-conceived pattern of June
~ 5~ 0 rmalism-a phrase which I think we can ap-
11011 the work of van der Rohe and some others to 
pl~ .. to.,, 1•1sh it from the sculptural formalism of the 
.J'" Ull1:,-
uJ&. 1 and Brazilian schools. 
l1111111~n interesting architecture has what is described 

''formal qu~lities," regardless of the ~xt~nt. to 
1JS' •. J function mfluences the form. The d1stmction 
~Jue t • . d d 1 making 1s between two opposmg mo ern ten -
I a~ . The one in which form is exploited for its encies-

sake in a manner which can be regarded as 
own rural rather than architectural "sculptural for
SC~fsro.") ; the other in which form is an expression 
Jl)UII (" f the structural solution of the program struc-
:urnl expressionism" or "free functionalism") . 

The first seems to me an abandonment of the 
( actional tradition in modern architecture, the sec
~d an extension of it. Both have exciting possibili

~cs but if our most promising architects abandon the 
fuodtion aJ tradition in its youth, I believe that the 
v[gor of the movement will decline and wither for 
l1tek of sustenance. 

· I now want to describe two buildings-one in 

• /II the JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF' ART. No. 20. 
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Office building for Messrs. Pirelli, Milan, 1955-
56. Section and ground floor, 15th and 30th 

floor plans. Gio Ponti, Architect. P. L. Nervi, 

Structural advisor. 
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Torre Velasca, Milan, 1958. Belgioioso, Peressutti, 
and Rogers. A drift from functional integrity? 

Italy, the other in France-which I believe are ex
amples of free fuo<::tionalism, although at first sight 
they have a joie-de-vivre that makes one suspect 
sculptural formalism. One is the Ponti-Nervi Palazzo 
Pirelli; the other the Breuer- ervi Unesco building. 
Both were under construction when I saw them but 
they were near enough completion to judge ~heir 
character. 

The concept of the Pirelli tower is evident at 
once from its plans and sections. It was good to start 
~he to~r of thi building at the base of it two taper
mg spmes. The giant sp.reading roots of the struc
tur~ are visible in the basement, eloquently declaring 
their thrust and pi·ead. The shuttering bad just been 
struck from Nervi' vigorously "organic tree-like 
vaulting of the basement conference hall, whose roof 

forms a podium for the tower. Tbe cene d . 
these depths, with the engines of construcr ow,, in 
· ·a ·1 d I · I ton · · m ev1 ence, rn t 1e super mman scale and d . ~l1lJ 
a Piranesi drawing. tall1.a of 

The lozenge shape of the tower, with its M . 
like deep slits at the ends, might be taken for t<lltj. 
formalism at first sight. Indeed, the plan and a e<l~e~ 
of this building cannot be described as funct· sechon 

. . tonal · 
the stnctly economic sense of the word· yet th 111 , e,,llh I 
is essentially a structural concept, adapted to ' 0 e 
~al and _beautifull! articulated plan_. Structur::lllog!. 
is a danng expenment, deeply satisfying bee ~. II 

au~e ·t 
seems to echo the structural logic of natural f 1 

This building is essentially in the class of "free 
0
ftn\s. 

. 1· " d . Ut C• tiona ism an possesses also the quality of "st 
tural expressionism." rue~ 

. I feel the ame ab~u~ the U_n~sco building, 'Fhe 
twin conference hall urut 1s a bnlhant exploit and 
clear example of st~uctural expressionism. The told~ 
. lab has be~n applied r~ot only to the roof but to. the 
'.nward-sJopmg supportrng wall at each end, where it 
ts boldly expre ed externally and internally with d', 
rect ' itnplicity and with a sense of scale nnd dram~ 
mo t appropriate for the occa ion. This building 
glories in the rugged eloquence of concrete and is a 
magnificent example of the power of architecture to 
move men's minds. Breuer, left alone, is often 
tempted to play with his materials in a gaily illogical 
fanciful way, though at his best he works in the or~ 
ganic tradition of Frank Lloyd Wright. In partner
ship with Nervi, he has allowed himself to be at once 
disciplined and inspired by the mathematics of struc• ", 
ture. 

These two buildings are a marvellous reminden 
of the endlessly developing potentialities of structure, 
and of the powerful influences of scientific method on 
architectural form. They are a reminder, too, of the 
affinity of architecture and structural engineering, of 
science and art. They should inspire us to a greater 
comprehension of structure and a keener scientific 
attitude to design. If we are to produce great archi
tecture in a world now on the threshold of still more 
startling scientific and technological advance, this is 
the worst moment to take flight from functionalism. 
If we indulge in form for form's sake, retreating to 
architect's architecture, our work will cease to have 
any significance for our age, and soon, in payment 
for our irresponsible independence, we shall find our· 
selves forced to surrender the poetry of architecture 
to the trade catalog of technology. 

To be functional in the purely practical sense .j 
an important part of an architect's responsibility, but 
in this scientific age we hall do well to remernb~r 
tllat the secret of greatness in architecture lies deeP 
in the roots of the functional tradition. 

RICHARD H. HOWLAND, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
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Architecture Worth Saving 

Belle Grove, Louisiana-Destroyed by Vandals, 1952 

The Museum of Modern Art, the Architectural 
Forum, and the National Trust for Historic Preser
v~iion collaborated last fall in the production of a 
Photographic exhibition, first shown at the Mu
~um's November opening and now traveling around 
lhe country as one of the Museum's circulating exhi
bition . This show, entitled "Architecture Worth 
Saving," points out that much of America's archi
~ecturat heritage has already been destroyed; that 
~ the last generation perhaps thirty percent of our 
~lSloricaUy and architecturally significant buildings 
ave gone. Still more of our heritage stands as 

~oomed. The exhibition shows tragic examples in 
~ch category. But there also has been a number of 
1tt1Portant structures saved from destruction, and a 
Ptogra111 exists for the salvation of many more. 

Unfortunately the cause of preservation has 

been sometimes clouded by sentimentalists, seeking 
to save everything old. The National Trust has pub
lished its criteria for preservation, which state frank
ly that mere antiquity is not sufficient basis for 
selection of a structure for· permanent preservation. 
Preference should be given to structmes where there 
is a preponderance of original material or other 
physical remains which have retained their integrity. 
Integrity may be defined as a composite quality de
rived from original workmanship, original location, 
and intangible elements of feeling and association. 
Repair or restoration of original elements or recon
struction of a building long destroyed demands high 
professional standards of historical and scientific 
techniques. Generally speaking, it is better to pre
serve than repair, better to repair than restore, better 
to restore than reconstruct. 
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The Courthouse and Jail, 
Pittsburgh, 1886, H. H. 
Richardson, Architect. 

Before ~ 

Grand Central Terminal in 1913, Warren and Wetmore, Reed and St<J,,,, 
Architects. 

The buildings featured in the exhibition are 
significant structures of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, representing important work of architects 
whose genius influenced their age, including Mills, 
Richardson, Wright, Adler, Sullivan, and McKim, 
Mead and White. The earliest building is the United 
States Capitol, which has now lost its historic east 
front for an improvement of doubtful value and 
fabulous cost. The new extension will destroy a 
unique and historic space, the forecourt of the 
Capitol, and interrupt the dramatic cascade of row 
upon row of columns from dome to portico. 

Among important buildings that have been de
stroyed in recent years, the exhibition features Belle 
Grove, in Louisiana, with its two superb Corinthian 
tetrastyle porches, burned by careless picknickers 
in 1952. Its heavy classical details are in sharp 
contrast to the slim iron columns and piers of the 
St. Louis waterfront buildings, dismantled by the 
score in 1939 to make way for the Jefferson National 
Expansion memorial. Another recent loss is Frank 
Lloyd Wright's Larkin Building of 1904 in Buffalo, 
razed in 1950 after the city sold the property to a 
trucking company that now parks its trucks on the 

ARCHITECTURE WORTH SAVING 

1n Washington 

site. Last autumn the city of Bridgeport pulled down 
the Harral-Wheeler house, after a long and valiant 
struggle to preserve it on the part of national .and 
local groups. Designed by Alexander Jack on Davis 
the tructure was an important issue in a local may.. 
orality campaign, although the successful candidate 
after attributing .his election in part to the upport 
of the preservationists, was the leader in the cam
paign to raze the mansion. 

Many notable buildings today are in danger 
of destruction. The exhibition notes H. H. Richard
son's courthouse and jail in Pittsburgh, which the 
architect considered his finest work. Its fate today 
is uncertain. In Chicago, Roosevelt University is 
seeking support for the Auditorium Building, Adler 
and Sullivan's great achievement, finished in 1889. 
The great room of McKim, Mead and White's Penn
sylvania Station has already lost its magnificence 
by the intrusion of a non-conforming canopy over 
the ticket facilities that negates the spatial concepts 
of this area. 

Fortunately a sizable number of significant 
buildings have been saved, delivered by the wise 
action or counsel of thoughful owners, energetic 

C M i"s Ard1 Pension Office, 1883, General Montgomery . e O ' 

Grand Central Terminal, New 

0 ga.nization. , or crusading individuals. The monu-
rental Doric simplicity of Robert Mills' Old Patent 

Pl . l . 
@'flice will remain, thanks to congress1ona action 
thllt will insure its future as a national portrait gal
lery. Wright's Robie House in Chicago has been 
~ought by Webb and Knapp for office use in con
nection with their construction of the Hyde Park 
redevelopment project. After completion of this 
vn t housing scheme the Robie House will be given 
fa and maintained by a foundation. In Owatonna, 
Mrnnesota, the Security Bank and Trust Company 
renovated rather than destroyed their bank building, 
dC;Signed by Louis Sullivan in 1908. 

The exhibition, during its presentation at the 
Glctagon in Washington in late April and May, in
cludes an ancillary show of local Washington build
ings selected by a committee headed by Seymour 
Auerbach AIA. Here are a number of less well
k:nown edifices deserving protection for the future, 
a well as celebrated monuments like Renwick's 
Smi!hvonian Institution and the old State, War and 
Navy Building. Few visitors to Washington are 
aware of the excellence of the Richardsonian house 

U.S. Patent Office, Washington, D. C., 1836, 
Robert Mills, Architect. 

..,. After 

The Auditorium, Chica
go, 1889, Adler and Sul
livan, Architects. 

of the Motion Picture Association of America at 
Sixteenth and I Streets, or the subtleties of propor
tions and brickwork of its opposite neighbor, main
tained as a Christian Science Reading Room. 

Architecture worth saving exists in all parts of 
the country, and there are now means for noting 
significant buildings. Efforts can be made on behalf 
of notable buildings, although success cannot come 
to all. The Institute has a Preservation Committee, 
headed by Earl H. Reed, FAIA, 343 South Dearborn 
Street, Chicago 4, Illinois. Every chapter of the 
Institute has a Preservation Officer, in direct corre
spondence with Mr. Reed, who can be helpful in 
local situations. To promote interest and action in 
preserving worthwhile buildings that meet its criteria, 
the National Trust for Historic Preservation, at 2000 
K Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C., maintains a 
national clearing house and information center on 
preservation matters. The National Trust is a 
private organization, chartered by Congress, with 
a wide membership open to individuals and to 
organizations, among which one of the most valued 
is The American Institute of Architects. 

State, War and Navy Building, 1888, Alfred B. Mullett, 
Architect. 



Few projects afford the architect as much fun and 
frustration as do those in which he attempts to visu
alize what his own particular community might, and 
should, be ten to twenty years from now. In plan
ning his own environment the architect works on a 
community scale. If this sounds simple it isn't 
meant to, for in so doing, he encounters all the prob
lems with which he normally deals plus a few more 
with which he seldom comes in contact. 

Assuming that the architect-planner ·evolves a 
practical and stimulating solution, he still faces many 
obstacles before he can perceive any tangible results. 
Private and governmental reaction to his plan may 
be gratifying initially, but these do not gurantee im
plementation. This is a case history of how just 
such a plan was born and how it has fared since 
birth. 

In the spring of 1957, the Mayor, other public 
officials, and members of the Central City Commit
tee of the Nashville Chamber of Commerce attended 
a regional planning meeting held in Arkansas. There 
they saw an exhibit, prepared by members of the 
Arkansas Chapter, AJA, visualizing Little Rock of 
the Future. The Nashvillians returned impressed 
and anxious to have a similar project undertaken 
for Nashville, and for the same fee-gratis. It would 
seem that the liaison and communication system of 
the various Chambers of Commerce are second only 
to those of the Communist underground. 

In the fall the Chamber of Commerce, through 
its Central City Committee, invited the Middle Ten
nessee Chapter, AJA, to prepare exhibits visualizing 
how Nashville's principal business district might ap
pear in 1970. This district encompasses twenty-one 
square blocks in the center of the city, and contains 
all main facilities of local banking and commerce 

plus theaters, hotels, churches and governmental of. 
fices. They selected 1970 since that is the date the 
proposed Federal Highway system is scheduled 'for · 
completion in Middle Tennessee. 

When the invitation was presented to the haptcr 
at one of its regular meetings, it was pointed out 
that we in Nashville were not represented on fl!e 
planning boards, or on any other city or county ceni, 
missions for that matter. It was even hinted !hat 
we might be suspect of apathy toward the future 
development of our community if we failed to ae
cept the Chamber's invitation. 

Thanks to Little Rock's experience, we could 
estimate the probable expenditure of time and money 
required by such an undertaking. That others had 
managed reasonably well elsewhere was of little. 
cheer. The invitation had emphasized that no fi. 
nancial assistance would be available. All financing 
would have to come from the Chapter. Frankly, 
this put the project on an unrealistic basis, one we 
advise be considered carefully by other Chapters 
contemplating a similar effort. 

After considerable discussion, the Chapter voted 
to accept the invitation. The last aye was still ?n 
the voters' lips when the President produced a l'.st 
of five individuals who were his Planning Commit
tee appointees. It was to be their responsibility to 
organize and guide the project. Several m~nt:s 
later, when the President's term of office expire ' 
he was enthusiastically voted an ex-officio membe~ 
of the group, and was initiated into the joys 0 

committee work. f 
Before recounting the actual development 0 

· two "Nashville 1970" we would like to emphasize 
points. These would have a distinct bearing on any 
similar undertaking. 
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spttrked downtown renewal planning 

Clinton E. Brush III, AIA 

projects 

F. t Nashville's problems are basically those 
ITT, hl , 

h' 'h confront any other city of com~ara e s12e. 
,11 IC th less each individual city has its own par-

over e · h ·11 · . I ombination of problems wh1c w1 reqmre 
llCII ar C f I th t will articular solution. There is no ormu a a . 
a p here However there are factors which ,vork everyw . ' . T 
sltould be components of any formula denved. .wo 
of these are common sense and h~rd w?rk. W1th-

l the former the resultant plannmg will be pleas:t froth to be' blown away by the i~vestment bank
ers or the Planning Commission. Without the latter, 

, the project will die aborning. . . . 
Second there is no substitute for an ex1stmg, 

ictive, coo;erative and intelligent Pla?ning Com
mission . Fortunately, Nashville has Just ~u:h a 
com mi ion. Our City and County Comm1ss10ns, 
lhto.ugh their joint Advance Planning Section, fur
nish.ed aerial photographs and maps. 1:hey ga~e. us 
lrifonnation on projected traffic plannmg, e~1stmg 
land usage, tax assessments and other items w1tho~t 
which our planning would have bee~ greatly hand~
aapped. Their cooperation and assistance ma~e .1t 
Possible for us to accomplish our assignment w1thm 
the limitations imposed by time and budget. . 

We found otllers willing to help. The transit 
cornpany Trnffi.c and Parking Commissions, Cham
ber of ~mmercc, the Real Estate Board, an? .the 
Mayor's office all cooperated in furnishing stat1st1cal 
information. A photographer was placed at o~r 
disposal to make preliminary shots of the areas m 
Which we were interested. These shots and the 
aerials from the Planning Commission gave good 
coverage to be coordinated with the maps and the 
topograph ic data which we assembled. 

Our Chapter Planning Committee approached 
its assignment asking these and other questions: 
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What can be done to improve the function ~nd ap
pearance of the Central City, and thus. ~~ke it more 
attractive to more people? What achv1t1es .are pe
culiarly suited to location in the Central City-are 
these properly housed and, if not, what should be 
proposed? Can land usage be improved? Can real 
estate values be enhanced? Where is urban renewal 
indicated within the Central City? W~at can b~ 
done to improve vehicular and pedestnan ~raffic . 
Can the Central City provide adequate parkmg fa
cilities, or must it resort to fringe areas? Can pub
lic transit be improved? 

This appraisal indicated that a comprehensive 
plan was in order, that it would prob~bly affect a 
considerable portion of the Central City and that 
it would certainly cost a lot of money. In the face 
of this, the committee felt that the character of the 
existing city should be preserved a~ m~ch as pos-
'bl Nashville is an old and h1stonc southern s1 e. I t f 

town, and the idea of wholesale rep acemen o 
buildings or major revision of street_ patterns was 
distasteful and impractical. We decided to m~ke 
the most of what was he;-e and to suggest. physical 
change only where such was deemed essen~ial. . 

The committee determined two mam O~Jec
tives. First, whatever the plan, it must be p~actical. 
If possible, it should lend itself to accomphsh1:11ent 
in reasonable stages and not be geared to a smgle 
tremendous civic effort and expenditure. Second, 
whatever the plan, it should be sufficiently ~rovoca
tive to stir community interest and discuss10n and, 
we hoped, action. 

The committee believed the problem had to be 
considered from many angles if the objecti:es were 
to be realized. The temptation was to thmk on~y 
in terms of urban window-dressing. Altho~gh this 
might appeal to the merchant,. it would do httle for 
the traffic engineer, the parkmg commissioner,. or 
the transit authorities. This window-dressmg 
seemed the initial concern of the Chamber of ~om-

In the end they were delighted to receive a merce. h . , . t 
study which not only visualized "w at it s gomg o 
look like," but also made a serious attempt to solve 
the basic underlying problems. . 

The implementation of any comprehens~ve plan 
requires a considerable sum of money which can 
come only from large private interests or govern
mental sources. Usually this takes years. So the 
committee decided to show the average merchant 
what might be accomplished by replacem~nt, renova
tion, or just plain good urban housekeepmg to ma~e 
his city more attractive. We hope? that compe:1-
tion might thus be stimulated, settmg off a ~ham 
reaction which would eliminate some o~ the uglmess 
and complement the larger comprehensive effort. 
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Plan of downtown Nashville. 

To preserve the flexibility necessary to accom
modate future changes and development, the com
mittee decided to generalize its suggestions for land 
usage in redeveloped areas. Certain suggestions 
had to be made, of course. But we wanted to avoid 
solutions dependent on the creation of specific struc
tures for the proper function and interrelationship 
of the overall plan. 

Having established basic objectives and some 
rules for achievement, the committee turned its at
tention briefly to mechanics. Only a certain num
ber of bodies could be employed efficiently in doing 
the planning and the physical work. The commit
tee would have to take the lead in programming 
and tentative planning. Individual Chapter mem
bers would be given assignments coordinated and 
directed by the committee. As a group, the Chap
ter would be asked for suggestions and would con
tribute ideas and criticisms to the basic plan. Final
ly, the committee would coordinate the work, have 
it translated into presentation form, write the report 
and present the project at the appointed time. 

So much for basic thinking and organization. 
This is how we went about our assignment: 

First, the committee studied existing and pro
posed vehicular traffic patterns. It determined the 
parking capacities of streets, parking lots and parking 
garages. Second, it surveyed the transit system and 
its transfer facilities. Third, it analyzed and listed 
those activities it considered most suited for loca
tion within the Central City. Then it determined 
which of these community activities and needs were 
inadequately housed. Fourth, it investigated land 
usage and determined areas and buildings not par
ticularly suited for the current inhabitants. Finally, 
the committee investigated the ratio of population 

to existing areas of retail sales, both u b 
suburban. r an and 

Then certain projections were att mpt d 
on census and other national and local e bated 

h 
' rec0 T ese took into account the probable effect rds. 

Federal Limited Access Highway and th 
8 

of lhe 
growth of industry on the immediate area e ~!\Prd 
suppositions were posed and argued. ou·t an~ 
general discussions, and from study of the m of the 
photographs, came a tentative program. T~~s and 
gram became a project to be studied by the ~ro. 

b f h Pl 
. . various 

mem ers o t e annmg Committee and th . 
spective offices. The studies were then p eir re~ 

d d 
. . resented 

an efended m committee, and the best p · 
h b

. oints of 
eac were com med to form a tentative bas· .1 

· · ic P~an 
At this pomt the Chapter was invited to c ·t· . · . n 1c1ze 

and contribute to the plan or to come up w'th 
better one. The invitation was issued on a i . 11 

f 1 b 
. H . n 1n. 

orma asis. ere the Planmng Committee d . . ma e 
one of its mistakes. The Chapter should have b · 
approached with a formal solicitation for critic~n 
and ideas. We should have set up a central p\sm 

. h' h h ~ room m w 1c t e membership could have had a 
better chance to express its opinion than was the 
case. Even so, a fair sampling of opinion was 
achieved. 

During this period of examination and critieism 
the committee and other members of the Chaptef 
were gathering, sifting and tabulating additional in• 
formation. This information was tested in discus• 
sions with representatives of the Planning, T~affic 
and Parking Commissions; the transit authorltie ; 
the City Engineer's office; the Real Estate Board; 
the Retail Merchants Association and local govem
mental agencies. At the same time, the committee 
became personally involved in investigation. Traffic 
was tested by exasperating experiences in peak hour 
traffic jams. Parking facilities were checked for 
percentage and type of occupancy. Loading zone~; 
were timed, and service access ways and areas ob· 
served. We tramped the streets and alleys front 
one end of our compact city to the other. Days 
later, the committee had first-hand knowledge of 
all parts of the Central City. 

Now the presentation could be planned and it 
probable costs assessed. The committee felt that 
two maps and six renderings with accompanying 
photographs would tell the story adequately. Sinoe 
the presentation was to made before several hundred 
people, we decided to have slides made of the eJt• 
hibits so that all might see. The exhibits themseJvcs 
were to be available for individual perusal afte_r tbl: 
presentation. The committee also felt that s1ntll 
taneous viewing of an area in its exi ting and ~o
po ed state would mean more to the lay mind t ao 

. 
5 

of single slides. So we planned for two 
serie II . tors and two screens. To guarantee continu-

pr<>Jec d professional excellence of presentation, it 
111 a~elt that a professional delineator should be 
1\'115 toyed to execute all renderings. Both the traffic 
e0J r and land usag~ maps were to be done by 
sl ) ter p r onnel. We arranged for a commercial 
Ch~ic,graphcJ to take all photographs. The com
p~~ee jnvcstiga tcd and estimated the costs of the 
:J~ibits, their mounting, and the slides and presented 

ceiitative budget to the Chapter, which was ap
a ioved. Fortunately, we managed to stay within it. 
P With the budget approved and the tentative 
basic plan criticized, the committee was ~eady for 
the final pu h. T he plan was redrawn m rough 
forOJ, Each member of the committee was as
. igned certain portions to study and develop in de
~il, These developed portions were then com
bined into a finished overall plan. Those areas to 
t,e visualized in the presentation were photographed. 
ming the photographs, the committee made rough 
sketches for the delineator and the cartographers. 
These showed the items to be emphasized and estab
lis))ed the scale and character of the architecture 
preposed. When the delineator submitted linear 
perspectives for approval he was asked to submit 
a pnlcttc of proposed colors. These colors were 
used in preparing the maps and so contributed to 
a unified presentation. 

While the physical exhibits and slides were being 
, prepared, the committee worked on the report. 

Sinee this report was to be given at a special evening 
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, it was pre
sented as an illustrated talk edited to a twenty-five 
minute delivery time. Statistics were minimized and 
~d only for impact. 

The reaction of the audience, and later of the 
P~blic, vindicated the Chapter's decision to perform 
th . • • 1s. ~1v1c service. The report and accompanying 
~xh_1b1ts were widely publicized by the press and by 
~d~o and television. In the eleven months since 
tis · · 1 f Inttia presentation, the report has been repeated :! more . than twen~y . interested groups including 
. . Planmng Comm1ss10ns, local and neighboring 

c1v1e club . 1 . Jh s, specm committees and AIA meetings. 

1
~ e exhib~ts formed part of the Chapter's entry in 
~e~ashv11le :'-rts Festival, were exhibited by the 
R' • ncan Society of Planners at their Southeast 
inCgtonal Meeting and were on exhibit at the meet
,.;ts of the Tennessee Society of Architects and the 

>. Gulf States Regional Conference. 

i.., The Chamber of Commerce instructed its Cen
"'" Com · Ille . m1ttee to study ways and means of imple-

ntation c· ffi . . llyl · · 1ty o cmls have evmced interest in 
ng some of the suggestions advanced. The Re-

!ou 
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tail Merchants appointed a committee to study the 
plan and report on phases they could back. Civic 
clubs have volunteered to help. 

Our community and our profession have bene
fited. Almost as important, our Chapter has gained 
increased solidarity from the experience of pooling 
its talents and its funds. It takes just pride in hav
ing made a civic contribution on a scale far greater 
than that undertaken by any other professional or 
business group. 

Thanks to "Nashville 1970," members of the 
Chapter now serve on two city commissions, and 
appointments to other community groups can be 
expected. These responsibilities, in addition to serv
ice as officers or directors for organizations such as 
the American Red Cross, Community Chest, the 
Arts Council, the Children's Museum, the Speech 
and Hearing Center, etc., are combining to put the 
Middle Tennessee Chapter, AIA, where it belong£
in a position of responsible leadership and service 
to the community. 

In retrospect, the Chapter feels that its efforts 
were definitely worthwhile. The project was a great 
step forward in public relations. City and county 
officials, the planning agencies and Mr. Average 
Citizen all have a healthier respect for, and under
standing of, the initials AIA. 

We think we've started something in our com
munity. 

View of Main Street looking east toward the River. 
' 

New area to be created by extending boulevard which 
runs to capitol building. 

I:· 
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OLINDO GROSSI, AIA 

SCULPTURE 

Design is the basis of architecture; so is it too of all 
the arts, and perhaps most clearly of the art of sculp
ture. In all the arts there is a oneness and a unity 
in design concept that require respect and expres
sion of function, proper use of materials, and the 
organization of all the parts into the esthetic state
ment. Design therein excels in order, clarity, sim
plicity, as good design denies the trivial, the imita
tive. Therefore, a great similarity exists in the arts; 
there is a mutual universality. The language, the 
goals, the means all relate to design. This unity, 
often quite evident, should be more encouraged be
tween architecture and sculpture for certainly archi
tecture can be more plastic, more sculptural, more 
colorful. 

Based on a paper read at the Architectural League of 
New York at the occasion of the presentation of the 
A very A ward in Sculpture last year, by the Dean of the 
School of Architecture at Pratt Institute. 

Its function 

We readily note that in its function sculpture today 
relates itself to the new architecture much as its has 
in history, although perhaps it is now used more in 
all types of buildings, including the commercial 
rather than only in monuments and churches. TJiis 
relation can be expressed in the following three cate· 
gories. 

Architecture still uses sculpture as a focal en• 
richment· a necessary spot in the composition, a co~· 
trast, a relief. Architecture in this sense often 15 

a background for sculpture. 
Secondly, architecture sometimes fuses with 

sculpture; often to a point where it is difficult to tell 
where architecture begins or where sculpture ends, 
Sculpture in this relation can be an enriching, warm· 
ing and humanizing agent, colorful and decorative 
in a fully integrated manner. 

Thirdly, and in a broad sense, architecture maY 
be sculpture, or more · sculpture than archltcctur~t' 

f · gre,1 
where functional aspects of a building de er Jil . 

11 
measure to the esthetic. In this sense, form 111 

new architecture 

building is purposefully achieved for more purely vis
llaf. impact. 

However, these relationships must be restudied 
and re-evaluated in terms of recent developments in , 
both these arts. Architecture and sculpture have 
changed tremendously in their admission of new tech
niques. Architecture in particular is criticized for its 
adherence to vestiges of previous techniques and ex
pressions not germane to the new available facilities. 
~~ this relation we can well present a quotation by 

instein: "Perfection of tools and confusion of aims 
characterize our times." 

th . Now these tremendous changes are related to 
d e !~pact of advanced technical and industrial pro
ajClton, an impact which leaves actual building tech
a:n qucs quite static in relation to those of the airplane 
lia d au~omobile producers. What is happening is 
W~penlllg fast! A swift panorama is rushing past. 
l>ot h~ve watched the last ten years advance many 
lec~n!1al and actual contributions to architectural 

niques in the fields of plastics, sheet metals and 
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other veneers, light structural sections, thin shells, air
conditioning, electronics, atomic power, science of 
city planning, etc. Entire centuries in the past did 
not develop as much in techniques. However the 
artist and the craftsman excelled! 

It is essential that the artist excel today-for he 
is more needed today-and that he emerge from this 
industrialization of everything, this mass production 
that is required by economics and by developing sci
ence and technology. New techniques of building 
present new problems, which must be solved-usual
ly by additional scientific and technical compensa
tions. The glass wall with its many attributes always 
poses the problem of insulation, condensation, con
vection currents, acoustics, bleaching, privacy, etc. 
These are solved in part by the architect, but the 
esthetic remains a question. Here we require the 
artist. 

In the present day, and in conformance with its 
structural basis and the available technical produc
tion, design in architecture is planar, respectful of the 
simple enclosing planes of structure. These planes, 
I submit, might become still more plastic, more sculp
tural , through the use of balconies; expressions of 
structure; elements used for climatology control such 
as sun shields, louvers, etc.; material textures; color; 
and even setbacks and projections, which might exist 
purely for esthetic reasons. 

These enclosing planes, pure or adorned, pre
sent in the new architecture a new concept of space 
with certain abstract qualities. A more three-dimen
sional aspect of the transparent enveloping planes is 
in evidence. Interiors become exteriors as interior 
colors and displays are more readily seen from the 
outside. Interior organization becomes part of ex
terior plastic design. Space is free of weighty defi
nitions or barriers. 

This new space concept is also related to less 
material weight, less mass, as well as more trans
parencies and a preference for expressions of volume. 
Buildings today weigh less, are sound structurally 
and are much more comfortable than ever before. 
Achievement of weight should not be an end in itself, 
nor does one condone the false sense of security it 
might suggest in a building which is built of cage 
construction. Lighter materials are easier and more 
economical to transport, store and manipulate. Solid
ity, however, may be developed in a different way in 
sculptured or similar architectural expression. Ves
tiges of previous wall-bearing design are still applied 
to heavy-looking bolstered-up corners of buildings 
for "structural effect" when actually the load is much 
less at these points. For instance, the corner column 
carries one-fourth the load of interior columns, one-

half the load of the exterior columns. The shed . 
of these obsolete forms, and others, is indeed a ~lllg 
process. It is difficult to progress in any art w·t~ ow 
dragging anchor with obsolescence. 

1 0 ut 
Too it has often been pointed out that as 

areas and countries in the world (Africa c~1
.
0
tt 

I di I d . ) d . ' tna n a, n onesia, etc. come to esire technical . ' 
li d d 

ll)l. 
provements, app ances an ga gets, there will b 
tremendous increase in manufactllred material. eA a 
pr. esent the have-nots greatly outnumber the lia t . ves 
There may not be enough material to be used Jav· h · 
ly by all. Products will need to be thinner : cl 
lighter. n 

. Even now t_here should . be more expression Of 
thin planar architecture. The present thin material 
available makes a better shelter; thick and heavy gla~ 
roof leak! Too, buildings should look paper-thii~ 
because they are thin-skinned, for sheets of metal 
plywoods plastics and other veneers hang on a skele: 
ton. The veil may, in time, supplant the involved 
sun-controlling vertical and horizontal louvered wall 
now being used for insulation. 

These light planes are generally assemblies of 
pre-fabricated component parts, i.e., wall sections 
windows, panels, etc. A modular repetition i~ 
stamped out because of the process involved, and ac
cepted because of economics. As pre-fabricated 
components are repeated and refined and increased 
in use, a great uniformity occurs-and should occur. 
An orderly quality is inherent in this process, and it, 
respectful of the architectural planes and functions, 
presents an effect of geometrical correctness in the 
space divisions of the planes. The future will need 
to make available more pre-fabrication of compo
nents, for poor management of labor and materials 
at the job makes costs well-nigh prohibitive-the 
ghost of "Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House" 
still stalks about ruthlessly. 

The function of sculpture in this progressively ma
terialistic culture, where technical correctness is so 
valued, is related to the need for other enrichment as 
a most essential and integral part of architecture. 
Humanized relief is needed from technical achieve
ment. Satisfaction does not necessarily come from 
the ability to do things. Mass production and pre
fabrication techniques per se can supply only quan
tity if shorn of the delight of the craft. Nor is the 
solely economic answer a real solution. 

In his philosophy of clear, articulated elements 
rather than superflous pattern, and in his purist ap~ 
proach to technical expression, Mies van der Rohe 
depends on studied proportions, refined details, beau· 
tiful materials, and sculptural enrichment. The ]3at· 
celona pavilion with Kolbe's Dancing Girl and cer· 

. llf sketches with sculpture by Henry Moore are 
taJll lfent examples of sculptural unity with architec
e ce Now, when a frank purist expression is prac
tPred without sensitive care, we have only the ma
de~ which itself does not satisfy human physiology 
aJtJ~l~oes not offer a biological relationship, a warmth. 
6~ Jpture or sculptural feeling is truly required to 
Su~ satisfy man's need to be related to a sensitive 
~el ~jcal and emotional environment. 
piY d h" Sculptors an arc 1tects should be sympathetic 

the converging forces that tend to describe build
:~gs today. These challenges, I submit, are most 

"rUttlating and therefore are most welcome, because ~:e urgency of solution of developing, rather than 
tatic, problems should kindle fiery enthusiasms. 

It is not my intention to indicate solutions to 
S(lUlptors. I would note, however, that the greatest 
latllude of all time is available to them. It certainly 
is possible to complement thin-veneered structures 
wjth linear, lacey and airy forms, or, even, contrast 
them with fully developed figured forms. Materials 
al O abound-wood, plastic, stone, metals, etc., and 
oaoh has a readiness to be subjected to a gamut of 
Vtl"l"ying treatments, if not torture. 

Like architecture, sculpture now too has greater 
1n(ee-dimensional latitude where its statement can be 
related directly to both exterior and interior. Struc
tural shapes and details also develop a sculptural 
quality, and sculpture in a similar manner has a 
healthy respect for structure. 

A still greater spatial opportunity presents itself 
10 sculptors as planners and architects become in
teasingly active in town planning programs. Groups 

of buildings will also continue to require sculpture, 
u.ch as housing, shopping centers, etc. On Long Is

laod the Roosevelt Field Shopping Center, now prac
fi~ally complete, is a good example of a commercial 
roup of buildings treated with artistic care. 

There is a newly-earned freedom available in 
terms of spatial concepts, materials and techniques, 
ll~xible planning, town planning, and so on-a free
dom, however, immediately disciplined and con
strained by a lessening of craftsmanship in favor of 
l~e calculation, efficiency, flawlessness, simplicity, of 
the product of the machine with its ever faster and 
faster production. 

This should not be accepted as apparent para-
1 ,dox, because the constant run of new materials and 

~ohniques is exciting and fascinating, and, in the 
ands of the artist, can be made to vitalize and hu

llla · nrze the environment. Recently, there has been 
~rn~ discussion about the development of structural 
P ~Site wall panels that will support the floors and 
CQd" 
SC Ulgs above, that will enclose space, and that will 

rve as window walls so that where a window is not 
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desired the plastic sheet may be rendered opaque by 
mounting wallpaper on the inside. In some form or 
another this type of change may come sooner than we 
expect. The esthetic may be jolted, but what good 
fun it really is to be practicing in a time of such rapid
ly evolving techniques. 

Now design in architecture and sculpture will 
move ahead or die. Its new life must come from the 
tremendous changes in the social and technical fields. 
We should be optimistic enough to believe that the 
twentieth century can properly solve its design prob
lems with a real understanding and appreciation of 
the merits and facilities of this century; and that these 
problems will encourage and embrace the proper in
terdependence of the facilities of the arts. 

I close with the plea I made at the beginning-that 
there be a oneness, a unity, between architecture and 
sculpture, that both are exposed to the same urgen
cies, which if clearly understood, should be gainfully 
exploited for mutual benefit. 

American architecture, to which the world now 
looks for leadership, is only as good as its solutions 
of its current needs in terms of a genuine esthetic. 
Sculpture can contribute invaluable assistance. 

39 
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FAVORITE FEATURES OF RECENTLY ELECTED FELLOWS 

Gerrish Milliken Mill, Pendleton, South Caro
lina. Detail of entrance and offices. Photo by 
Gottscho-Schleisner. 

Studio 6-D, National Broadcasting Company, 
Rockfeller Center, New York City. 

ROBERT I. CARSON, FAIA 

Carson & Lundin, Architects 
New York City 

Opposite. Home office of Liberty Life lllsura11~ 

pany, Greenville, South Carolina. Detail of Eh 
Photo by Ezra Stoller. 

Below. Lobby of Essa Building, Rockefeller 
New York City. Photo by Ezra Stoller. 



FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT 

The long and incredibly productive career of Frank Lloyd Wright ended just two months 

before his ninetieth birthday. Many eulogies will be written, many books will be print~cl, 

many judgments will be passed. Bue his place in history has long been obvious and secuFe 

-as he himself well knew and often said. Here was the man who, fifty and sixty years ago, 

before many of his critics and admirers were weaned, did most of the basic thinking for 

the whole modern movement in architecture. He had his teachers, of course, but he syQ

thesized the late nineteenth century philosophies of architecture into a working gosp~l 

which he preached and practiced-against the most fearful odds and hardships in his early 

years-until he won almost undisputed acknowledgment of the rightness of his think

ing. Even his detractors have had to admit the great fertility and creativity of his genius 

42 -and genius he truly was, our great architectural genius of modern times. Never a joiner, 

always the magnificent non-conformist, the Institute paid Mr. Wright its highest honor in 

1949, its Gold Medal of Honor. The American Institute of Architects joins the world in 

respectful homage to a very great man. 

MAY 1959 
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APRIL 12, 1959 

ll\IPRESSIONS WRITTEN ON AN AIRPLANE BY JOHN NOBLE RICHARDS 

IT WAS a bright and chilly Sunday afternoon. 
Taliesin East appeared saddened, the smoke 
from its massive chimneys curling lazily 
up to the sky, as the famous house 
looked out over and guarded the Wisconsin valley. 

T_wo beautiful horses stood resting in the courtyard, 
hitched to a little red dray, which was to carry 
Frank Lloyd Wright to the chapel 
and his final resting place. 

Friends and neighbors gathered, 
shortly before five o'clock, 
at the old chapel, which is located 
on a dirt road about three-quarters of a mile 
from the entrance to Taliesin East. 
They assembled quietly and talked in hushed voices. 

The walls and roof of the chapel 
are covered with weather-beaten shingles, 
mellowed to a warm gray. It nestles 
in a grove of tall and stately pine trees 
which seemed to give forth a saddened tune 
as they moved in the late afternoon breeze. 

The old cemetery adjacent to the chapel 
on the east and the south, is the burial ground 
of many of Frank Lloyd Wright's relatives. His 
mother's grave lies directly to the south of his. 
Old to~bstones bear the names of Lloyd, Jones 
and Wnght. The area immediately surrounding his 
grave was covered with pine boughs, yellow 
chrysanthemums, and bird of paradise flowers 
mingling with the boughs. 

The int~rior of the chapel is extremely simple 
and plam. It was decorated with pine boughs 
on either side of the platform. Large candelabra 
with yellow candles flickered in the twilight. 
The chapel seats about a hundred and fifty in its 
low plywood pews. The odor of the pine, the candles 
and the new wood of the pews was pleasant and 
relaxing. It is heated by a small pot-bellied stove 
which was kept going with some difficulty. ' 

The chapel bell, pulled by a rope at the rear, started 
to toll about five o'clock. Some 
of the friends gathered there, 

left their seats and stood outside 
between the road and the chapel. 

The funeral procession was now visible 
as it came down the hill from Taliesin East 
The little red dray, drawn by the two horse~ 
and driven by two of his students, carried 
Mr. Wright's casket. It was covered 
by a rose-colored fabric 
and a single pine bough. 

' 

Mrs. Wright, members of the family and friends 
followed the catafalque, walking 
behind it, as the procession moved slowly 
down the hill toward the highway. The horses 
seemed to sense their responsibility 
as they moved slowly along the road. 

Turning off the highway and on to the dirt road 
the procession moved to the entrance gate ' 
of the chapel. Friends lined the east side 
of the walk as Frank Lloyd Wright was carried 
up the steps, into the chapel, and placed 
on the platform. 

The minister of the First Unitarian Church 
of Madison waited until all was quiet 
before he spoke. His message was simple 
and thoughtful, and he read portions 
of the Bible which mention truth and genius. 

The six tall bearers of the casket carried 
Frank Lloyd Wright's remains to the cemetery. 
As the casket was lowered into 
the grave, one of his students read from 
Wright's autobiography. As it 
was read, Mrs. Wright repeated the lines, 
to herself, with the reader. 
The minister read the final words. 

The pine trees swayed gently 
in the twilight, as the relatives, friends 
and associates of the great man moved slowly 
away from the chapel toward their homes. 

His place in history is secure. 
His continuing infiuence assured. 
This century's architectural achievements 
would be unthinkable without him. 
He has been a teacher to all of us. 

Do You Know 

Your Documents? 

For Instance: 
The 
Architect's 
Responsibility 
for Costs 

WILLIAM STANLEY PARKER, FAIA, Consultant to the Institute on Contract Procedure 

following the close of World War II there was 

11 
steady upward trend in the cost of construction. 

An almost inevitable result was a series of Contrac
tors·' bids that exceeded, often substantially, the 
Ar6hitect's preliminary estimates and the Owner's 
anticipation. Doubtless in many cases compromises 
i\1\lre, developed that permitted the low bid to be 
ieduced sufficiently to let the work go ahead. In 
many cases the cost was beyond the Owner's means 
and' the work was abandoned. 

In many cases the Owner's need was impera
tive and he felt that the Architect had failed in his 
agreement to deevlop a design that could be built 
wilhin his estimate of reasonable cost, and entered 
a suit against the Architect to recover what he had 
alr,~ady paid his Architect and to be relieved of any 
further payments. Such suits always, required proof 
tlW there was a valid agreement to keep within the 
t1ti01ate of cost or an agreed limit to the funds that 
Were available. 

In the case of a private owner the terms of the 
Written agreement for the Architect's services con
tro) l~d the decision. If the agreement had been 
based on one of the AIA Forms of Owner-Architect 
Agreement, the provisions of Article 8 of Forms 
B"l01 or B-121 (formerly A-102 and B-102) 
formed the Architect's claim that he did not guaran
tee his preliminary estimates. He could claim that 
he had no control over the trends in the Contrac
tor's costs, the competitive conditions of the con
struction market at the time the bids were secured, 
0~ !he general trend of post-war inflation. The pro
~•ston of Article 8 were clear as to his refusal to 
gurnutee his estimates and that at no time did he 
ever state to his Client that he agreed to keep within 
atty cost limit named by the Owner. The Owner 
lllight claim that there was collateral evidence show-

ing that the Architect did agree that the cost would 
not exceed a certain stated limit. 

Court decisions have sometimes accepted and 
sometimes refused to consider parol evidence that 
conflicted with the terms of the written contract. 
Where the evidence clearly indicated that there had 
been an agreement that the cost would not exceed 
a stated limit, the Court has decided the Architect 
was not entitled to any fee and should return any 
payments already made. Where no such agreement 
is shown to exist the Architect was entitled to pay
ments according to the agreement up to the time 
the work was abandoned. 

On public work the decision is related generally 
to a specific appropriation voted for the project. In 
such cases the appropriation inevitably controls as 
it is the legal limit of the funds that can be spent 
by the public agency involved. In a case involving 
an addition to a Court House, the scope of the al
terations had been gradually increased and the low 
bid was greatly in excess of the appropriation and 
the Court held that the work could not proceed and 
that, therefore, the Architect had not produced plans 
of any value to the Owner, and was not entitled to 
any fee. The Owner sued to recover a first payment 
but later decided not to press this claim. 

Parol evidence, involving oral understandings, 
will generally not be allowed by a Court as against' 
a written agreement. Collateral written evidence 
would be another matter. Many Architects tend 
to refrain from sending the Client letters confirming 
current decisions. Such evidence later on, when 
some dispute arises, can be very valuable and Archi
tects have often suffered losses because they lacked 
such clear evidence of the progressive decisions 
agreed to by the Owner during the development of 
the plans. 
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JOHN Ii iJTCHARD 

DIRECTOR OF THE GULF STATES DISTRICT 

FOR MANY YEARS prior to the war, while we were 
living in Washington, D. C., I thought it might be an 
interesting experiment to try the practice of architec
ture in an area not yet served by the profession-to 
be exact, a rural agricultural area between Memphis 
and Greenville and Greenwood, Mississippi, on the 
Mississippi River approximately forty miles south of 
Memphis. I am sure that when I thought of these 
things I never dreamed that they would ever come to 
pass. However, when the war was over, I found that 
I must re-establish myself some place, and so it hap
pened that we finally decided to move back to Mis
sissippi and to Tunica, where I have had the oppor
tunity to put my ideas into practice. 

You see, there was no architect at that time in 
this entire area, and I found I had to undertake quite 
an educational program, not only as far as potential 
clients were concerned but also to assure all sorts of 
people-like manufacturer's representatives and en
gineering establishments-that we were in a real pro
fessional practice in a community of only fifteen 
hundred people. Actually, the area of our practice 

Higgens Jr.-Sr. High School, Clarksdale, Mississippi. 

i generally not more than a two-hour drive from 
Tunica, which indicates that we work in a radius of 
approximately l 00 mile from the office. 

Of course, I anticipated many problems and I 
found many more I was not aware of, so to get my
self properly oriented and find out the real nature of 
the situation I practiced for the first year with a few 
jobs which served me well in getting the feel of things 
in connection with the building practices of the area. 
Of course, I found that one of my major problems, 
and one that still haunts me occasionally, is that peo
ple just cannot seem to realize that we are here and 
practice as professionals. They apparently have the 
idea that one has to be in the big city to practice ar
chitecture. Well, I have been to the city and don't 
dislike it, but I have found very satisfactorily that 
one can practice architecture in a rural community
for to me architecture dwells in the mind of man and 
it can be practiced anywhere that man happens to be, 
and he is certainly not limited to the boundaries of 
large and congested cities. 

When we came here I found northwest Missis
sippi an architecturally starved and illiterate area 
served largely by the lumberyard carpenter who 
acted as designer, builder and in some cases financier 
for the small commercial and residential structures 
of the community. Of course, one very large and 
important factor was left out of hi little packaged 
deal-architecture. Over the years, architects had 
designed the school building, the courthouse a?d 
some factories, and this gave credence to the belt~f 
that it was necessary to go to the city for an arclll• 
tect, for if he was any good at all he would never be 
found in a country town. They may be right, b~t 
we're working awfully hard to break down th!S 
theory. Therefore, to combat this we have had .t~ 
work twice a hard to get half as far ; not only wit 
our design but in our con truction methods-for theY 

bviously co t more money tban the poor work that 
0 

aple had been accustomed. to. . While there has 
Ceo a big improvement there 1s still much to be done 

10 uplift, not only the design, but also the structural 
compliance with established codes. 

In the development of my practice I found that 
[ had to cover the entire span of Mississippi archi
tecture, from the ante-bellum period, through the 
various revivals up to the point where we find our
selves today. Only thus could a reasonable amount 
of contemporary work be accomplished without cre
ating a furor. This is particularly true with schools, 
churches, industrial plants and commercial work. 
The residential work in this area is still traditional 
in the main-at least in spirit. Therefore, to go 
through this history of architecture in twelve years 
the client had obviously to be informed and this could 
only be done by the very slow process of change. By 
helping to create an informed public, the apprecia
tion of architecture and the growth of a desire for 
good architecture is manifesting itself in the commu
nity. 

This has brought about an unusual type of pub
lic relations, which for many years has been carried 
on only by myself, partly because we always need 
new work and partly because I felt in a way that it 
Was our responsibility and ours alone to spread the 
&ospel o:E better de ign. To accomplish this I found 
!he be t medium to work through was to join every
thing, so it i ·n' t a tonishing to find that I have been 
PrcsidenL of the Rotary Club, Comma nder of the 
A.n\erican L gion Post, member of the Jocal School 
80ard, establi bed the Chamber of Commerce, mem
ber of the Church Vestry, District Chairman of the 
hoy Scout · and so on. I am glad to say that this 
Philosophy ha been taken up by the several young 
lllcn who left me after having received their certifi-
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cates to practice architecture in Mississippi. They 
have moved to various small communities in the state 
and have established themselves in the same type of 
practice. They are all members of The American 
Institute of Architects and are doing creditable archi
tecture. I find that these men are doing what I tried 
to do in my community for the recognition of better 
architecture. When they leave our office to go on 
their own, my only advice to them is to "do it good 
and do it honest," for this is the mission I believe we 
have instilled in them. There is hardly a small vil
lage, a community or a plantation in this whole area 
that has not felt the influence of the architect in the 
past twelve years. One way that I know this to be 
true is because so many times, when introduced to 
strangers, I hear the now familiar phrase "Oh, you're 
the architect." I love it for it means that my dream 
of bringing some design into our area is coming true. 
At least I have proved to my own satisfaction, and 
perhaps for others as well, that one does not have to 
live in the city to practice architecture, for beauty
natural as well as architectural, can certainly be 
abundant in the countryside. 

The whole thing has become, as it really was 
from the start, a creed by which I try to live my life 
with people, with all things and with architecture. I 
emphasize this belief because I know that many ar
chitects, whom I know well, feel that good architec
ture can only be conceived in the city-and that it 
must be big. Well, many years ago I learned that it 
didn't have to be big to be good. 

First Baptist Church, Senatobia, Mississippi. 
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From the 

Executive Director's Desk: 

Last summer the President of the Institute 
John Noble Richards, FAIA, accompanied by Mrs'. 
Richards, Mrs. Shackleton and the Executive Direc
tor went up to the Hill to testify on behalf of Rep
resentative Thompson's bill-the initial step toward 
obtaining for the nation's capital what immediately 
and unhappily had been designated as a "Cultural 
Center." 

The bill was designed only to make it possible 
to secure a certain piece of ground for the purpose. 
Funds for the realization of a cultural center are 
apparently to be raised by any means other than an 
appropriation from the Congress of the United 
States. 

The hearing was friendly, almost jocular at 
times, and nothing untoward happened to our wit
ness. The session was enlivened by the pungent 
testimony of Representative Fulton of Pittsburgh 
who, with a fascinating combination of the erudite 
and the earthy, enlightened his colleagues on some of 
the facts of cultural life, its care and nourishment. 
Everyone admired the adroitness and wit of Repre
sentative Thompson who appeared on behalf of 
his own bill to be cross-examined at length, not by 
enemies of culture, for who would eschew culture, 
but by those who for reasons (some apparent and 
some obscure) sought to trap and embarrass Mr. 
Thompson. However, as the Congressman is a 
clever hand at the game of Capitol repartee, he came 
through in good style. The boyish-looking Texas 
Representative Wright impressed the gathering with 
his sincere conviction that what could be done in 
Fort Worth certainly should be accomplished in the 
nation's capital. 

For months and months nothing happened. 
Finally the Administration got around to appoint-

ing a commission. There always has to be a c . . . , om. 
m1ss1011 and th1 one, which include ' l plc · . . ' a&1ng 
array of names, will enJoy the enthu h1 m enc 

d bT f I ~gy an a 1 ity o t 1e Honorable C rrin Strong our 
former Ambassador to Norway, and an active gentle
man. Both he and Mrs. Strong toil unceasingly in 
order that the good things of life may be brought 
to all who would enjoy them. So there is bright 
promise of accomplishment. 

The word "culture" has an unhappy and dis
tasteful ring. We are all for culture, but why do 
we have to use that ungainly word with its con
notations of a more pedestrian pursuit of arts and 
letters and music? Culture has meanings which I 
am sure the Congressman never contemplated. For 
instance, a cultural center could mean a laboratory 
for the production of fungi and bacteria, or it could 
even mean a commercial mushroom house in Chester 
County, Pennsylvania. 

Years ago when the parkway was first cut 
through Philadelphia from City Hall Square to Fair
mount Drive, one of the earlier of the drastic city 
planning performances antedating by several decades 
the freeway network and other contemporary major 
urgerie , the architects for the art mu ewn, TruJTl· 

bauer Zantzinger and Barie conceived the generlll 
rise at the west end of the parkway as a sorl of 
art center. I am sure the word 'culture" was ,JlOl 

us d. My recollection i that the project enjoyed 
the title o'f • lbe Acropolis of Pbiladel.phia." N°

11 

th.is ge ture, though definitely eclectic wjth its cbarJ11· 
ing Edwardian flavor i far more enjoyable than 

10 

designate an enclave dedicated to music, the afl 
and other lofty pur uits a a cultural center." . 
. There i ~me talk of there b jng a co!11Pe

11i 
t10n for the design of the Washington center and 

ely trust there will be. But before a competi
ce;or the design I would suggest a competition for 
11 uer title. The happier phrase should be inspira-
~ · . d I _1 intngumg an apt. n any event it should 
l~~ ' e to remove forever the dreary implication that 

rV " . . bl ,•c;tiltul'al center mev1ta y connotes-an impli-
tloJl which could be a real detriment. 

It is rumored that the Commission may en
e to serve as its Executive Director a man well 

~wn to us for his imagination, ability and daring, 
d in this event we could look forward to achiev

for the capital city of the United States the cul-
J,111 center. w~ich it should enjo~. Their job will 

to matenahze a center for a city whose cultural 
ets are many and tangible and require coordina

, n and emphasis. 
Paris, capital of light and of a country which 

bas given much to the world of art and intellect, a 
ally to which it i rnmored good American wil l 
go when they die, i . in ~tself a ~ultural center of 
magnificent area and infinite capacity. Its uh-centers 
are legion, ranging from the French Academy, that 
peak of erudition with its sonorous pronouncements 

, to that source of entertaining iniquity, the Folies 
Bergere. Between the two there is opportunity for 
gractice of any form of culture. But Paris no longer 
is the capital of the world and London is fast losing 
claim to that title. Like Paris it too has no end 
of opportunity for the pursuit and enjoyment of the 
graces of life. 

True, there are American cities boasting great 
collections of art, supreme symphony orchestras, 
famous libraries and universities whose architectural 
merits and extent of curriculum exceed any others 
(but alas whose educational standards fail to measure 
up to the average small European college). But 
not a single American city has the opportunity and 
!lie obligation that Washington has to become the 
cultural seat of this country. Some cities cannot 
detach themselves from their roles as frenetic money 
markets. Others are too self-centered and insular 
and others too avid for reputations as centers of 
commerce, industry and cash wealth. 

In Washington there is good theatre, sufficient 
at least for the average intelligent citizen. There is 
~OQd mll. ic and in fact a great deal of it-a National 
;mphony Orchestra of no mean statore, a National 

, ?llery Symphony Orchestra capable of competing 
WJth h . 
1 

l e best of the mailer symphonie , and ex-
ce lent maU chamber music group . Th re i an 
:rra S~iety ?ac~ed and led by couragCOtl people 
IV &r:at mrng111at1on which ha already brought to 
Othshtn~~on a higher calibre of opera tbau many 

• l:h er cities enjoy. here is an abundance of art. 
ere is beauty. Tltere is the atmo phcre of high-

loo 
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powered worldwide political direction such as must 
have been enjoyed by Rome and more recently by 
London, bringing with it the dignity which befits 
the capital city of the greatest country of the world. 

Washington is the gathering place for the policy
determining people of the United States and of the 
world. I am not talking only about the Congress, 
I am talking about the innumerable associations that 
have their headquarters here and the major societies 
such as the National Science Foundation, the Na
tional Geographic Society, the American Council of 
Learned Societies and, if you want to look at the 
conservative side, the United States Chamber of 
Commerce which is still a potent factor in perpetuat
ing the American way of life. The labor unions 
have been moving in here one after the other, build
ing enormous marble and limestone palaces, and, by 
so doing, creating another facet of the capital struc
ture. The Associated General Contractors of 
America has just completed a handsome new build
ing for itself and other organizations are following 
suit. 

It can be assumed that within the foreseeable 
future any profession, vocation, or persuasion which 
seeks to have its organization maintain its prestige 
in the competitive world of today, will endeavor to 
locate itself in Washington, if it has not already 
done so. 

So it remains for Washington to assume its 
rightful place in the world of arts, letters and science, 
as befits the leading city in the world of govern
ment and, incidentally, in that important adjunct 
to any democratic government-the home of the 
American association, professional, trade and labor. 
It is here that the associations congregate to know 
each other, to work and deal with each other. 

I should like to emphasize to all of you again 
that the foremost among those organizations which 
lead the economy in their respective spheres is The 
American Institute of Architects. It is housed in 
a structure which it is fast outgrowing.. Unless 
emergency or tragedy strikes us, it will be incumbent 
upon The American Institute of Architects to in
crease its facilities and to add to its immediate 
entourage those other organizations most properly 
identified with it. So we too may find ourselves 
forced, not altogether unwillingly, to realize for the 
architectural profession a setting and an associa
tion which of itself will form its own cultural center 
and thus will contribute to the prestige of our capital 
city. 
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~ Library N ates 
Landscape Gardening and Gardens 

AT THE TIME of writing it is spring and the lovely 
Octagon garden is nearly ready for its annual dis
play of color. What more natural than a list of 
books on gardens and landscape gardening? The 
present list includes the more recent books on the 
subject with a selection from the older titles in the 
Library's collection. All are available to corporate 
members of the Institute on the Library Loan Serv
ice-fifty cents for the first volume, twenty-five for 
each additional. G.E.P. 

AMMANN, GUSTAV 

Bltihende Garten. Landscape gardens. J ardins en 
fleurs. Erlenbach-Ztirich, Verlag ftir Architektur, 
1955. 212p. 

BLOMFIELD, SIR REGINALD THEODORE 

The fc rmal garden in England. [3rd ed.] London, 
Macmillan and co., limited; New York, The Mac
millan co., 1901. 250p. 

BROWN, GLENN 

European and Japanese gardens; papers read be
fore The American Institute of Architects. Phila
delphh, H. T. Coates & co., 1902. 162. 

CANE, PERCY STEPHEN 

Garden design of to-day. London, Methuen & co., 
ltd., 1934. 222p. 

CHURCH, THOMAS DOLLIVER 

Gardens are for people; how to plan for outdoor 
living. New York, Reinhold Pub. corp., 1955. 
248p. 

CIOLEK, GERARD 

Ogrody polskie. [Wyd. 1. Warszawa] Budow
nictwo i Architektura, 1954. 

DUSTAN, ALICE L. 

Landscaping y ,ur own home. New York, Mac
millan, 1955. 248p. 

EBERLEIN, H. D. AND C. V. HUBBARD 

The practical book of garden structure and de
sign. Philadelphia, London & New York, J. B. 
Lippincott co., 1937. 97p. 

ECKBO, GARRETT 

The art of home landscaping, New York, F. W. 
Dodge corp., 1956. 278p. 

ECKBO, GARRETT 

Landscape for living. New York, Architectural 
Record with Duell, Sloan, & Pearce, 1950. 262p. 

FAURE, GABRIEL 

The gardens of Rome. New York, Brentano's 
inc., 1924. lOOp. 

FITCH, J. M. AND F. F. ROCKWELL 

Treasury of American gardens. New York, Har
per, 1956. 175p. 

Gardens and gardening; The Studio garden annun.1 
London, The Studio limited; New York, w.i 
Rudge, 1933. · 

GOTHEIN, MARIE LUISE (SCHROETER) 

A history of garden art . . . translated from th 
German by Mrs. Archer-Hind. London & Tor c 
to, J. M. Dent & sons limited; New York, E.

0
;· 

Dutton & co. ltd., 1928. 2 v. · 
Harvard University. Dept. of Landscape Arcbj. 
tecture. Landscape architecture, edited by lester 
Collins and Thomas Gillespie. Cambridge, 1951, 
76p. 

HOWARD, EDWIN LACLEDE 

Chinese garden architecture. New York, The 
Macmillan co., 1931. 50 pl. 

HUBBARD, H. V. AND T. KIMBALL 

An introduction to the study of landscape design. 
New York, The Macmillan co., 1917. 406p. 

INN, HENRY 

Chinese houses and gardens [2d ed.] New Yorki, 
HastinJs House, 1950. 148p. · 

NICHOLS, ROSE STANDISH 

English pleasure gardens. New York, The Mac:, 
millan co., 1902. 324p. 

ROOT, R. R. AND C. E. KELLEY 

Design in landscape gardening. New York, Th~ 
Century co., 1914. 278p. 

SHEPHEARD, PETER 

Modern gardens; masterworks of international, 
garden architecture. New York, F. A. Praeger, 
1954. 144p. 

TUNNARD, CHRISTO'PHER 

Gardens in t11e modern landscape. 2d rev. ~d, 
London, Architectural Press; New York, C. Scrtb· 
ner's sons, 1948. 184p. 

VILLIERS-STUART, CONSTANCE MARY 

Spanish gardens; their history, types and features, 
London, B. T. Batsfordltd., 1929. I38p. 

VON ERDBERG, ELEANOR 

Chinese influence on European garden structur~· 
Cambridge, Mass. Harvard Univ. Press, 193 · 
221p. 

G.ll,P• 

91BOOK REVIEWSb. 

Golden City. By. Henry 1\ pc Reed, Jr. 160 pp. illus. 71/4" 
1.

0

1oV,i". Garden City: 1959: 
pouble<lay & Co. Inc. $5.75 

the never-say-die Henry Hope 
eed, Jr., has really done it this 

~ · a full-fledged book preach-
urrte,-

his gospel of the return to Ro-
(ng · . A d . 't f n ciass1c1sm. n , m sp1 e o 
:: absurdities, this reviewer cannot 
~ t recognize the validity of some 
~ his criticisms of contemporary 

o ("P' t S . CQttitecture 1c uresque ecess1on-
~Ol " he calls it). Yet much of the 
unie he is beating a dead horse, talk
ing about a phase through which 
contemporary architecture passed ten 
or twenty years ago, such as the fol
lowing: 

"The rules of the game call for 
sitlct obedience to the exigencies of 
CQQStruction, plan, and materials, 
OJICh one fixed in a special context. 
Construction must be revealed, the 
plan must determine the elevation or 
be 'expressed' on the exterior, and 
th.e materials can be employed only 
'in their nature.' If some insist on 
using ornament, it must be timidly 
present and have no reference to the 
past; instead of ornament, greenery 
in the form of bushes, vines, and 
lrees is permitted. It is a game 
which is played under the closest 
IUpervision of editors of art and 
&rohi iectunil magazines, museum of
fitials, art critics, professors or archi
((clurc, and successful Modern ar
~hi tccts." 

The thoughtful reader cannot but 
a,gree with his appreciations of some 
o( the buildings of the first quarter 
of. the century-Grand Central Ter
tna!, the Cunard Building and the 
~(c Duveen's-all in New York, 
;nu. the buildings of Arthur Brown, 

, {h in Washington and San Francisco. 
ere was a willingness to spend 

lllcney in those days on sculpture 
~~ mural painting-in fact the ar
v~itccc conceived his design from the /fy beginning as including those 
fut(essory arts. Now there is a big 
,: made over the inclusion of a 

1 of bas-relief or a mosaic mural. 
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It isn't just a matter of money, it's 
a matter of point of view. 

So we give Mr. Reed credit for 
a few good comments; his thinking 
is good, even though in the wrong 
direction-like "wrong-way Corri
gan's" navigation. But now for his 
absurdities: He has designs all ready 
for New York, Washington and San 
Francisco (apparently the only cities 
worthy) in the grand Roman man
ner. Columbus Circle surrounded 
by a great arcaded Roman structure 
full of galleries and grand staircases, 
thronged with people with nothing 
else to do, apparently serving no 
purpose but to make work for stone 
carvers, ornamental plasterers and 
decorative painters (which the unions 
couldn't furnish now anyway). The 
Grand Opera House has a proscen
ium swiped from Bernini's balda
chino over the altar in St. Peter's
and fully as high. The housing 
sketched for West 125th Street is 
fully twenty-five stories high, with 
hundred-foot engaged columns and 
courtyards like deep pits. The whole 
conception is monstrous, not human 
-truly ancient Rome reincarnated. 

He includes a 46-page history of 
"Picturesque Secessionism," tracing 
its beginnings from Viollet-le-Duc, 
which is pretty good-from the 
Roman point of view. 

The book jacket says "A Pictorial 
Argument in the Raging Controversy 
Over 'Classical' vs. 'Modern' Fash
ion in Architecture and Other Amer
ican Arts." No, Mr. Reed, I'm afraid 
only you are "raging"-although in 
your pleasant and well-mannered 
way. And there has been no con
troversy for many years. 

"The advent of the classical is 
not far off, and we would do well 
to prepare for it." Devoutly, Mr. 
Reed warns us to prepare for the 
second coming. 

It is a handsome book, with good 
typography and plenty of clear offset 
illustrations. It is to be regretted 
that the author's style leaves some
thing to be desired. His pronouns 
often seem to have no antecedents, 

and he is given to rambling as 
thoughts come to his nimble mind. 
But read the book; it may stimulate 
your thinking, it may also heighten 
your appreciation of the "American 
Renaissance"-certainly it will irri
tate you, which is a stimulus to 
something. But don't let yourself 
be persuaded to put your money on 
Mr. Reed's Roman horse. It'll never 
finish. 

J.W. 

Bridges And Their Builders. By 
David B. Steinman and Sara Ruth 
Watson. 438 pp. 5¥8" x 8". Illust. 
New York: 1957: Dover Publi
cations, Inc. Paperbound. $1.95 

Some months ago "Bridges and 
Their Builders" came my way for 
review, but fearing pedantic tone and 
technical jargon, both incredibly 
tiresome to one who barely scraped 
through calculus (with considerable 
aid from the professor), I kept the 
volume on the back of the desk and 
in the back of my mind month after 
month. But there came a time, when 
facing a long cold train-ride to New 
England, I put the book in my pocket 
to relieve the tedium of the Penn
sylvania Railroad landscape. I found 
when I started to read that my appre
hensions were unfounded on both 
counts. 

"Bridges" is not only fascinating 
from cover to cover, full of infor
mation for those who think of bridges 
only as things that go across other 
things for various purposes, but it 
is also well and skillfully written. I 
found it absorbing, even exciting. 
It was a welcome relief to read of 
real adventure, real development, 
real romance and real design in con
trast to the synthetic substitutes 
which engage too much of our at
tention. 

Bridge designers from prehistoric 
times were men of daring and in
genuity, whose lives were fascin
ating and whose accomplishments 
equal, if they do not actually exceed, 
those of the men who are now 
reaching out into the void. Perhaps 
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bridge builders were the first space 
explorers. 

"Bridges" will doubtless make 
many of its readers decide that were 
they to live their lives over again 
the art and vocation of bridge design 
and bridge building would afford 
entrance to that world which might 
have been, and which is, every man's 
secret love. 

Dr. Steinman is probably the 
world's greatest living bridge en
gineer, his most recent work being 
the Mackinac Bridge in Upper Mich
igan. This book is a paperbound 
reprint of a book first published in 
1941, revised and with additional 
material added to bring it up to 
date. 

EDMUND R. PURVES, FAIA 

The Works of Pier Luigi Nervi. 
By Ernesto N. Rogers. 142 pp. 
illus. 11" x 834". New York: 
1957: Frederick A. Praeger, Inc. 
$10.00 

In a moment of clear insight con
cerning the beginnings of esthetic 
experience, Herbert Read* realized 
that two primitive handcrafts aided 
man's developing consciousness of 
form and pattern-pottery and bas
ketry. Pottery evolving under the 
hand from shapeless clay (it is a 
wonderful sensation) and the varied 
structural patterns made by weaving 
and lacing of filaments into self
supporting shapes-this is how our 
earliest ancestors first learned con
cepts of volume and intermember
ing. 

Tens of centuries of practice and 
theory intervene. Pier Luigi Nervi's 
structural architecture stems from 
these same two concepts expressed 
in the plastic form of concrete and 
his marvelous sense of patterns based 
on forces-basketry of noble qual
ity and scale. 

From Nervi's brief, significant 
preface, Ernesto Rogers, editor of 
Casabella and with no small reputa
tion as an architect himself, picked 
out the identical sentence that ap
pealed to this reviewer as the key 
-Nervi speaking: " ... My belief 
in the inherent esthetic force of a 
good structural solution was never 
shaken. 

• Jeon & Idea (Harvard University Press 
1955) 

Rogers, from his intimate knowl
edge of his friend, states that he is 
an artist against his will " ... under 
the illusion that some of his most 
brilliant solutions have been reached 
solely by the disciplined and precise 
mind of an engineer. ... " and that 
he mistakenly believes himself neu
tral where esthetics is concerned. 

We know little about the process 
of the design of beautiful things. 
Nervi himself believes in an intui
tion firmly based on knowledge. 
This fine collection of all his work 
is evidence. 

There is a structural elegance in 
some of these buildings: the six 
great hangars, the Turin exhibition 
halls, various roofing systems, the 
stairway of the UNESCO secretariat 
-an inevitability of design which 
is almost unique today. Perhaps it 
comes from the fact that in his most 
characteristic work the great form 
can be analyzed. It is a synthesis 
of meticulously designed repetitive 
precast units, visually interesting in 
themselves but subservient to the 
great form, making it economically 
possible and eminently buildable. 
Torroja,- the great Spanish engineer, 
works principally with the great form 
and this synthesis is not so evident. 

Another of Nervi's characteristics 
reveals itself in the structural form
following-force of the UNESCO 
conference hall ceiling-those con
crete waves-and in several struc
tures for industry. It is a clear expo
sition of stresses made legible. 

E. P. 

At Home With Tomorrow. By 
Carl Koch, AJA, and Andy 
Lewis. 208 pp. illus. 10%" x 
7V,i", New York: 1958: Rine
hart & Co. $6.95 
This book is more than an en

gaging and valuable record of cer
tain personal architectural experi
ences in these transitional years. 
House-building, as all are aware, 
is evolving from a process in which 
craftsmen handfit 30,000 building 
parts on the site-toward shop
fabrication of larger exponents, 
many of them, in good examples, 
blessed with an intelligent degree of 
interchangeability and capable of 
yielding practical plan variations. 

Carl Koch, and his book-collab-

orator Andy Lewis, have pr d 
a freshly-written, well-ill ustra~e;ic~II 
count of trial, error and 

8 
~~. 

. h f b . . .llccn .. m ouse-pre a ncahon. .Ex·~ ~ . ..n,pt .. 
range from senu-custom hou ,,._ ~ 

. . il:,a; l 
cooperative groups m Boston · 
urbs, thru the folded un folding.A_ su~ 
House, the brief but cducati<.iilr11 
tie-in with promoters of LIi .,00at 

- J ro11 that changing porcelain-enamel · • 
fall, to Techbuilt, a mature /t~t, 
tectural idea-and end with ;e I, 

k . . Ot~ 
on wor -m-progress with steel. 

If that were all, the book wout 
be of interest and value to 

1118 
d 

architects, builders and pro peoti~! 
owners. Koch goes further how. 
ever, and reveals sincere dedica, 
tion to solving a social problem. Ii 
states it with disarming ·iniplicil/ 
" . . . how to help people get j,

110 
good houses . . . " 

This is done without an echo or 
the meretricious solicitude for the 
forgotten man which characte.cizcd 
prewar thinking-the social QOn. 
sciousness of the interested party,. 

Koch sees it as an architectural 
problem and sees it whole: The ru;chi· 
tect must concern himself with more 
terms of the equation if he is to 
solve it. He calls on him to study 
and master fabrication-machinery 
so that its products will not be with· 
out the qualities an architect oan 
give them. Most importantly '(nnd 
almost alone among noted cont!)m• 
porary architects) he .rc;;ogniz~ 
man's needs as an individual nnd 
shows how this can be served by 
recognition of " ... the architectural 
significance of the things which bill).' 

. ' flr:sl pen in and to a house after 1t 1s 
drawn and first built; and to forswear 
the presumption of trying to pre
scribe them . . . " " .. . the complete 
architectural answers . . . " ' · 

This makes our man grow taller, 
)l. l', 

, .1 E · · Ba,ulboo.lc, 
lVl ll"'lllCCl'lllg . ditor• 
~eon~rd Church Ur_quhart,,,\ 9, •. 
m-ch1ef. 1184 pp. illus. 6 .J;Jill. 
New York: 1959: McGr:iw-
$17.50 

d d 171nn· 
Fourth edition of a stan ar ,.1 c. 

· cOO" · ual. Eleven sections give 
1 0

1601 
· tee i coverage, from routme rrent 

data to advanced methods of cu 
practice. 

_ i r lee n contributor-authorities 
'fll hapters on surveying, trans-

"nt C • f 
Fte~,.. facilities , mechamcs o ma-

tjoll 
pO~ta hydraulics, framed structures, 
tcrial~, ign, cement and concrete, re
sieel c: concrete, soil mechanics and 
1nfofdntiol1S sewerage and sewage 
folln I water supply and treatment. 
11,nosa, 
''"" .. b chapter includes selected ref-eae . h . and there 1s a compre ens1ve 
tf8llcese index. The binding seems 
~s-pag 
~ for such a heavy volume. 
lisJ!l 

ard New Towns For Amer-
1'~W By Clarence S. Stein. 264 

tCII• 
gV,i" x lOV,i ". Illus. New 

:rk: 1957: Reinhold Publishing 
Corp. $10.00 

Written in 1949 for publication in 
aogland, and now republished here, 
Ibis book tells the story of the de
~ o-pment of the modern concept of 
. nousing, from Ebenezer Howard and 
Raymond Unwin, on through F. L. 
Aokerman, A. M. Bing, Stuart Chase, 
R. D. Kohn, Lewis Mumford, C. S. 
Stein and Henry Wright. Its exam
ples begin with Sunnyside Gardens in 
Long Island City, thence to Radburn 
in New Jersey, Chatham Village in 
Pittsburgh, and down through the 
yea~ to Baldwin Hills Village in Los 
An8eles. 

Th..e final chapter is called "Indi
t;J,trons of the Forms of the Future," 
in which the author reviews the les
sons learned from thirty-five years of 
planning new towns, and points the 
Way for the future. There is an ap
pendix. with studies and statistics pre
pared for the Resettlement Adminis
tration while the Greenbelt Towns 
11:ere being planned; and a very com
~letc Bibliography. 

An Investigation OI The Small 
llouse. 76 pp. 17" x 11 ". Spiral 
bound. Brooklyn, N. Y.: 1957: 
Pratt Instilute. $2.00 

1 
A.n analysis of the functions, struc

~te and mechanical equipment of 
at sm~n house, prepared by a team 
11: architectural students at Pr. att In-
"11Ule It . . a11.d · 1s wv1lten for the layman 
in d~pends primarily upon draw
iti8.9, diagra ms and charts to. deliver 
Plu niessage. It offers no house plans, 
Iii Rs no "style" of architecture; it 

OUJct help a client analyze and rec-

f~l!l\l-1A·L 
OF THE AJA 

ognize his own needs and communi
cate them to his architect. Every ar
chitect engaged in small house work 
should have several copies on hand 
to lend to new and inexperienced 
house clients. 

Modern Architecture in Brazil. 
By Henrique E. Mindlin. 256 pp. 
illus. 81h" x 12". New York: 
1956: Reinhold Publishing Corp. 
$12.50 

The twenty-page introductory text 
of this fine book is an illustrated 
capsule hisklry. In itself it is an 
exciting experience, spanning 41h 
centuries gracefully and with ade
quate characterization of periods, 
to come to the influences, men and 
architecture of the important decade 
1930-1940. The postwar explosion, 
the present and future are then indi
cated by about 30 competition and 
preliminary drawings and models. 

Brazil inevitably means to an 
architect, intelligent design consid
eration of the sun, reinforced con
crete, and an imaginative freedom 
in space-planning and building form. 
The major sections of this book in
clude: 

• private houses - apartments -
hotels - housing ( 61 ) 

• schools - hospitals - religious 
bldgs - sports and recreation -

• museums and exhibition bldgs 
(28) 

• administration - business - in
dustry ( 15) 

• transportation - city planning 
- landscape architecture (16) 

Each example is carefully illustrated 
and the author has done a remark
able job of organizing hundreds of 
small plans and adjusting photo sizes 
for their architectural significance. 
His thoughful descriptive notes read 
well, are commendably brief and 
objective. They are the comments 
of a mature architect, always aware 
of practical problems but seeing over 
all of them the designer's concern 
for the beauty of his work. Henrique 
Mindlin's own professional charac
ter is well illustrated by the scrupu
lous care with which every creative 
expression shown is credited to arch
itect, painter, sculptor, landscape 

architect and photographer. The 
over-abundant variety of metric 
scales throughout is mitigated by a 
bookmark bearing both metric and 
English graphic scales. 

The review of this book is over
due but in that defect it indicates 
perhaps that this is a work of more 
lasting value. 

E. P. 

Modular Number Pattern, By 
Ezra D. Ehrenkrantz. London: 
Tiranti: 1956: 82 pp. illus. 5" 
X 71h ". 25s 

How MANY architects and de
signers have strugglt:d with trial and 
error studies of fitting a given ( or 
any) number of units of fixed di
mensions into a space! Basically, 
that is what this little book is about 
although it ranges far beyond a 
drafting tool. 

EDE is a young American MIT 

graduate in architecture who went 
to England as a Fulbright Fellow, 
took a master's degree at Liver
pool University, worked at the gov
ernmental Building Research Sta
tion and on the noted Herfordshire 
schools designed for component pre
fabrication. 

He reviews several approaches to 
modular coordination (Bemis, Le 
Corbusier's MODULOR, and the Ren
ard series) in developing his 2- and 
3-dimensional number pattern. There 
are notes on its use by manufac
turers and in design. Discussion 
of static and dynamic symmetries 
leads into mathematical and musical 
analyses and analogies. 

He sees for his system, increased 
rhythmic freedom over the 4" addi
tive module, more available pro
portional ratios than MODULOR and 
more adaptability to repetition of 
units. Number pattern is " . . . a 
basis of order providing for the sizes 
of components and a related flexible 
framework within which to plan and 
design buildings . . . " 

In a back-cover pocket are three 
plastic sheets, carrying tables of 
doubling, tripling and Fibonacci 
series, which can be assembled in
to a cage-gadget for a design-aid, 
clearly showing interrelations of 
these elements of the pattern. 

E. P. 

l~ 
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THE Eo1TOR'S As10Es 

T ms PAGE is going to be devoted to 
odds and ends this month-the edi
tor's chair has been whirling too bus
ily lately to permit much consecutive 
thinking. But I've saved a few items 
which I want to present to those who 
may be so brash as to venture to read 
this editor's side remarks. 

PROBABLY a lot of you were present 
at the Structural Clay Product Indus
try's closed circuit television broad
cast back in February. For what 
they are worth-and I co:isider them 
worth a good deal, or I wouldn't 
have saved them-I want to quote 
these words from the first part of 
Paul Rudolph's talk: "Every sliver of 
wood, every rolled wide-flange beam, 
every slab of glass, every cube of con
crete and every brickbat has its own 
unique potential. In a gifted archi
tect's hands these materials are the 
means to great art. The twentieth 
century is rich not only in new mate
rials, but new adaptations of the old. 
The prolific barrage from the manu
facturers is sometimes overwhelming. 
Our buildings take on the look of 
brochures enlarged to billboard size 
and pasted together to form the walls 
of a building. 

"For instance, a recently com
pleted shopping center outside Bos
ton had, at last count, no less than 
sixty-two separate materials on its ex
terior alone. This is a far cry from 
Boston's Beacon Hill where a single 
material, brick, has been used to 
unify several residential blocks, cre
ating one of the most beautiful series 
of streets, squares and sequences of 
space to be found in the whole of the 
United States. Beacon Hill is never 
dull and great variety has been 
achieved. Sometimes the continuous 
surfaces are smooth as glass with al
most no joints visible; sometimes they 
become very rough, catching the light 
in a thousand ways. The color range 
is tremendous - yet subtle, so that 
one's impression is the color red. 
Walking through Beacon Hill, one's 
eye is caught by a brick arch or lin
tel, then a molded brick cap or cop
ing. But always there is a feeling of 
serenity, security and unity. 

"There are two lessons to be 
learned from Beacon Hill. First, it is 
always the whole which is important, 
never the individual part; and second
ly, great variety can be achieved by 
very simple means." 

GoING OFF in another direction, I 
shall now quote Grady Clay (Gazette 
of the Arts in Louisville, January 26, 
1959). What he says of Louisville 
will go for any city: 

"I have a theory about artists and 
architects. They are at their most 
effective when they're doing what 
they're trained to do-design, paint, 
create. But there are too few of them 
to go around. When decisions are 
being made which shape the whole 
future design of a portion of the city, 
where's that man with the pencil? 

"He's the missing man on redevel
opment and building committees; he's 
the missing man when a budget com
mittee starts talking about allocation 
of funds for this or that building; 
he's not there when some talkative 
lawyer, or some whiskey executive, 
begins sounding off about 'this thing 
we're gonna build.' 

"Louisville building committee
men, as a rule, are visual illiterates. 
(Occasionally, a more prescient 
chairman will insist on an architect's 
presence; but these are exceptional.) 
Run down the list of most building 
committees you know. They will 
spend hours discussing the future 
shape of a medical center or a civic 
center, without once exposing them
selves to the catalyzing influence of a 
skillfully-drawn impromptu sketch." 

Thus Grady Clay. I commend to 
all, sight unseen, the results of his 
labors of the past few months -
editing the proceedings of the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania-Rockefeller 
Foundation Conferences on Urban 
Design Criticism. 

AND FINALLY, I quote from the re
port of the winner of the 1957 Paris 
Prize, Robert P. Burns, Jr., as it ap
peared in the Bulletin of the NIAE 
- his impressions after visiting Eng
land, his first stop in Europe: "I be-

gan to understand upon viewi 
. b ·1d· h ng lh·Pv. anci~nt m m~s t e real histo , ·>1: 

architecture which an acadeintcty; Qf 

vey can never teach. The 
1 

· sqr. 
er.111s I had been taught, the lessons of . 

tory I never quite understood bee ~LIF< 

clearer and more alive when 1 ~rne 
bl t · b ·1 · ,\Vas a e o experience ur dmgs of d'f[ 

t . "d b . , er. en centuries sr e y side and obs 
their many relationships. C{vc 

"Modern architecture too r 
faces all of the problems at 

00
a~e~ 

. . ce a$ 
did the Gothic, too often attempts 

I h bl . d" . to so ve eac pro em m 1v1dual[y With, 
out regard for an integrated Whal 
W . d 1 . c, 

e m u ge m structural exbibitio . 
ism with little concern for the arch~. 
tectural aspects; we make an apolo. 
getic bow to ornament by placing a 
single sculpture in front of a sleek 
building, thereby impoverishing tilth, 

er than enriching the architecture.'' 
Yes, travel in Europe - or any

place with a culture older than our 
own - is still an essential for the 
young architect who can carry his 
scepticism with him, and not fall too 

hard for the romance (not that the 
romance of ancient architeeliure 
doesn't have its place too). But to 
study the old buildings objecl'iv~ly, 
understand their frequently brilliant 
technical achievements, grasp lhP 

meaning of their forms from an UO· 

derstanding, right on the spot, of 
their function and their structul'.1), 
and to thrill to their richness of t~· 
ture and decoration and their nias· 
nificent enclosure of space - theso 
are experiences every young arcbi~1 

brought up on the meager historical 
diet offered by most architectural 
school for the past twe~ty .y:e~~ 
should have, if he takes Jus 011ss10, 
seriou ly. And if he doesn't take h'.5 

mission seriously, he's wasting his 
time, and ours. Amen. 

113 j RG 

W· Cowgill, Secretary for Office 

p,actice, is primarily responsible for 
tho text, and Mr. Pettengill, Librarian 
O/ the AIA, is primarily responsible 

Jar the bibliography. (Part II will ap

lJ!llf next month.) 

This guide is for the architect or 
archilecLUral student with a library to 
design- not necessarily his first
dilber now or in the future. It should 
~so· aid the librarian, his board, and 
;ilJ of those with responsibilities in 
Cbnnection with a proposed library 
buJlijing. 

Building Type Reference Guide, 
llJ!O 3-1 and 3-2,1 also entitled "The 
Library Building," was one of the 
6tsl of a series on· various building 
lypes. In the twelve years since the 
original was published, some trends 
which were noted then have been 
confirmed and new possibilities have 
been recognized. This Guide is not so 
mUch a revision of the former one as 
an extension of it. There is an abun
dance of literature on the subject. A 
selected bibliography is given which, 
With references to other bibliogra
plii~, is reasonably complete. Ab
llracts of technical discussions and 
~lenients of accepted principles are 
lllcluded, but special attention is given 
10 new ideas. 

Important current examples are 

l
tv! aluated in the following classifica
ons: 

(l)~s ·r, , 
~111ons of Libraries 
~ 

scaooL: ( usually units of school 
buildings) 
elementary school 
secondary school 

AIA Building Type Reference Guide (BTRG 3-3) 

The Library Building PART I 

Clinton H. Cowgill, FAIA 

and George E. Pettengill 

B COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY: 

university, general 
university, branch 
college 

C PUBLIC : 
public, central 
public, branch 
small town 
county and regional 

D STORAGE: 
book storage 
archives 

E SPECIAL: ( usually units of build
ings) 
industrial and commercial 
trade association and profes
sional 
learned society, club and pri
vate 
government 

F MEMORIAL: (usually also B or c) 

In the beginning of a library proj
ect, the location may need to be con
sidered or reconsidered. Since librar
ies are important units in urban plan
ning, the relation of the project to 
the master plan, if there is one, should 
receive attention. This may involve 
the relation of the project to the li
brary system of the community, city 
or region. Most libraries fall into one 
of three broad classifications, not 
rigidly descriptive: public, educa
tional and special. When colleges or 
universities are in small cities, their 
libraries may in some cases be used 
by the local population, and school 
libraries are often served by the staffs 
of public libraries. In the rare cases 

in which special libraries occupy sep
arate buildings their relation to the 
master plan is similar to that of col
lege and university libraries-their 
location is related to the institutions 
which they serve. Storage libraries 
may have direct relations with either 
college or university libraries or pub
lic libraries, and they usually serve 
large areas-too large to be included 
in master plans of cities or metropoli
tan regions. Relations to urban plan
ning, therefore, are generally perti
nent only to the public library system 
and school libraries. The location of 
school libraries ( usually units of 
school buildings) should be consid
ered by the proper authorities when 
schools are located. 

The main library of a public li
brary system, it is generally agreed, 
should be in the heart of the retail 
section, but possible changes in the 
character of the area and availabil
ity of automobile parking facilities 
should be considered. While a loca
tion which is inconvenient for patrons 
should not be chosen solely in order 
that the library might be a part of a 
civic center, its location in a civic 
center may be both convenient and 
architecturally effective. For cities un
der 50,000 in population with one 
high school, the main library might 
well be located near the senior 
high school. Branch libraries, ideally, 
should serve areas with populations 
of 50,000 to 60,000 with common 
interests, and be located near the 

1 AIA Bulletin, Vol. 1 :25-58 July 5, 1947; 27-
44 Sept. 1947. Also reprinted for distribu
tion by the American Library Association. 
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senior high school serving the area, 
the shopping center and adequate 
parking facilities. Libraries for chil
dren should be much more accessible 
than this, perhaps as accessible as 
their schools. Young people's librar
ies may be housed in junior high 
school buildings, and children's li
braries in elementary school build
ings. This would be economically 
feasible, generally, only if these fa
cilities replaced ( or were combined 
with) school libraries. This is proba
bly the most practicable when the 
administration of the library system 
and the school system is one. Accord
ing to Kenneth Gibbons, AIA, compe
tition for tax revenues sometimes 
makes cooperation between library 
officials and school officials difficult. 
He reports that while libraries receive 
from 1 % to 2 % of tax revenues, 
schools receive from 25% to 50%; 
but that, whereas not more than 30% 
of adults use public libraries, 50% of 
the school-age population does. The 
school library should not be expected 
to take the place of public library 
facilities, he says, and it is unneces
sary to locate public libraries near 
schools. A community library should 

be located where it will best serve the 
people of the community. The cost of 
library service, including interest on 
the investment in the land, should be 
related to the use made of the service. 
Location on high-priced land may in
crease use of the services sufficiently 
(because of accessibility) to reduce 
unit costs below what they would be 
on low-priced land. The location of a 
community library (as well as the 
location of schools) may be a strong 
influence leading toward the develop
ment of desirable community loyal
ties. 

In addition to considering the rela
tion of a proposed library building 
to the master plan of the community, 
city or region, it may be advisable to 
survey the habits of present patrons 
in order to determine the best loca
tion. Questions might be directed re
garding the proportions who: 

• walk from their homes or busi
nesses 

• come by public conveyance 
• drive their own cars and park 

within Y<I mile, 1h mile and more 
• stay less than 1 hour 
• stay 1h day, and more 
• stop in while shopping 

• come in for school Work 
• are under 12 years of a 

15, 15 to 18, and older. ge, lJ to 

Program Requirements: 

Before a library building ma~ 
designed, there must be a Pro ' be 
Typical elements of libraries ar:l'llrll, 
cussed briefly below and classifie:;S· 
the outline of plan elements. The 11 

1. d'l b d GlJJ. me may rea I y e eveloped int 
check list for estimating appr:~~ 
mately the required floor area bl• 
providing columns headed N 1111 b: y 

,1 er 
Factor, and Area. For convcn'iellce' 
it is suggested that 25 sf be allowed 
for each seat in reading and refotenc11; 
areas, and 7 sf per 100 voh.u\ies 
These factors are liberal as may b; 
seen from the diagrams below. It is 
not expected that each of the ele
ments will occupy a separate room, 
Most of these elements are needed 
for i;,ublic libraries and very few or 
them for some of the other c!n~ ifl
cations. The capital letters following 
each element in the check list lndi· 
cate the library classifications in 
which it will be most likely to be 
needed. See Classifications of Libfllr· 
ies on page 55. 

The John M. Olin Library, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. Murphy and Mackey, Architects. 

LIBRARY TABLE ARRANGEMENTS 
first figure is for 2'-6" seat spacing along tables, 3'-0" wide. 

Second figure is for 2' -8" seat spacing along tables, 4' -0" wide. 

--- - - - - - - ---

P1:=9 4' 

4' ~ 

4' ~ 
18' 

Zl' ~ 6• 

n' 

4' 

e' 

8 X 13 
. 4 

9 X 13.3 
- 4- · 

26 sf /seat 

30 sf /seat 

~ 1~ = 20.7 sf/seat 
6 

8 X 18 
-8-

9 X 18 7 
-8-

8 X 23.5 
- 10-

9 X 24.3 
- 10-

24 st/seat 

18 sf/seat 

21 sf/seat 

18.8 sf/seat 

21.9 sf/seat 

8 x 26 - 17.3 sf/seat - 12- -

~~ = 20 sf/seat 
12 

With an allowance of 20% for walls, partitions, etc., these areas range 
from 19 sf/ seat to 3 6 sf/ seat. 

The principal plan elements of li
btarics are : 

' reading areas 
' reference areas 

reserve book 
catalog 
stack areas 

loll 
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loan department 
public facilities 

• auxiliary units 
• work areas 
• staff facilities 
• building service 

auto parking 

Reference and reading areas arc 
frequently combined, and in small 
libraries spaces for adults, young 
people and children may be in the 
same room. In large library buildings, 
there may be separate rooms for: 

• general reading 
• adults 
• young people 
• children 
• periodicals 
• newspapers 
• one or many rooms or spaces, 

each for a different field of 
knowledge 

• documents 
• archives 
• pictures 
• maps 
• music 
• special collections 
• lounge 
• outdoor reading spaces 

facilities for the blind. 

Only in college and university li
braries are reserve book rooms com
monly found. In cities, the news
paper room should be near the 
entrance or have a separate entrance. 

It is desirable to maintain only 
one complete card catalog, and it 
should be located conveniently to 
the reading and reference areas, the 
circulation desk, the technical serv
ices department, and the bibliography 
department. 

Many of the books may be kept 
on shelves in the reading and ref
erence areas, but where the number 
of books is large in relation to the 
number of readers, the use of stacks 
is indicated. Open stacks commonly 
have reading tables, carrels, con
ference rooms and seminar rooms 
interspersed. Whether or not the 
principal stacks are restricted in use, 
locked stacks may be provided for 
rare or expensive books, or little-used 
items. Many libraries have books 
which must be kept even though 
they are little used. 

For the circulation of books and 
other library materials ( the loan 
department), the main desk is the 
center, although separate desks may 
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be provided for registration, charg
ing, and return, as well as desks for 
readers' advisors. Other parts of the 
loan department are night depository, 
bookmobile and quarters for exten
sion service to schools and branches. 

Among the numerous facilities 
which may be provided for the 
public and which should if possible 
be supervised from the main desk 
are public toilets, public telephones, 
display cases, and emergency first
aid equipment. Less closely con
nected with the main desk are the 
audio-visual room, microfilm read
ers, and the bibliography depart
ment. In some libraries, also, an 
auditorium, art gallery and space for 
library training classes are included. 

The work areas for the librarian 
and his staff and for custodial serv
ices are listed in the table which 
follows. 

To make a check list of require
ments for a proposed library build
ing, appropriate items may be 
selected from the outline. For a 
check list for school libraries, items 
followed by a capital A should be 
selected, etc. See Classifications of 
Libraries on page 55. 

For public libraries spaces needed 
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may be approximated by use of the 
diagram shown below. For a public 
library in a city without branch 
libraries, the total population may be 
used as a basis. The allowance to 
be made for branch libraries when 
computing the area needed in the 
central library is debatable. It is 
claimed by some that the establish
ment of a branch still!_ulates the use 
of library facilities in general enough 
to offset the service rendered by the 
branch. It is to be expected, of 
course, that technical services (which 
would be performed in the central 
library) would be increased by the 
expanded use of the libraries. 

Outline Plan Elements 

READING AREAS 

general BCDE 

staff 
seats 
volumes 

adult Bc2 

staff 
seats 
volumes 

young people AC 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING LIBRARY FACILITIES FOR VARIOUS POPULATIONS 

BASED UPON MATERIAL IN JOSEPH L. WHEELER'S "THE EFFECTIVE LOCATIONS OF PUB
LIC LIBRARY BUILDINGs,: • PUBLISHED IN OCCASIONAL PAPER NO. 52 BY THE UNIVER
SITY OF ILLINOIS LIBRARY SCHOOL. 

children AC 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
story telling 

periodical BCE 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
magazines 

newspapers BC 

staff 
seats 

division Bc 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
pamphlets 

division BC 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
pamphlets 

division BC 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
pamphlets 

division BC 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
pamphlets 

division BC 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
pamphlets 

document room BC 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
pamphlets 

archives BC 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
pamphlets 

typing facilities BC 

rental typewriters 
public stenographers 

'Jdrcn •~ 0 Note: If young people and chi J1I niJf 
isolated, a separate adult reading roo 
be unnecessary. 

re collection BCE 
1ctU 

room BCE 
n1aP 

·c room BC 
rnUSI . 
pecial collection BC 

scats 
volumes 

l/.lunge BC 

seats 
volumes 
smoking, yes, no 

for blind C 

o!hCf 

RlifjlRE CE AREAS 

!leneral BCDE 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
pamphlets 

RIISl!RVB BOOK ROOM B 

staff 
seats 
volumes 

CAf~.LOG ABCDE 

fl"~°e K AREAS 

open ABCDE 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
carrels (single) 
carrels (double) 
conference, seats 
seminar, seats 

locked BCD 

staff 
seats 
volumes 
expensive items 
little used books 

storage BCD 

volumes 
compact type 

CIRCULATION 

lllain desk ABCDE 

charging 
return 
registration 
catalog 

readers' advisors BC 

Pages ( do not duplicate staff for 
stack areas) 

checking facilities BC 

exit controls ABCDE 

night depository BC 

lou 
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bookmobile c 
school service c 

PUBLIC FACILITIES 

public toilets BC 

telephones BC 

display cases ABCE 

emergency, first aid BC 

audio-visual room ABC 

microfilm reading BCE 

bibliography room BCE 

AUXILIARY UNITS 

auditorium c 

art gallery BC 

library training classes BC 

WORK AREAS 

technical services ABCDE 

acquisition department 
order, staff 
receiving, staff 

processing department 
cataloging, staff 

other services, ABC 

photographing, staff 
microfilming, staff 
mimeographing, staff 
printing, staff 
binding, staff 
book repairing, staff 

offices 
librarian, ABCDE 

assistant librarian BC 

board room BC 

department heads BC 

purchasing BC 

accounts BC 

statistics BC 

public relations BC 

secretaries BCDE 

stenographers BCE 

conference rooms BC 

vaults BC 

STAFF FACILITIES BCDE 

men 
lounges 
toilet rooms 
locker rooms 

women 
lounges 
toilet rooms 
locker rooms 

mixed 
lounges 
kitchen 

BUILDING SERVICE 

custodial BCD 

superintendent 
janitors 
carpenters 
electricians 

mechanical equipment 
heating 
fuel storage 
ashes 
cooling 
aeration ( cooling tower) 
filters 
humidifying 
dehumidifying 
incinerator 
transformer vault and 

main switchboard 
hot water system 
cold water system 
compressed air systems 
telephone system 
elevators, book lifts 

TOTAL FLOOR AREA 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

outdoor reading 
entrance court 
parking facilities 

staff 
public 

Among conditions to be met, one 
of the most important is the size of 
the budget. The capital budget in
cludes amounts available for build
ing, site, equipment; compensation 
of architects, engineers and consult
ants; and carrying charges (interest, 
insurance and taxes during construc
tion, legal fees, financing costs, etc.) . 
If the capital budget is inflexible, 
and is less than the estimated cost 
(with an allowance for contingen
cies), it may be necessary to revise 
the program, or to delay construction 
of portions of the building. 

The annual operating budget is 
influenced by the capital budget. In 
general, fixed charges (insurance, 
repairs and depreciation) and main
tenance expenses ( electricity, fuel, 
water, telephone and reconditioning) 
vary directly with the size and in
versely with the quality of con
struction and finish. Libraries are 
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seldom subject to taxation, and in
lerest charges should be includec.1 
only if there is a bond issue. The 
number of persons employed (pro
fessional, clerical, and service) may 
be influenced by the efficiency of the 
plan as well as by the amount of 
service offered. These items, to
gether with supplies, book purchases, 
etc., are listed below. If the total 
exceeds the appropriation or allow
ance, it may be necessary to revise 
the program. 

CAPITAL: 

building 
total area 
unit cost 
product 

architects compensation 
carrying charges 
contingencies 
equipment 

OPERATION: 

personnel 
professional 
clerical 
service 
other 

fixed charges 
insurance 
repairs (minimum) 
depreciation 
other 

maintenance 
electricity 
fuel 
water 
telephone 
reconditioning 
other 

supplies 
book purchase 
other 

Population: 

The number and status of the 
area population, if recorded for the 
present and future, gives a basis 
for estimating demands upon the 
library: 

urban adults 
elementary school 
high school 
college (stud. & faculty) 

university 
rural 
other 

(stud. & faculty) 

If the library is to serve an in
dependent community or rural area, 
the figures given should be the total 
population; if a branch library or 
a school library serving both adults 
and students, the total population of 
the assigned area ( or that within 
one mile) ; if a school, college or 
university library serving students 
and faculty only, the average en
rollment plus staff; and if a central 
public library, the total population 
less an allowance for the number 
served by branch libraries. 

General characteristics of the lo
cation chosen should be recorded 
as for example, ( 1) in commerciai 
area, (2) distance from commercial 
area, ( 3) distance from center of 
population served, ( 4) in residential 
area, ( 5) on college or university 
campus, or ( 6) in public or private 
school. Other libraries in the area 
served should be noted. A small 
map. of the city with possible loca
tions indicated should be included 
in the program. 

Climate may be described as ( 1) 
cold, moderate or hot, (2) wet, 
humid, or dry, (3) windy, breezy or 
calm, and ( 4) equable or fluctuating. 

The site should be described by a 
complete topographical map. If tree 
removal or demolition is necessary, 
the cost should be added to the cost 
of the land. If the site is unde
veloped, the cost of needed utilities 
etc. should be added to the land cost'. 
The character of surroundings should 
be noted-buildings which may shade 
the proposed building, trees to be 
retained, etc. If traffic noises are 
prevalent, the direction should be 
noted. 

Preliminary Decisions: 

Finally, the preferred location of 
units should be considered: which 
must be on the main floor, which 
may be on a second floor, which 
may be on a ground floor or in a 
basement, which could be on upper 

floors, and which may b . 
e 1t1 

basement. Also the des· a -'!1o~· 
ired -

of construction and finish sh q\llllltt 
noted and finally the 'ts . ou111 ~' s1gnm· .., 
staff during rush hours cn1 of 

and 
hours. qllfot 

A basic decision which 
the planning importantly ;ay alfeet 
with controls. The cur as to do 

rent 
continues to favor making b tte1t4 

h l 'b ooks ot er 1 rary materials and ntld 
. set\!· 

available and appealing t 1Cet 
. 0 the 

tential reader rather than th Po: 
. e pr 

vatron of properties. A few l'b ~ser. 
have no obvious controls b 

I 
tarlet 

upervision is almost al~" ut ~OJJtd 
. . ays liQ111-

brned with proffered heJ 
greater the exten·t to which 1~· 1;, The 

e •iOnor 
system can be followed, the ha . 
most people will be. For ndePP•tr 

. . qu~te 
superv1s10n, the supervisor should bi! 
responsible for spaces within not 
more than 55 feet of the 1 1. . . a 1en, 
Many hbranes require everyone 10 
leave at the main entrance. By this 
'.11eans, and without obvious chll()k. 
mg, some thievery may be prevemell 
or detecte~. ~ome librarians 11111y 

pre~er und1sgmsed routine chiackihg 
as. m a supermarket. If . ccon.dllJY 
exits are necessary, automatic bells 
may be employed to warn of their 
unauthorized use, and some person· 
nel should be stationed nearby. 

Even with most stacks open, It 
may be prudent to lock certain 
shelves, cases, stacks or rooms, per, 
mitting use of them only und~r 
supervision. Another possibility h 
the use of uniformed guards (as in 
art museums) or detectives (as in 
supermarkets). Strategically plaeed 
mirrors are helpful, and the use of 
closed-circuit television may some> 
day be a practicable means of in· 
creasing the area which may bt 

observed from a single point. 
In order lhat a library buiJdlnS 

may be manageable under the i'l1°51 

adverse conditions which may pos•, 
sibly develop in the future: 

• establish control stations at stra
tegic points 
pwvide for future installation of 
lurnstiles or other aids to ch~ck· 

ing at exits 

hould be possible to lock 
• it s 

fll
e stacks 

so 

C 
tion of data for the program is 

olle~IY undertaken by the client, 
r,01'11111 speci::ilized buildings, such as 

rfoC 
bU •. assistance may be needed ,11,rnr1es, 
II" the architect or a consultant. 
c~nl complete data at hand, the 
\~Jfh bl l d . hliC:Cl is a e to exp ore es1gn 
arc .. 
~lbilJUCS, 

5t//Bllloti __ cs_: _________ _ 

While every library presents its 
own problem , a theoretical explora
tion of nrrangem~nts of spaces which 
could be supervised by the smallest 
pll(l1ber of persons during quiet 
periods may have value. The maxi
mum area supervised by one person 
mn~ be assumed as the area of a 
tirele with a radius of 55 feet-ap
prosimately 9,500 square feet. The 
accn of a square with a diagonal 
measuring 110 feet is about 6000 
~uare feet. If the control point is 
~ a wall of the room being super-

1ij(ed the area of the rectangle 
5\lpervi ed from that point would be 
app~ox.imately 3000 square feet. 

If the entire area were used for 
rending the number of seats in each 
of these spaces would be as indicated 
helow. A semi-circular area would 
aacommodate 190 seats. Combining 
aitcular areas in plans is difficult, 
but it is possible to combine octago
nal shapes as is illustrated on p. 62. 
'rhe area of an octagon, the furthest 
point of which is 55 feet from its 
center is approximately 8000 square 
foct and it accommodates 320 read
"Crs. If it is assumed that wall cases 

and a supervisor's desk will be in
stalled, the seats in rooms of each 
of the shapes will be: 

circle 340 

octagon 280 

square 220 

rectangle 110 

The accompanying diagrams on 
page 62 illustrate possible combina
tions of octagons, squares and rec
tangles. 

All of these arrangements would 
require daytime electrical illumina
tion. The theoretical maximum 
number of readers per floor of a 
compact plan is 1400 using octag
onal units, 1100 using square units, 
and 660 using rectangular units. If 
five floors is considered as a maxi
mum, 7000 readers would be the 
top limit total for octagonal units, 
5500 for square units, and 3300 for 
rectangular units. 

Well-staffed libraries would have 
staff members situated so as to be 
able to supervise smaller spaces dur
ing rush hours, at least. The areas 
indicated above as supervised from 
a single station may be subdivided 
with low cases or with glass parti
tions as illustrated on page 63. 

It is seldom that large spaces are 
used exclusively for one purpose. 
For purposes of analysis, areas using 
50% or more for any of these pur
poses are indicated as for reading, 
stacks, or circulation. Work areas 
and stacks are not differentiated in 
the diagrams because neither are 
generally subject to superv1S1on. 
Offices and staff facilities are indi
cated as work areas. 

9500 SQ .. FT. 6000 SQ. FT. 3000 SQ. FT: 
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If the size of the site dictates a 
building of several stories, it is de
sirable to have the principal story 
midway between top and bottom, as 
in the Lamont Library at Harvard, 
the library at University o[ Virginia, 
and the John M. Olin Library at 
Washington University in St. Louis. 
Since it is also desirable to have the 
main floor near street level, a site 
which slopes down from front tn 
back is advantageous. 

If no attempt is made to supervise 
reading spaces, or if it is not neces
sary that the maximum area be 
supervised from a limited number 
of stations, it may be desirable to 
place shelves so that patrons will be 
forced to pass between them to 
reach reading areas, or to arrange 
shelves to form alcoves with reading 
tables. Stacks for little-used books 
may be placed in a basement ( or a 
floor either above or below each of 
the reading areas) thus reducing the 
number of books to be brought to 
the attention of patrons. The cir
culation area is dominated by the 
main desk (or desks) where patrons 
register, books are charged out and 
returned, and visitors are given direc
tions and information. It is usually 
the principal control point. It is 
desirable to have space for the tech
nical services as near as possible to 
catalog. 

Mechanical Equipment: 

Basic arrangement of a library 
building may be determined in part 
by its location. If the climate is 
hot for long periods in the summer 
or humid, air-conditioning may be 
almost necessary. If periods of heat 
are not extreme and cool breezes 
are prevalent, natural ventilation may 
be employed, and it may govern the 
location and shape of the principal 
units. In cities where the air carries 
much sulphur dioxide ( which is 
damaging to paper), airconditioning 
may be especially desirable. To 
prevent molding, books should be 
shelved loosely for air circulation. 
Relative humidity should be con
trolled at 50%, temperature 70° F 
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Diagrams of theoretical arrangements for efficient supervision. 

in winter and 85° Fin summer. Air 
should be filtered and precipitated, 
and 75% should be recirculated. 
Air may be delivered through ceiling 
and under large windows. Con
vectors may be placed under windows 
in stack areas and in carrels. With 
fixed sash, emergency louvered vents 
may be placed under windows. 

If the building is to be aircon
ditioned, or if winter design temper
atures are very low, attempts may 
be made to design a very compact 
building, having as little exterior 
wall as possible. This may lead to 
a decision to rely upon electrical 
illumination, at least as a supple
ment to natural lighting. By this 
means, the designer "is freed from 

limitations in depth and enabled to 
design in larger blocks than was 
feasible a generation earlier when 
50 feet was the practical limit of 
width of building wings with windows 

on both sides and ordinary ceiling 
heights. 

Electrical illumination and air

conditioning has also led to lower 

story heights. Except for appear

ance ( and psychological effects), a 

large room with a ceiling height of 
only nine feet is comfortable. For 

esthetic and psychological reasons, 
however, a room 40 feet by 80 feet 

should have a clear height of at 

least 12 feet or even 15 feet. With 

intermediate floors for stacks, ceiling 

heights of 15 feet in the larger room 
of a library are not extravagant. 

If planning is modular, and pi:o· 
vision is made for the use of inter· 
changeable units, the design of both 
illumination and airconditioning is 
complicated. The library stack unit " 
preferred is 3 feet wide and 41h 
feet deep (with allowance for aisles), 
A design module of either 1 \t2 feet 
or 9 feet is usable in both directions, 
This may lead to a column spacing 
of 27 feet. The use of interchange· 
able units calls for a level ceiling, 
This may be achieved with a heavY 
·flat concrete slab, or by use of 0 

suspended ceiling. Space above th: 
latter may be used for pipes an 

dole ducts. Each 9 foot by 9 foot. mo 

MAY t959 

be served by both aircon
$b0111~ outlets and lighting units. 
. ·oJ1lllg 

Jill detail design of an aircon-
Th~ g system for a library is 

'(foJllO . . 
di h Jike that for other types of 
Ol~G • s The same may be said 
btlildt:; ~ther kinds of mechanical 
(or, ent For the lowest cost 

'pfll . 
~ui ound airconditioning, how-
4pt-r 

Y buildings should not only be 
ever, ct but windows should be 
i;i1n1pa , 

nd small-just large enough to 
felV a . • 
'ye visual contact with the outside. 
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1 
w proportion of glass to opaque 

~ 0 . 
wall produces the greatest savmgs on 
ib ·south, west and east walls. With 

~'ob proportion of glass in these 
ad''"· 

l)s. shading devices, such as lou-
ll'~rs canopies, or grilles will reduce 
I'll' 
(()Oling costs significantly. 

Jf a building is not to be cooled 

111
~,chanically, either immediately or 

later, natural ventilation should be 
B~'en attention. The direction of 
prevoiling summer breezes at the 
ife should be determined and the 

tonger axis of the building should be 
pcrpendicula1· to it. If possible the 
long axis should also be in an east
west direction or within 30° of it. 
'l'l('e length along the long axis should 

be great in relation to the depth along 
the short axis, and cross ventilation 
should be insured. 

One problem that deserves special 
attention in libraries is sound con
Lrol. Sound isolation is most im
portant where street noises are prev
alent. To accomplish this it is 
advantageous to have only a small 
number of small windows, but other 
considerations may lead to the use 
of many large windows. Heavy 
masonry or walls with air spaces 
and quilts may be combined with 
double or triple glazing. Sounds 

originating within the building may 

be absorbed by acoustic ceilings, 

wall coverings and resilient floors. 

The acoustical design of listening 

rooms (and also audio-visual rooms) 

involves much more than isolation 

from external sounds. As in an 
auditorium, sounds originating in 

the room should not be absorbed 

except on surfaces from which sound 

reflections would be disturbing. Too 

much sound deadening may destroy 
listening pleasure. For isolation, 

light-weight partitions, floors and 

ceilings may be designed through 

Diagrams indicating division of space controlled 
from one point. 
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which little sound will be trans
mitted.3 

Library Types: 

Discm;sions regarding the differ
ent classes of libraries which follow 
are arranged so as to lead from the 
simple to the complex. Thus chil
dren's divisions of public libraries 
are followed by libraries in ele
mentary schools, and young people's 
divisions of public libraries are fol
lowed by secondary school libraries. 
Material on college and university 
libraries, which comes next, is fol
lowed by material on public libraries, 
book storage buildings, and special 
libraries. Finally, material peculiar 
to library buildings which also serve 
as memorials is given. 

Children's Libraries: 

Children's departments of public 
libraries may be considered supple
mental to libraries in elementary 
schools, serving students through the 
eighth grade. Services of librarians 

3 Acoustics for the Architect; Harold Burris
Meyer and Lewis S. Goodfriend; Reinhold, 
N. Y., 126 pp., '57; pp. 37-53; and 

Acoustics, Noise and Buildings: P. H. 
Parkin and H. R. Humphreys, Faber and 
Faber, Ltd., London, 331 pp. '58, pp. 216-7. 
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may be either to children directly 
or to those who work with children, 
or both. Books may be used in the 
building or in schools or homes. 
The ideal location in a public library 
is on the first floor wilh north or 

east exposure. A large window fac
ing a street may attract patrons. On 
sloping sites, a basement location 
may be acceptable. A separate out
si<le entrance is desirable. A low 
charging-desk should be near the en
trance but there should be room for 
a waiting line to form inside. Cat
alog and reference material should 
be nearby. Visual control may be 
attained by use of glass partitions 
and low shelves. Children's toilets 
( near the center of the space) should 
be under control of the supervisor. 
A work room may double as an 
office. Ample storage space is es
sential. A nook for story telling 
( for 35 listeners), perhaps with a 
small stage and a puppet stage could 
be an interesting feature. Much use 
can be made of displays in glass 
cases, and a large globe is useful.4 

Elementary School Libraries: 

The few books which may be 
placed in each class room of an 
elementary school, while still of 
value, are no longer sufficient. Li
brary extension service is a valuable 
supplement, but a library in charge 
of one or more full-time librarians 
is now regarded necessary. A nook 
in a corridor or assembly room or a 
storage space for books, under con
trol of the principal or teacher, may 
be a beginning, but a separate room, 
50% larger than a class room, is 
a minimum requirement except for 
small schools. A reading room may 
possibly double as a cafeteria lunch 
room. Pupils may serve as assistants 
under supervision, if glass apertures 
in an adjoining room for peripheral 
supervision are provided. The room 
should be near upper class rooms
if it is expected to serve the com
munity, it should be near the en
trance or have a separate entrance. 

Carl Koch5 recommends facilities 
for 1A O of the student body. He 

claims that record-playing is not 
distracting to readers. He suggests 
a room for films and slides. For 
reference and collateral reading and 
for recreational reading a relaxed 
almosphere is desirable--low win
dows, furniture in child's sizes 
(many children like to read sitting 
or lying on the floor) and light in 
color, warm floors, and a variety 
in illumination ( different night and 
day). Colors should neither be 
distracting nor taken for granted. 
For flexibility, the card catalog may 
be movable. 

Opinions of those having experi
ence with school libraries are re
corded below in abbreviated form: 

There should be a work alcove 
( where it may be supervised) with 
equipment of size suitable for chil
dren. A conference room should 
have a glass partition. For flexi
bility, as much equipment as possi
ble should be movable. The atmos
phere should be friendly and in
viting. Picture books and other 
books on similar subjects should b~ 
grouped together. Students in th~ 
5th and 6th grades use the catalog. G 

Elementary school libraries should 
be on the first or second floors and 
have no steps at the entrance. 
Acoustical treatment and light colors 
for furniture are desired-also for 
storage for audio-visual materials, 
an office, and a conference room. 7 

Trained library personnel is es
sential. Of the 351 elementary 
schools in Chicago, 345 have li
braries, 235 full-time trained librar
ians, and 110 of them share the 
services of trained librarians. 8 

The American Association of 
School Librarians gives useful data 
regarding elementary school libraries, 
of which the following are most per
tinent. 9 

reading room (46 readers at 
25 sf each) 

work room 
storage 
conference room 
audio-visual room 
office 

Total 

1150 sf 
150-200 sf 
150-200 sf 

120 sf 
120 sf 
120 sf 

---·-
1910 sf 

Small schools may conibine \\r 
room and storage in a r

00111 
. 0t~ 

200 to 250 square feet in area fro11i 
office and conference roon

1 
.' <111~ 
It) 

area of 150 square feet. ' I'\ •. Q~ 

bl ~, 5, . 'YlllC~I ta es, _, x seal 6 and I' 

tables are 4' in diameter. 01111d 

Young People's Libraries: 

The planning of a public lili 
. II . . r~ri, especrn y one servmg a conim\in· 

. I 'd . llY1 mvo ves cons1 erat1on of student 
. \IIIO 

even though school library fneilitfos 
are adequate. . Complete. egregalitin 
of the young m a public library is 
seldom practicable. "ven ttiolih 

. ~ 
teen-agers are n01sy, and may Usz-

8 
library as a trysting place, they ge;i. 
erally need to use the catalog and 
other facilities in various parts of 
the building. 

Views of a librarian are ind icated 
by the following abstract:10 

A young people's library is 11 
means of bridging the gap between 
the children's department (and scno.ol 
libraries) and the adult scvvic , 
introducing the young to the oppor
tunities offered by libraries nnd 
stimulating the desire to read. 11.l.t 
essentials are: a special librafi~n. 
suitable books and a meeting place. 
Rather than a separate room, 11 

large alcove of the main rending 
room equipped with lounge furnitur~ 
and with the librarian's desk nenrby 
is preferred. Shelves equal to from 
6% to 10% of those for the adUll 
collection and seats for 35 readers 
are suggested. Separation by oo,un· 
ter-height shelving is ap1 rop~i11tc; 
also an exhibition case with glass 
doors. Extra folding ( or tack.ins),_ 
chairs should be available. Instead 
of segregating the young, a louogo 

'dC~ for mature adults may be prov, ' 
f Parate A notable example o a se 

\ • lv lnit LIU~~W• ' Goddnl'd, I.ts. l"l'lu,culln, I t' 
U .&.o. Pres,i, L os Anl!'clcs, G7, •Ol, 

"••• '55 JI, " ~ Amer. School nml U nlvers1.., . '. 
1 

• Ani•T· 
o Bu.ywnl"d, W. C.:!on:o nnd Kcnio11, • 

School n.ntl Oniv., '60. 11· 2.q~. I l)nr,•., 
, Beitton , .Jru,n, ine ; Amet·. School 11"' 

1 ' il7. p. J24. . S r,,x,I , •~' 
!l I\lc'Mnrn1~, i~nry 'F., ;\n1l!J·. 0 

Univ., '56-G~. l•P- 157-H.4. 
0 Amer. Lib1·n1',>' Ass,u: .. '52. Librad; 

10 Watts, Doris Ryilcr; A ~~~ing 
U.S.C. Press, Lo• A nll'eles, · 

. Carl Koch's Youth LiJ· og rs 
bul1°1 Fitchburg, Massachusetts.11 

11 at 
~roh . · guished by an unusually . distill 
JI JS f ·i collaboration between aress u 
MG ainter and sculptor. An 

ohilett . pre of $210,000 in a com
. 0d1IU 

a~re f 43 000 was made possible 
!!Yo ' 

niufl 1 • le use of spaces. A social 
ill' up 

bY 1 
· rves both adults and youth 

...all01 se . . 
,.,.. rd concerts and d1scuss1on reco 
f()T • an exhibition gallery serves 
•1011P5

• • h II t"- foyer to the meetmg a ; ~o as a a the meeting hall with a fully 
an . , ed stage may seat 204 or be 
e4111pp 11 
vfdcd to accommodate two sma er 

di The reading room and groups. 
• 1. room each have movable 

,StlCl8 • I'd' ~~fv:es and open (with large s 1 mg 
dOPfS) onto a garden court. 

several innovations are worth 
· including the luminous ,epi:irung: 

ili~g of corrugated vinyl plastic 

:oet~ hung on metal rails. (2' or _3' 
a~hfO which are combmed with 
perforated stainless steel fins filled 
with sound-absorbing fiberglass. 
Sprinkler heads are placed a~ove the 
plasiic sheets because, with. the 
softening point for the plastic of 
150·° F, it would drop before the 
sp~inklers went into action. The 
luminous ceiling with fluorescent 
lights above provides 50 footcandles 
wilhout glare on the table tops and 
the fins give sound absorption said 
l() equal that of acoustic titles. 

$tfclmdary School Libraries: 

H a library is considered to be an 
essential part of an elementary school 
Plant, it must surely be included in 
~lllns for a new secondary school. 

, Published statements by librarians 
cjjj'C:given below in abbreviated form: 

The ideal school enrollment to 
bt served by one library is between 
~ooo and 1,500 pupils, says one. 
It should be located near class rooms 
!or social studies, languages, arts 
in:u sciences. Seating should be pro
Vi<!ed for 120 at 30 sf per reader, 
arrd there should be two or more 
1.lbrarian . The ideal shape for 
IU~er'lision is square and the desk 
ihould be near the center. 

Bach class room should have its 

lou 
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conference corner with shelves for 
300 books. In addition to the usual 
office, store room and work room, 
there should be a library class room 
with some shelves, and a faculty 
reading room. 

General illumination should give 
50 footcandles on tables and there 
should also be table lamps and floor 
lamps in browsing areas. The li
brary should have from 10,000 to 
15,000 books and from 75 to 100 

magazines .12 

A library for a community high 
school in North Chicago, Illinois, 
has a reading room 34 feet by 68 
feet for an enrollment of 1,200. It 
provides 70 seats and shelves for 
10,000 volumes. The means used 
to attract readers is commented upon 
favorably. A display case in the 
school lobby draws students to the 
reading room and displays on tops 
of shelves guide readers to subjects 
of the Dewey classification system. 

An entire class may invade the 
library at one time, and students may 
be excused from study hall or from 
classes for library work. The study 
hall is adjacent to the library. If 
future expansion is needed for the 
library, the study hall may be con
verted. The office and conference 
room have glass walls, and the con
ference room may be divided by 
means of a folding partition. The 
audio-visual room (10 feet by 20 
feet) is designed for sound isolation. 

See page 63 .13 

From a 1953 survey of school 
librarians, the following comments 
are noteworthy: 14 

Location of library in school 
should be central, first floor, 
away from shops and music 

rooms. 
Expansion-possibly by classroom 

conversion. 
Adjacent to (but not part of) a 

study hall. 
Librarian for each 65 to 70 users. 

Glareless illumination. 

Acoustical treatment. 

Soft colors. 
Books--10 to 20 per pupil. 

Space separations by counter 
height cases. 

Card catalog and filing cases. 
Intermediate sized furniture; ta

bles 27", 29", or 30" high; 
chairs 14" to 18" high. 

Audio-visual room. 
Work room with sink and electric 

outlets. 

Display cases. 
If doubling as public library, hours 

and selection of books should 
be varied. 

College Libraries 

Some institutions which are known 
as colleges or institutes are as large 
and complicated in organization as 
others known as universities and are 
discussed in the section on university 
libraries. Libraries for small uni
versities are discus~ed in this section. 

College libraries are illustrated by 
several recent examples. The Julia 
Rogers Library of Goucher College 1" 

is the principal feature of a newly de
signed campus. An approved AJA 

competition for a master plan was 
held in 1938, and the winners ap
pointed as architects for the library. 
A faculty planning committee pro
duced a written statement of needs 
in terms of activities, emphasizing 
the desirability of a close relationship 
between books and students. The 
functions of the building were listed 
as library facilities for: 

• 1,000 women students (about % 
living on campus) 

• faculty for teaching and research 

• library staff 
• 100,000 books (plus additional 

100,000 later). 

The report recommended small 
reading rooms and asked for flexibil
ity for possible expansion and rear
rangement, vehicular service access, 
sound control, adequate illumination, 

n Arch. Forum 95:134-7, June '51. 
12 Douglas, Mary Peacock, Amer. School and 

Univ., '53, p. 329. 
rn Other dimensions giving a net are3; of from 

2300 to 2400. square feet may be smtable. 
H Criteria for High School Library Spa~es 

and Faci]ities; Amer. School and Univ., 
'55, p, 267; Amer. School Pub. Co., N. Y. 

rn Amer. School and Univ., '54, p. 338. 
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and patron control from the main 
circulation desk. 

During the design process, consul
tations were held both with librarians 
aad architects. The lobby, circulation 
desk, catalog, reference room, peri
odical room, one reading room, office 
and work space are on the principal 
floor; a room for archives, a rare 
book room, and other reading rooms 
are on the second floor; and confer
ence rooms, student-lounges, audio
visual room, book store, and addi
tional reading room and service areas 
are on the lower level ( which, due to 
the slope of the site, is largely out of 
the ground). The modular plan has 
columns spaced at 13 '-6". The build
ing cost $600,000 and accommodates 
375 readers. 

An unusual example is the library 
at Florida Southern College. rn The 
reading room and stacks are com
pletely separated, but the periodicals 
are in the rear of the stacks. A single 
reading room has narrow tables with 

chairs on one side only, arranged in 
concentric circular arcs, each suc
cessive row raised one step, and all 
facing the main desk. The librarian's 
office is some distance from the main 
desk. 

Quite in contrast with the previous 
example is the library for the Cente
nary Junior College17 at Hacketts
town, New Jersey. Like the previous 
example it has one story and base
ment. It has a glass wall to the north 
and a glass partition between lobby 
and reading room. It · contemporary 
character is made to harmonize with 
older buildings by use of the same 
materials, and it is placed some dis
tance from the nearest building. 
Charm results from a domestic scale 
and unpretentiousness. It seats 146 
and houses 41,000 books. 

The following comments are of
fered by J. Russell Bailey, AJA. 

"For college libraries it might be 
well to point out that in locating a 
new library building with respect to 

the total campus, the plann 
C(S,sk carefully consider the flow • 11 

0( Stu traffic after classes as wen . 
I S. h as if c asses. mce t e college lib 

used to a much greater ex:t f.lii) 
• COtj~ evenmgs, the flow of traffic 

Wo111c1 largely from the donnitorics 
places, Unions, etc. Therefor 'heitt 
the library exactly in the c e 11 

. enlet the academic group might 
001 

bo 
together necessary or Partt~u 
good. 

"The matter of dcpartnlent I 
braries in the smaller schools is a~ 
a proble_m. It might be O\eot: , 
that for liberal arts education it Wo 

be better to have the main lJb 
absorb all of the library (unctions 
the campus rather than spread) 
them out to science, art, etc., as 
as having a main library. The lhci) 
in this case, of course, is to get th 
who are specializing in one lield 
read more broadly in the othe·r disc 
plines." 

1•Arch. Forum 88:134-35, Jan. ',I , 1
• Arch. Forum 102: 188-41, March '65. 

Part II of this article will appear in the June issue. 

The complete article will be available in reprint form, which will include a Bibliography. 

Copies will be mailed to all members and subscribers requesting them. 

This new office is here to serve you 
"th technical information and draft

ing facilities in connection with de
sign and installation of Amarlite 
aluminum entrances, store fronts and 
wall construction. 

We shall welcome your call 
M Urrayhlll 7-0696 

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS 
DIVISION 
American Art Metals Company 
40S Lexh,,ton Avenue, New York 17, New York 

Suite 3205, 
CHRYSLER BUILDING 

ENTRANCES and 
STORE FRONTS 
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The Producers' Council Roofing 
Seminar has begun its May schedule 
of presentations, the program has 
been enthusiastically endorsed by 
architects in the eight cities visited. 

The day-long program will be 
held in Milwaukee on May 7, in 
Indianapolis on May l5, and in Day
ton on May 21. After a summer re
cess, the nation-wide tour will resume 
in September with a schedule includ
ing cities with Producers' Council 
chapters in the west and south. 

The Roofing Seminar, second in 
a series initiated at the request of 
the Institute through the AIA-PC 
Joint Committee, is a comprehen
sive review of the latest develop
ments in the roofing field. Eleven 
separate twenty-minute lectures in-

NEWS 
elude information on all aspects of 
roofing construction. Each type of 
deck is treated, as well as insulation, 
vapor barriers and surfacing mate
rials. 

At the Kansas City premier in 
February, John T. Murphy, AJA, im
mediate past president of the local 
chapter, said, "The entire program 
was well done and well named a 
seminar from the educational point 
of view." He praised the practical 
tenor of the roofing review and the 
value of the group discussion. 

Also speaking at the opening ses
sion, H. Dorn Stewart, National 
President of Producers' Council, 
emphasized the producers' responsi
bility to make quality the watchword 
m products and materials available 
to architects. He advised members 

of the profession to check cl . 
quality with an eye to the 11t 1l\s 
turer's research and market~~Uf 
forts as well as production co 8 . ntr 

The first senunar, on curtai 
visited 30 cities, ending inn: 
l c 58. Planning conferences 
underway for the next eminar d 
ing with air conditioning. ' 

The guiding force behind 
series of reviews both planned 1 
. . A M ,a rn progress 1s . . Young 
Seminars Committee chai~m 
Committee member Earl Bennet 
supervising the Roofing Semina{s. 

Besides Kansas City and Wa 
ington, D. C., the program has a 
ready appeared in Pittsburgh, l3alt 
more, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago a 
Minneapolis. 

Shown in the photograph above are participants in the AIA-NSP (National Science Foundation) Conference .on 
Architectural Research, held in Ann Arbor Michigan, in March. Proceedings of the Conference are now being 
edited and condensed for later pt1b lication in tbe Journal. Reprint will be available. Seated- Left 10 right: 'Jt 
gene F . Magenau, AlA Staff, Washington; Walter E . Campbel l, AIA Conference Chairman, Bo ton; Burnh:im Ke Y/ 
AJA City Planner, M.I.T.; Myle J. Holley Jr. Profes or of Civil Engineering, M.I.T.; Donald L. Foley Professor~ 

ity Planning & Architecture, U. of alifornia; Herbert H. Swinburne, AIA, Phi ladelphia; M. Allen Pond D1P ei 
ment o( Health , Educat ion & Welfare Washington; Albert H. Hastorf P ychologist, Darlmouth ollege; ;' 1 
Yasko AIA Wausau, Wiscon in ; Alfred S. Alschuler Jr. AtA, Chicago; Turpin C. Bannister, .fAJA, Dean, ~c ~
of Architecture & Allied Arts, U. of Florida; Standing-Left to Right: Eugene George, Jr. , AtA, Instructor in ~i
chitecture U. of Texas; Gene M. Nordby Head, Department of Civil Engineering, U. of Arizona; Henry W. W 
ccken, Repre entative of National Science Foundation, Washington; Eric Pawley, AlA Staff, Washington· Robert. sh: 
McLaugbJin, P AIA, Director, School of Architecture, Princeton University; Walter A. Taylor, FAIA AJA Staff, :as~· 
ington; Fred N . Severud Engineer, New York· Douglas H K Lee, Scientist with Quartermaster Re earch tJJic 
gineering Command, Natick Mas .; . P. Herrington, Director of Research , Pierce Foundation & Dept. of f0b001 
1-Iealtb, Yale University; George B. ressey, Geographer Syracu e Univer ity; Harold D. Hauf, AIA , Dean, 0 rah 
of Architecture, R.P.T. ; William H. Jllelson, P ychologist, Brooklyn College; Glenn H. Beyer, Hou ing I~esc9

1,IA, 
Director, Cornell Univer ity; Albert G. H. Dietz, Professor of Building Engi11eering, M.l.T.· John Lyon Reid, ~nrY, 
San Francisco; Ezra D. Ehrenkrantz Research Architect, U. of California; Harold Horowitz Technical Secr~.chi· 
Building Research Institute , Washington ; C Theodore Lar on, Ali\ , Professor of Architecture University of Ml 
gan; Byron Bloomfield , Ali\ Director Modular Building Standards Association, Washington . 

G~ASS-the enduring substance! 

I 

You may be sure of this: Other building materials 

may corrode or deteriorate, but 11ot a modern, 

durable glass product. Advanced processing tech

niques produce glass with remarkable, diamond

like purity and the necessary strength to protect 

it from damage. Glass is the immutable substance 

that never causes maintenance problems. And 

occasional cleaning preserves its luster indefinitely. 

PPG's Architectural Representatives would be 

pleased to help you select and apply the glass 

products best suited to your needs. This service 

is reserved exclusively for architects-learn more 

about it by phoning any Pittsburgh Plate Glass 

Company office. 
See Sweet's Architectural File-Sections 3e, 

7a, 13e, 16a, 16d, 21. 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
Paints , Glass • Chemicals , Brushes • I'las/.ics • Fiber Glass 

IN CANADA: CANADIAN PITTSBURGH INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

This advcrtise111enl to aJJJJear in A.I.A . ]011,na/ , D ccc111be r 195S. 
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May 1-7: Annual Convention, Royal Australian In
stitute of Architects, Brisbane, Queensland. 

May 10: Closing date for projects for Idea Contest 
for Belgian Congo Cultural Center. Additional informa
tion from Centre Culturel du Congo Belge, 28 A venue 
Marnix, Brussels, Belgiuhi. 

May 11-13: Reynolds Award Jury, The Octagon, 
Washington, D. C. 

May 20-21: BRI Conference on Building Illumina
tion, Statler Hilton Hotel, Cleveland, Ohio. 

May 22-27: South Atlantic Regional Conference 
( Cruise to Nassau), Charleston, South Carolina. 

May 27-30: Fifty-second Annual Assembly of the 
Royal Achitectural Institute of Canada, Prince Edward 
Hotel, Windsor, Ontario. 

June 18-20: Library Buildings and Equipment Insti
tute, College Park, Maryland. 

June 10-13: British Architects' Conference, Cardiff, 
Wales. 

June 22-26: AIA Annual Convention, Roosevelt Ho
tel, New Orleans, Louisiana. 

June 30: Tile Contractors Association Convention, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

July: Meeting of Housing Commission of the UIA, 

According to notices received at The Octagon 
between February 27, 1959 and March 26, 1959 

Moscow, U.S.S.R. Details of all UIA activir 
M. Pierre Yago, 15 Quais Malaquais, Paris. les 

September 21-25: International CID 
terdam, Holland. 

September 22-23: North Central 
Conference, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

September 30-0ctober 2: Producers' Council A 
Convention, Chase-Park Plaza Hotel, St. Louis ,~nllal 

' "10, 
October 7-9: Central States Regional Con(e'fc . 

Des Moines, Iowa. ~. 

October 7-14: California Council Convention }( 
waiian Village Hotel, Honolulu, T.H. ' a, 

October 9-11: Western Mountain Regional Qo)lfer, 
ence, Western Skies Motel, Albuquerque, New Me*lco. 

October 13: Fourth Annual Architects' Tour 
Japan. For information contact Kenneth M. Nisiiimo 
AIA, at 263 South Los Robles Avenue, Pasadena, 

October 14-16: Texas Society of Architects A:nn 
Convention, Austin, Texas. 

October 20-30: Annual Convention, 
Institute of Japan, Kyoto and Osaka. 

October 23-24: 14th Annual Meeting and o 
Pennsylvania Society of Architects, Galen Hall Ho 
Wernersville, Pennsylvania. 

BASSHAM, T. E., Fort Smith, Ark. 

BAUMGARTEN, WILLIAM L., Raleigh, N. c. 

FRANZHEIM, KENNETH, FAIA, Houston, Tex. 

HEBRARD, JEAN, FAIA, Ann Arbor, Mich. 

MARTIN, HUGH, FAIA, Birmingham, Ala. 

McDouGAL, MARSHALL, Houston, Tex. 

WINN, RICHARD J., New York, N. Y. 

Honeywell Supervisory DataCenter 
installations are now working in 
over 500 buildings of all types. A 
list furnished on request. 

He pushes a button to adjust temperatures 10 floors away! 
,~o~e.Ywell's Selectographic Super
~ty DataCenter * enables one 

to do the work of crews in 
'!Petvisi11g a building's year-round 
S~Onditioning system. 

ilo)lllply by pushing a button, he J<l~ a plan for any floor on the 
~ u tn ftont of h im. At the same 
~ \h control buttons are switched 
Wln~t they regulate the control 
~I for the floors shown and 
~lL!bgs indicated are for that floor. 
,::ii 0ne set of control buttons
i:iu:tnpact unit-can regulate the 

a1r conditioning system of 

any size building. Additional control 
functions or future expansion can 
be handled by adding standard size 
modules grouped around the cen
tral unit. 

Instruments on the panel con
tinuously indicate the operation at 
all critical points throughout the 
system. Boiler pressures, fan sys
tem temperatures, steam and water 
flow and humidity readings are all 
included. Utility consumption can 
also be recorded by area, floor or 
department for cost accounting. 

Honeywell's Selectographic Data-

Center is easy to operate, requires 
no special training. And its mainte
nance can be handled by a low cost 
agreement with Honeywell. In ad
dition, Honeywell's modular, build
ing block concept gives you complete 
flex ibility i11 incorporating the 
Selectographic into your desiglls. 
Even at your early plan11ing stages, 
a H oneywell systems specialist can 
submit proposals for your evaluation. 

For more information, call your 
local Honeywell office, or write 
Honeywell, Dept. JA-5-01, Minne
apolis 8, Minn. •Trademark 

Honey~ell 
[l]~t~~ 
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Archcrostic IV William D. Merrill 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

DEFINITIONS 

Crowning place of 
sovereigns, London; 
highest nave in Eng
land; blend of English 
and French Gothic 
(2 words). 

Room without echoes; 
reverberation time 
substantially zero (2 
words). 

Circuitous; in mathe
matics, having non
zero torsion. 

Point of disagreement 
with England climaxed 
by Boston Tea Party 
(3 words). 

God of southeast wind 
(Gr. & Rom. Myth). 

Opulent apparel (2 
words). 

Romanesque and early 
Gothic arched con
struction; each bay 
divided into six parts 
by the diagonal ribs 
plus intermediate rib 
on each side (2 words). 

H. Florentine Renais
sance structure dis
tinguished by its co
lumnar arcade and 
Andrea della Robbia's 
bambini (3 words). 

L Indians of Arizona, 
New Mexico, Utah; 
notable weavers, silver 
smiths, sand painters. 

J. Clayware of structural 
character extensively 
used as building facing 
and ornamentation (2 
words). 

K. Having large hips. 

WORDS 

-- ---- -- - --- -
199 38 203 49 l I l 89 11 3 88 

- - ---- - -
134 26 252 96 15 161 140 6[ 

244 52 70 231 208 83 4 31 

149 210 125 205 171 158 110 

118 267 78 176 138 34 186 154 

[80 7 275 93 197 87 130 165 

181 121 60 174 282 226 269 292 

21 192 277 172 10 75 117 295 
-----
64 262 144 212 254 

256 73 264 I 00 129 

183 136 2()7 37 155 91 I 14 

198 

14 228 159 276 51 272 299 68 

222 32 54 217 191 297 99 

90 126 193 234 213 57 103 2 

246 223 39 177 288 59 18 133 

Ill 71 167 151 43 257 

97 175 44 240 12 105 

56 17 239 112 164 255 79 36 

139 230 

82 253 29 287 224 124 215 
L. First of the three divi- _______ _ 

sions of English 243 42 65 8 170 I l 6 260 8 l 
Gothic (2 words). __ - _ 

M. Not contained in ves
sels (anat.). 

N. One of "Les Fauves" 
with Matisse, Dc:rain, 
Vlaminck, Chagall, 
et. al. 

0. A mode of living pre
sented by my favorite 
feature in the Journal 
(4 words). 

P. To escort to a safe 
landing (3 words). 

202 281 33 150 

162 235 24 74 178 106 13 146 

166 84 201 127 101 

141 268 210 300 

298 290 265 168 214 30 69 148 

94 221 3 266 286 27 233 

190 19 66 109 245 293 143 50 

119 l 79 77 132 40 195 
Q. Demode, old fash- _______ _ 

72 

ioned, · antiquated (3 22 236 173 204 63 188 211 92 
words). 

229 107 

R. Hoarse, disagree:ible, 
harsh, strident. 

S. What the Midnight 
Choo Choo is when it 
leaves for Alabama 
(2 words). 

T . Author of O (2 words). 

U . A graduated stick as 
used in building, sur
veying. 

46 296 160 219 5 206 279 

280 182 249 120 67 137 209 80 

20 53 

169 58 35 !94 278 95 237 152 

241 273 9 156 251 135 

258 225 271 23 285 

V. The space 
columns. 

between -
294 289 89 238 147 242 122 104 

263 187 6 47 259 72 55 28 
283 

W. Court of Audience in - -
Palace at Delhi (2 184 247 270 102 ill 232 86 45 
words. 185 

X. Best example of Dec
orated Style; twin 
towers over transepts 
(2 words). 

291 248 48 145 274 218 i3198 
76 25 200 ill 227 26J ]28 

Y. Pompeiian road of - - 08 
monuments (3 words). 216 196 163 16 41 142 284 l 

85 62 ill 250 153 

INSTRUCT! ONS . {VII Q, 

i<1 sofre thli 1111:-:.lc you 111111t guess t wem>-o..fiv~ worth, t/1f! t.lrf''/~r,11;,/011 
w/ric/r "'" 11Neu /11 the c-ofw1111 lwadrd D~f/1111/ou.r. Alo11gsilld aoJ' rY/IC" )'IJ/1 
llwn: Is a row of daslrfs-cmc for each loller In tht! n~,,ulred ,,'IJt } r /II 1l1t 
/,ave guossad fJ l>'Ord ll'r/te It 011 '"" tlas/ias, 0111/ afro w11tr ,,uch rllf ~ ,i"()tilt 
correspo11tli11g ly 1111mbcrtd ·q11are /11 ,1,., p11tzlcr dlogrnm. Wht n 1' D title of 
or, Jill•tf /11, t/,r/r /11/1/ul lollers sp•ff the namt of t/Ja autl,01 011 .1 'c ,uids ti/ 
tho work from which the quotalio11 was rakm. Blatk squares /11t/l<ntrd e1,rrtt1 
words; If ther• Is 110 black sq,wra a/ tit~ right of the tli11grm11, tJ,c 11•0 

over lo the next line. norit/1 
Solutionne:<tt 

:rvf,o\\' J959 

Firestone Los Angeles District Sales Office. Another 
K-LATH spandrel wall. Architects: Pereira & Luckman. 

Qua/ifV K-LATH 
SPANDREL WALL 
CONSTRUCTION 

~ • .. ' 

Spandrel wall construction illustrating 
use of K-LATH as base for cement 
plaster back of ceramic tile facing. 

~ew Los Angeles International Airport administration build-1 and ceramic tile. A joint venture of architects Pereira & 
ing and control tower. The 162 foot tower is to have stucco Luckman, coordinating architects; Welton Becket & Assoc.; 
and aluminum exterior with wings of K-LATH spandrel wall Paul R. Williams & Assoc. 

GALVANIZED, WELDED WIRE K-LATH 
t,APER-BACKED. ONE-THIRD LIGHTER, 

76% STRONGER, GALVANIZED FOR LIFE, 
4N°D DESIGNED FOR MECHANIZATION. 

Approved by all agencies including the Uniform Code. 
Write for illustrated brochure 

and the name of your nearest distributor. 

K~,!,~ 
, , I I 

909 Soulk mmont, Alhambra, Colifornla 
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more ... 

/~~ 

CARRIER CORPORATION-
Dewitt, N. Y. 

Architect: 

Schmidt, Garden & Erickson 

10 ELLISON BALANCED DOORS 
in the entrances to this modern building 

The door that lets TRAFFIC through QUICKLY 

, (J1"leLL1SON BRONZE CO., INC. 
Jamestown, New York 

£rm outstanding value has made OTIS the accepted word for elevator quality in the U.S. and throughout the world. 'V 

/ 

High speed passenger elevators 

----12 '- 10'-' -----+-!'+---

d/1p par 
~upper I~ 

~ !Sfl'ii..---H- ~r'S..-.:._-+----"7""7""----- ---------"! (Drip pa 

Allow 5"10 B"for sprinkler pipes, 
l,ght f,;fures and m,scellJneous 
feeders 

Escalators 

line ol 

No elevator installation is too large or too small for· 
OTIS: Autotronic® or Attendant-Operated Passenger 
Elevators, Escalators, Trav-0-Lators, Freight Eleva
tors, Dumbwaiters, Elevator Modernization and 
Maintenance, Military Electronic Systems, Gas and 
Electric Trucks by Baker Industrial Truck Division. 

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 
26011th Avenue, New York 1, N.Y. Offices in 501 
cities around the world. 
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In one handy volume the first issue of AIA's new 
' 

annual Building Products Register will tabulate the properties and test data of more than 1,300 product 

listings by over 600 manufacturers for direct pre-selection analysis. But the Register itself is only part of this 

unique, new AIA service. It also will include periodic reports on product behavior on completed 

installations, a field inspection service, and reports on new products and uses prior to the next 

publication in the Register. The 1959 Register, commencing the service, is scheduled for 

distribution June 15. Be sure to receive it by mailing your subscription check now. $25.00 for AIA members. 

A· I· A 
Building Products Registry Service 
17'16 NEW YORK AVENUE, WASHINGTON 6, p. C, 

HOW-a second 
1

J1lajor break-through in 
1fire-saf e acoustical ceilings 

fOUR·HOUR RATING given 
.«A11f1slrong Acoustical Fire

Guard ceiling tile by Under

wrllers' Laboratories, Inc. 

fllmlnates expensive fire
, #I cuts construction time. 

I NAILING CHANNEL 

I 

l
i}n January, Armstrong announced 
1 thc first two-lwu r tim -design 

.r led acoustical tile- a revolution
!)' &rt in the building indusb'y. 

I Now Al:msh·ong announces the 
~limnte in time-design rated ceil-

l
llgs, A new ceiling system with a 
lorir./io11r ratiug. This new Arm
llro~g Acoustical Fire-Guard ceil
fiir <rompletely eliminates the need 

COstly fir -stops, even under the 
~ rirrid building codes. 

1 UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES 
REPORT NO. 4177-2 

l~~ci·wl'iters' Laboratories, Inc., 

l
~t Od .tt~at this new ceiling asscm-

1 
11liltzing Armstrong Acoustical 

Fire-Guard ceiling tile, "will afford 
four-hour protection against the pas
sage of flame or dangerous transm-is
sion of heat." It also reported that 
this system, when tested, protected 
the steel structural members for the 
full duration of the test, over five 
hours. 

SAVES MONEY 
Armstrong Acoustical Fire-Guard 
saves the expense of costly inter
mediate fire-stops. Previously it 
was necessary to ( I ) use reinforced 
concrete construction, ( 2) spray 
steel structural members with an in
sulating material, or ( 3) suspend a 
lath and plaster fire-stop ceiling to 
which the acoustical tile could be 
applied. 

CELLULAR STEEL DECK 

111, " CHANNEL 

SAVES CONSTRUCTION TIME 
Armstrong Acoustical Fire-Guard 
ceilings are applied by a completely 
dry method. There are no costly 
"wet" operation delays. No extra 
moisture is introduced into the 
building. 

AVAILABLE IN THREE DESIGNS 
Armstrong Acoustical Fire-Guard 
can be specified in any of three at
tractive designs: Fissured, Classic, 
or Full Random. 

For complete information about 
Armstrong Acoustical Fire-Guard, 
call your Armstrong Acoustical Con
tractor, your nearest Armstrong dis
trict office, or write to Armstrong 
Cork Company, 4205 Sage Street, 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 

@mstrong ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS 
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Completely revised by Clinton H. Cowgill FAIA th H 
, , e new andbook of 

Architectural Practice is indispensable for architects 
, engineers, architects-in-training, 

contractors, producers distributors of b ild" d ..,i 

' u mg pro ucts, and students. $8.00 directly from The AJ!terilil"' 

Inst!itute of Architects, 1735 N y k 
ew or Avenue, N. W., Washington 6 D 

' . C. 

the style leader in plumbing fixtures 

BISSELL, INC., PLANT, Grand Rapids, Mich. Architects: J. & G. Daverman Company. Plumbing Contractors: VanderWaal-Troske 

plant features durable, New Bissell, Inc., 

hand-crafted vitreous china by Briggs 

It{ 
(1~1s. oble Wat er 
~ 1.n durable vitre
~fit china gives wall
~ Convenience wi th 

-out operation. 

Briggs Lawton Urinal 
specified for Bissell's new 
plant displays cleanly 
sculptured design. All 14 
are wash-out, include in
tegral extended shields, 
flushing rims, integral 
china strainers and trap 
with cleanout. Six colors 
and white. 

Vitreous china plumbing fixtures, superbly hand-crafted by Briggs 

experts, will add both stylistic beauty and functional efficiency to 

Bissell's new Grand Rapids plant. Architects J. & G. Daverman 

Company sought fixtures that more than met the codes, found 

them in the extensive, carefully coordinated line of Briggs Beauty

ware. Balanced design, functional features, pure eye-appeal all led 

to their selection of a total of 84 Briggs fixtures. In your own 

industrial, commercial and institutional work, you too will find 

decided advantages in this easy-to-work-with line. Styled by 

Harley Earl, Inc., for Briggs, in high-density vitreous china, it is 

manufactured under the strictest standards of quality control. 

For fixtures that can make a beautiful difference, specify Briggs 

Beautyware, the brand that makes the difference. 

E~IC3C3S 
B E A u T y W A R E 
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. . , ft" arople con-. , ,. ·e ,1rov1u= ' e<l 

th flns - Wic,e u l\S • b closely· spac 
New smoo ooth fins can e c.,ce m tnct sun.. · .· g te~istance. 
without inoreasin 

HEW ~~--1.~ 
Aerofin Coils 
for Greater Capacity 

Lower Resistance 
£ heating and 

Aerofin ex.tended-su~ ~ce ou an even greater 
il :iow ouer Y ter cooling co s i. f e - even grea 

area of effectwe sur ac foot of face area .. 
·ty - per square d· higher au capae1 . e is lowere , . 

Airway resistanc d The result is . 
elocities can be us~ . or cooling capac1ty 

extremely high heatmg 

in a giv n space. d dized encased 
·dy stan ar 

Compact, dt~r ~imple, quick, 
units arrang~ fir tion. 
economical insta a 

Wrlte for aulletln 5•55 

AERDFIN 
CDRPDR-ATIDN 

101 Greenway Ave.,, SyracvH 3, N,Y, 

The new Aerofin smooth fins are· tapered, 
with wide base that conducts sufficient 
heat between fin and tube to make the 
entire fin effective transfer surface. 
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Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system 
apparatus. List on .request. 

INDEX TO ADVER'flS]a~ 
Aerofin Corporation ... ....................... . 

Richards & Webb, Inc . . ..... 

Americau Art Metals Company ........... .. 
Batten Barton, Durstine & Osborn, In~·.-- ........ . 

American Brass Company .... ................... .. 
Kenyon & Eckhardt 

Armstrong Cork Company ....................... .. 
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, In<' . .. 

Blumcraft of Pittsburgh ···--·····-·········--·· ·· · ·······--·· 
Brigg Manufacturing Company ................. . 

MacMa1111 ·, John & Adams, Inc. 

Ellison Bronze Company ...... .. . . ..... ... ... ...... ..... 
7 Griffith & Rowland .... 

Hillyard Chemical Company --···-·· ········ --· · .. ····· l 
Fardon, Miller & Fardon ·· 

Hope's Windows, Inc. . ............................. ......... . 
The Moss-Chase Company 

K-Lath, Inc ............................................... ... ...... . 
R. W. Webster, Advertising 

LCN Closers, Inc. 
D. K. Morrison 

Loxit Systems, Inc. . ......... ................................. . 
Brindley-Roth, Inc. 

Marble Institute of America ········· ·· ··········-·-······ 
Moore & Company 

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company ...... 7 
Foote, Cone & Belding 

Monarch Metal Weatherstrip Corporation ......... ~ 
Charles W. Bolan, Inc. 

Otis Elevator Company ... ....... .......... .. .... ...... 7 
G. M. Basford Company 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company .......... .............. 69 
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc. 

Sylvania Lighting Products ............................... . 
Sullivan Advertising Agency 

. . C 2nd covci U. S. Ceramic Tile ompany ........ - ..... . 
The Griswold-Eshleman Company 

3rd cever Ware Laboratories, Inc. ····--········-········ 
Hume, Smith Mickelberry, Inc. 

West Coast Lumbermen's Association ............. ··· 
Cole & Weber 

Whatever window treatment you may be 
planning next, surely the most fundamental 
requirement of the windows you specify is 
dependable performance. For nearly half a 
century the Ware name in industry has stood 
for engineering leadership and the kind of 
precision quality that assures top perform
ance. Our engineering department is ready 

... and able ... to help you meet the most 
challenging requirements, in institutional, 
commercial, or residential work. 

Why not send for our new Curtain
Wall brochure? No obligation. Please write 
Dept. PA-4, WARE LABORATORIES, INC. 

3700 N, W. 25th ST.• MIAMI, FLORIDA 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 305 

MEMBER 




